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Leader Fails To Reveal Details

.C>bee

Beheshti Looks For Quick
End To Hostage Situation

BE'CLA'US' I LIKE NOU — Allison Graham, daughter of Mr. an Mrs. David Graham, plants a kris on Santa Claus'
beard after telling him her list of Christmas wishes. Santa Claus is available to visit with children tonight, Thursday,
Friday and Month v from 6 to 8 p.m. at the old courthouse in the center of the Murray-Calloway County Park. The
'log courthouse, warmed by a roaring fire, is decorated on the outside with multicolored,lights and on the inside
with a Christmas free I 114J4.1 of toes and holiday,arrangements. Refreshments are also served during Santa's
visiting hours. Santa's )..sit is paafot the third annual"Christmas in the Park" program.
clan Photo By Debbie N. Lee

Men Born In 1962 To Register In January

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The influential Ayatollah Mohammad
Beheshti said Tehran today that he
hoped Iran's new statement on the
American hostages would lead to a
quick solution to the crisis.
But Beheshti, leader of the hard-line
Islamic Republican Party, would not
reveal details of Iran's demand for U.S.
financial guarantees that could lead to
release of the 52 Americans, in their
410th day of captivity today.
Beheshti said at a news conference
that the U.S. reply to Iran's conditions
and modifications of the U.S. position
proposed by Iran, "can give both sides
a very acceptable solution to the problein."
He said the U.S. response needed
"some necessary corrections," but
would not go into details of the Iranian
position. Prime Minister Mohamtritict
Ali Rajai said Tuesday Iran sought
"financial guarantees"from the United
States and that the hostages could be
freed by Christmas if the U.S. government gave the guarantees. _
Secretary of State Edmund S.
Muskie, appearing on NBC TV's "Today Show" was asked about Beheshti's
statement.
"Corrections to them (the Iranians)
could be something substantive, or it
could be something technical, or it
could be something involving the
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The purpose of draft registration is to
build a pool of names and addresses
from which the Selective Service can
draw in ;in emergency. It improves the
nation's capability to. respond in an
emergency by reducing the processing
time.
ThAse who must regi.•;ter in January
are male citizens and aliens residing in
the U.S. born in 1960, 1961 or 1962, except those on students or similar visas
or members of trade or diplomatic missions, and men already servinc on active duty with the Armed Fortes,

mproi),:r't or the rererves not-on active
duty must register. Men born in 1963
and later years will be required to
register within 30(lays of their 18th bir-

thdays:_
The maximum penalty for failure to
register is a $10,000 fine and-or five
years in prison.

and giber U.S. officials were trying to
avoid raising any hopes following Rajai's statement.
A senior White House official who
declined to be identified said the United
States did not expect to hear from the
Algerian intermediaries until the
weekend. "If there really was a
breakthrough, we would have gotten a
signal from the Algerians by now and
that has not come," the official said.

Rehab Re-Application
Currently Underway
Efforts currently are underway by
the city of Murray to draft a reapplication to the community development grant, according to Steve Zea, city planner.
,
Zea said the grant would go toward
rehabilitation of homes in the south
Douglas area. Specifics of the application will .not been finalized until
sometime in January,Sia said.
He added the application should be
completed by the January planning
meeting, when it will be discussed by
the commission.
The application will be send to the
state Community and Development
Board and the Department of Housing
and Urban Renewal for approval, Zea
said.
The city received a $998,000
rehabilitation grant for the north
Douglas community last year. Zea said
several homes have been rehabilitated
and public improvements, including
water line repairs, curbs, gutters and

street repair, have been made through:
money from the grant.
In other action, Zea suggested that
the commission members invite Bill
Teuton, newly-appointed MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce executive director,to a planning
meeting.
Commission officers were re-elected
to another term. They are Greg
McKeel,chairman; Jack Gardner, vice
chairman; and Judy Mastera
secretary.

Transit Buses Not
To Run Dec. 24-26
The Murray-Calloway County Transit
Authority buses will not run Wednesday
through-Friday, Dec. 24, 2$ and 26, in
observance of the Christmas holidays
According to transit authority director Sue Morris,the buses will be back in
operation Monday,Dec. 29. •

Council Expected To Take
Action On Several City
Ordinances At Meeting
Action on several city ordinances is
expected at the rescheduled regular
Meeting of the Murray City Council
Thursday at 7.30 p.m. in City Hall.
Three ordinan4s are slated to be
heard on final reading. If approved by
the council, the ordinances will:
...Adopt the city's general fund
budget for 1981.

terminating a City employee.
...Institution controls' over the installation and maintenance of fire and
burglar alarms installed in city hall and
monitored by the police department.
Ordinances scheduled for first
reading before the council are designed
. to:
•Adopt the 1981 budget for Murray
Municipal Utilities.

.- Change the city's personnel ordinance as it applies to vacation pay for

•Create the offices of city clerk and
city treasurer effective Jan. I, 1981 and
set the salaries for each.

MOVE IT' ONLY 7
SHOPPING DAYS LEFT
'TIL CHRISTMA5!

•Set job classificatons and salaries
for the city of Murray for 1981.
•Fix the salaries of the named
employees of the city effective Jan. 1,
1981.

MES Board To Hold
Meeting T-oday

Also at the meeting, the Council will
consider a recorrunendaton from the
public safety committee that four-way
stops be instituted at the intersection of
9th and Poplar and 13th and Poplar
streets.'

,

he Murray E I
Systein boat d
will meet at 4:30 p.m Wednesday, Dec.
I at the MES building.
In addition to the monthly report, the
board still consider a permanent
engineering employee.

The only other item on the agenda
will be the setting of a date for a special
council meeting later this month for the
second reading of the budget and job ordinances which will be heard for the
first time Thursday.
City ordinances do not become official until approved on two separate
readings before the council.

Snyder To Be
Speaker At
Rotaryluncheon
•
1 tarry ;VI. Snyder, executive director
of the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education, Frankfort, will be the principal speaker tomorrow at the noon
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club at
the Colonial Smorgasbord,641 North.
A native of Corbin, Snyder has been
executive of the council., the state's
higher education governing body, since
1976. He ill be introduced by Murray
State President Constantine W. Curris,
the club's program chairman for-the
day.
First appointed to the council in 1973
as associa
(
i
e director and legal counsel.
Snyder r ived his undergraduate
degree in onornics and business administration in 1963 at Georgetown College, and in 1966 received a law degree
from the University of Kentucky. He
was admitted to the Kentucky Bar that
same year.

COLLISION— jimmy D. I hompson, Murray, was listed in satisfactory
condition with a fractured femur today at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after his jeep collided with another vehicle at the 5th and Pine
Streets intersection Tuesday. According to a Murray Police Department
spokesman, Thompy,r, A — earthbound on 5th Street when Sheila
Foster
faBed to stop her car at the intersection. Foster was treated for injuries and
released from the hospital.

modalities of implementing an agreement; we really don't know which it is.
"Sometimes they put these significant points in the context of something
insignificant in order to try to persuade
us to take them."
In Washington, U.S. officials were
awaiting the Iranian message to see if
Iran is softening its demands for
release of the hostages. Jody Powell,
President Carter's chief spokesman,

•

CHRISTMAS BASKETS — The Rev. R. E. Rabatin, left, pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church, presents a check to the Rev. Jay Brigham, right,
minister of the Immanuel Lutheran Church, to be used for funds for the annual Christmas Basket Program for needy families in cooperation with
churches, civic groups, and fraternal orders. About $100 has been donated
thus far, but much more is needed, according to the coordinators for the
drive, the Rev. Brigham and the Rev. Custis Fletcher, for the MurrayCalloway Ministerial Association. Any person, firm, or group desiring to
make a contribution to this annual special fund may call Rev. Brigham at
753-671 2, Rev. Fletcher at 753-6908, or Need Line, 753-6333, or mail it to
Christmas Charity, c-o Rev. jay Brigham, 100 South 15th Street, Murray, Ky.
42071.

Local Schools, MSU Will
Dismiss For Christmas
Murray and Calloway County
Schools, as well as Murray State
University, will be dismissing soon for
the Christmas holidays.

•

inside today
The Murray High boys' and girls' basketball teams claimed victories
Tuesday night while the Calloway County High School boys went down to
defeat. For photos and complete details of the games, see today's sports
section.

today's index

partly cloudy
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Partly cloudy tonight, low in
the upper 20s to lower 30s. Mostly
sunny breezy and warmer
Thursday, high in the lower to
mid 50s.
Little or no precipitation expected Friday through Sunday
with near or slightly above normal temperatures.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
354.42
Kentucky Lake
354.40

In 1979, he was awarded an honorary
doctor of law degree by his alma
mater,Georgetown College.
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Carter and Robertson Elementary
Schools and Murray Middle School will
dismiss one hour earlier on Friday,
Dec. 19. Buses will run one hour earlier-.
Murray High School, which will beon
the exam schedule, will be dismissed at
12:40 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 18. and 12:10
p.m. Friday, Dec. 19.
Teachers in the Murray Independent
School System will report for in-service
on Friday, Jan. 2. All students in the city system will-return to school on Monday,Jan. 5.
All schools in the Calloway County
School System will close one hour earl
on Friday, Dec. 19. Buses will run one
hour early. Both students and teachers
will return to school on Monday.Jan. 5
Final examinations will continue at
Murray State through Friday, Dec. 19,
with advance registration for the spring
semester ending today.
Murray State administrative offices
will be open during the break between
semesters except for five days. Offices
will be closed Dec. 24, 25, 26, and Jan. 1
and 2.
The first day of classes for the sprin
semester will be Wednesday, Jan, 14
Late registration is set for Jan. 12 and
13.
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Teachers Present Smart Ways ofKeeping Winn
The Fall Recital
Murray Music Teachers
Association opened its 12th
season of recitals by presenting 21 students in a fall recital
on Sunday afternoon Dec. IS,
in the Fine Arts Building on
the Murray State University
Campus.
This was the first of three
cooperative recitals given
each year by MMTA to present students who have given
special effort arid interest to
their musical studies.
Piano solos were played by
Jenny Young, Marla Ford,
Pam Hudson, Matthew Cohen,

JUST WHAT
WE ALL
NEED

to

Chattels and Chong's
m Next 1111ont,.,,

WHO CAN SAVE
YOU NOVI

Kelly Ridley, Emily Dunn,
Angela I.ogue. Lee Ann
Rayburn, Jennifer Bates,
Christy Moseley, Laura Cella,
Andrea Galloway, Mark West,
Kenneth Hainsworth, Wendy
Parker,and Suzanne Meeks.
Piano duets were played by
Jenny Young and Scott Rose,
Brenda Conley and Teresa
Ford. and Suzanne Jones and
Leslie Franklin.
Participating teachers were
axine Clark, Shirley
Jo1son, Suzanne _ Johnson,
Doiiothy Mason, Susan
McKeever, Sharon Owens,
and Carole Thompson.
The Murray Music Teachers
Association is affiliated with
Kentucky Music Teachers
Association, ahd National
Music Teachers'Association.
,STRIP OF FOIL
A strip of aluminum foil
pressed over the rim of an
open paint can will keep the
groove clean while you are
painting, making it easy to
close and reopen.

OM& raga&

CHILL CHASERS -- Selections of the
Mohair Council of America: two coats in
mohair, the fabric from the Texas
angora goat that is horning in on big
fashion this tall. At left, a newly scarved
cardigan coat in light herringbone

mohair and wool. At right, a singlebreasted side-slit coat with plaid toga
tossed over it for lightweight warmth..
plus a lot of fashion. (Left by Hie Wacs•
right by Emily Wetherby.)
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Cheipter Holds Auction
At The Colonial House
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The .area chapter of Delta ing to serve as auctioneers for
Kappa Gamma met at the Col- the event were Dr. Alice
onial House Smorgasbord, Koenecke, Joyce Fortin, Ruth
Murray, for a breakfast .Ann Harrell, and Betty
Mrs Thurs. 1/ 8 81
meeting and auction on Satur- Rogers.
(.1 Ni WII I /I It
Hostesses for the meeting
day
morning, Dec.6.
MR HARE) PRIOR
Women educators from were Dr. Pauline Waggener,
S11.111
seven counties in western Vanda Gibson,. and Frances
Kentucky, who are members Matarazzo.
Evelyn Bradley, first viceof this national and internaAdult 3,50•Child 1.50
tional honorary organization, president, presided at a
participated. in a Christmas business meeting _ which
Thru Thurs. 1/8
auction of arts, crafts, and preceded the auction. The
bakery items donated by next meeting will be a lunClint Eastwood with
Clyde & Ma In
various members. Approx- cheon at the Holiday Inn in
imately $540 was raised to Mayfield on Saturday,Feb. 28.
ANY WHICH WAY
Seventy persons attended
benefit the organization's
YOU CAN (PG)
scholarship fund which assists the meeting and those attenSORRY NO PASSES
deserving students in continu- ding from Calloway County
Chestnut Si.•7513314
i their education. Volunteer- were Beth Belote, Nellie
Caldwell, Dr. Ruth Cole,
Charlene Curd, Sue Fairless,
Joyce Fortin, Myrte4le
Futrell, Vanda Gibson, Verda
RICHARD
GENE
Happy, Dr. Mildred Hatcher,
PRYOR
WILDER
Rozella Henry, Ann Herron,
Desiree Hosick, Mary Alice
Humphries, Laura Jennitigs,
Together
Dr. Alice Koenecke, Jane
Again in...
Lane, Mary Lassiter, Frances
Matarazzo, Mavis McCamish,
Pauline 'McCoy, Margarette
McCuiston, Louise Overbey,
Joe Nell Rayburn, Eva Ross,
Jr.)'
Rubie Smithe, Ruby Suffill,
:
Lorene Swann, Louise Swann
Dr. Halene Viser, Dr. Pauline
Waggener, Roberta Whitnah,
and Ann Wood. Guests were
Foust, Ruth
Dohdie
R
Blackburn, and Miyoka
Wheeler.

STIR
CRAZY

THRU JAN. 8
- Special Prices Adult 3.50•Child 1.50

Faeter,funnier and wilder.

The approaching marriage
of Miss Kimberly KAL
Garland to Gary Nored, sot"
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Nored
of Route 3, Paris, Tenn., has
been announced ay her
parents, Mrs. Rose Marie
Wade of Big Sandy,Tenn., and
Navy Petty Officer Joe B.
Garland of Meridian, Miss.
Miss Garland is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bud
H. Manning of Hazel, of Mrs.
Lucille Garland of Murray,
and of the late Burt Garland.
She is presently employed at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents of the groomelect are Mrs. Cartyce Ray,
Shady Grove Road, Paris,
Tenn., the late Carter Ray,
and the late Mrs. Johnny-Nanney.
The Rev. Keith Grace will
perform the wedding
ceremony at the home of Mrs.
Linda Terman,228 Nance Circle;Paris, Tenn., on Saturday,
Jan. 3, at 6 p.m. in the
presence of the immediate
family only.

NEGLECTED AUTO
PARTS ARE NAMED
PROVIDENCE, R. I. (AP)
— Many of the most neglected
parts in today's autos are in
the fuel and igiiirfon systems
- systems which can
— the Oki)
Significantly influence gas
mileage,according to a recent
survey by an auto-products
manufacturer.
The survey by Fram Corp.
involved electronic engine
analyses of more than 1,200
cars across the country. It
found that the fuel filter was
the most neglected part. Nearly one-third of the cars analyzed contained poorly maintained fuel filters.
The crankcase _breather
filter was next with 27 percent
needing adjustment.
Nearly 25 percent of the cars
checked had dirty air filters.
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By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS •:.:;:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:
If you have friends who are
Even rooted cuttings planted
gardeners and would like to
in an attractive pot would
on
remember
them
make a welcome gift.
Christmas, it is easy to make
If plants don't interest you,
a choice, for there are so
then turn to some of the
many things a gardener
gadgets that make home
would like to have. Of course
gardening easier and more
there are always flowering
fun. How about the
Plants. The little fancy Pepdecorative watering cans
per plants, with the red and
with long spouts that come in
yellow peppers make a bright
varying sizes, or one of the
spot in the house. A Totem
lovely containers, either
pole of Philodendron always
vases or pots. Most folks,
amazes me, probably
when they get ready to make
because I could never make
an arrangement rarely have
mine do just right. There are
the right size or shape. Then
the hanging baskets, some of
be sure to add on of the
them full of blossoms, the
Needlepoint holders in an apsmall ones are attractive and
propriate size.
so light that they can be hung
One thing that is often needfrom the curtain pole.
ed to raise the vase of flowers
Maybe you would like to be
just a bit higher and add to
exotic and give some of the
the looks, is a base. Some
unusual plants. How about
very pretty ones are made of
starting a Bonsai, which is a
cross cut slabs of a tree and
small Pine or Juniper tree set
varnished.
in a rather shallow bowl. If
How About a good pair of
you start it now, it will be set
clippers, or a pair of garden
and ready to grow. The
gloves. Gloves wear out in a
maples make most attractive
couple of years use and they
red
and
as
they
turn
Bonsais,
make such pretty ones now
gold in the fall just like their
that you almost hate to get
big sisters.
them dirty. How about a bag
A big Amaryllis bulb
of potting soil, or some of the
already rooted in a glass
concentrated fertilizers that
would delight anyone. For
require only a few drops in
they open up into such an exyour watering pot of water.
quisite blossom.
A garden magazine would
How-about a Crocus Bowl
thrill any lover of plants, and
filled with bulbs all ready to
there are some good ones.
put out their green shoots
All these things say "Merry
Watching anything develop is
Christmas and I'm thinking
always part of the pleasure.
of you." Try some of them.
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TELEVISION

Three special editions ot cookbooks are now on sale by the
Miirray Woman's Club,according to Rosanna Miller, general
finance chairman of the club.
Mrs. Miller said a new shipment of the cookbook, Kentucky
Hospitality - A 200 Year Tradition, has arrived. This book
was published by the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
and is on sale for $7.95 each.
The sale continues of the Cookbook, Murray Woman's Club
Cookbook 1972, containing recipes of all types from the
members of the local club. This book sells for $4 each or $5 if
it is to be mailed.
Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney donated some of her
cookbooks, Glorious Goober Cookbook, to the Murray Club to
be sold at $2.05 each.
All of these cookbooks are now on sale at the downtown
branches of the Peoples Bank and the Bank of Murray,according to Mrs. Miller who said these would make good gifts.
Proceeds from the sales will be used for civic projects of the
Murray club made up of nearly 400 women.

GOLD AND SILVER
BOUGHT REGARDLESS
OF CONDITION.
COIN PRICES ARE ASSUMING
"GOOD- CONDITION.
PRICES CHANGE WITH THE
DAILY MARKET PRICE
Hwy.641
753 2682
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and Carr \(,red

CHRISTMAS

_
Cook books Available

101(1, 14K1, 181(1 on 221(1
POCKET WATCHES,
CLASS RINGS,PINS
WRIST WATCHES,
WEDDING BANDS,
DENTAL GOLD
AND GOLD COINS
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Vows To Be Read On Jan. 3

As pictured is being
featured by the Music
Department of the
Murray Woman's Club
as a fund raiser in support of the youth concert program.
You are invited to a
reception to be given by
members of the
Woman's Club on
Friday, December 19th
from 5:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. at the Blackford House Gallery,
Dixieland Shopping Center, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Or the prints can be bought by calling Jean Bennett at 753-2590
or by calling 753-8301 for $20.00.
The "Cardinal" will make an ideal Christmas gift and with each
purchase of a Cardinal you will receive a complimentary print of Ray
Harm's "Cooper's Hawk."
The youth concert is a wonderfully educating experience for the
students, so all you parents, grandparents, uncles and aunts come
on out and buy a "Cardinal."
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3 Ways To Pay
*30 Days Same As Cash
*Up To 24 Months In Store Financing
'Lay-Away Till Christmas

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS
212 EAST MAIN ST.

PHONE 153-1586
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S. P. Cottrell
Will Recei
Degree Friday

To Observe 50th Anniversary.

Stuart P. Cottrell of .513
South Sixth Street, Murray,
will receive his degree in commencement ceremonies on
Friday, Dec. 19, at 2 p.m. at
Western Hall, Western Ellinois.
University, Macomb,
Cottrell will receive the
degree of Bachelor of Science
in Health and Physical Education. Approximately 350 candidates for the bachelor's and
master's degrees are expected to take part in the
ceremonies.
Dr. Leslie F. Malpass, WIU
president, will be the featured
speaker along with Dr. Lowell
Fisher for the Board of Governors, and Barbara Cloyd, a
business education major
from Versaillies, for the
graduating class.

Former Residents
Of This County

SPECIAL UNIT OF STUDY — The Kindergarten of Mary Gale Johnson at Robertson School with their student
teacher, Jenne Pool, pictured in back, came dressed as future career choices, culminating a unit study on "Careers."
Pictured, left to right, first row, Sally Pace, Michael Carr, Hannah Batts, Michell DeBoe, Brad McClain, Matt Owens,
Ashley Haak, second row, Jeff Brannon, Mike Robinson, Kathryn Carroll, Allison Newell, Larry Williams, Kewana
Alexander, third row, Melissa Deering, Ashkon Ghaffari, Amy Mauzy, Jay Howell, William Hollander, Sean
Malinauskas, Tracey Tefft, and Demetria Martin.

David Mathis
At Ouachita
David Edward Mathis of
Murray is enrolled as a student at the Ouachita Baptist
University, Arkadelphia,
Ark., according to a release
from the university.
Mathis is one of 1,670
students enrolled at the school
including
109 graduate
students and 91 special and extension students. Enrolled are
509freshmen,368sophomores,
291 juniors,and 302 seniors.
The ratio of male to female
students at Ouachita is 50.1
percent to 49.9 percent showing a slightly higher enrollment of men. Ouachita
students come from 32 different states and 22 foreign
countries.

Community Happenings
Wednesday,Dec. 17
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Murray High Teens Who
Care will have a party.at 803
Broad Extended.
Board of Directors of
Murray-Caloway County Mental Health and Mental Retardation will meet at 3 p.m. at
the.center.
Thursday,Dec. 18
Murray Civitan Club will
meet at 7 p.m.

Thursday, Dec. 18
Granny's Gift Shop at 106
North Fourth Street for the
Senior Citizens will be open
from 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
East Calloway Elementary
School will have its annual
Christmas program, directed
by Linda Stalls with Shirley
Wall as accompanist, at 7 p.m.
at the school.

Ezell Beauty
School
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would like to thank you for another year of
patronage'
INSTRUCTORS
Mrs Estelle Ezell
Mary Roberts
Kay Dalton
Polly Jones
Margaret(Mug) Waldrop, Receptionist
and Students
Would like to invite you to visit them for
your hair, skin, and nail care.
Work done exclusively by students under
the supervision of instructors.

Permanent wave 7.50
Shampoo and style
Hair color;frosting
Hair shaping
Scalp massage;style
Facial
Arch
Hot Wax
Manicure

11.50 15.50
3.50
7.00 to 15.50
3.50
5.00
2.00 and 3.00
1.00
1.50
1.50 and 2.50

Golden Age Club will have
its Christmas party and
potluck luncheon at 11:30 a.m.
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Meeting for laryngectomees
and interested persons will be
at 1 p.m. at the Community
building, Brookside Drive,
Mayfield, sponsored by the
MSU Division of Communications Disorders. For information persons may call 762-2446
or 1-247-3726.
"A Dickens Christmas" will
be held in Press Alley,located
between North Fourth and
North Fifth Streets, north of
the downtown court square,
from 5 to 9 p.m.
Legion of Mary will meet at
10:30 a.m, in the rectory of St.
Leo's Catholic Churclt.
Knights of Columbus
meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. in
the Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.

Thursday,Dec. 18
Mothers Day Out and Ladies
Bell Choir will be at 9 a.m. at
the 'irst Baptist Church.

tr
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Gr ps of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Janelle Doyle in
church parlor at 9:30 a.m. and
Carol Poe with Mrs. Randy
Sorrow at:7 p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have its
Christmas party for members
and their guestsat 6:30 p.m. at
the Ellis Center.

Calloway County District Title I Parent Advisory Council
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
DeVanti's.
UAW Local Union 1068 will
meet at 2 p.m. at the Legion
Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.

ry

Mr. and Mrs. W.Eccles Billington, 431 S. E. 74th Street,
Gainesville, Fla., formerly of
Calloway County, will observe
their golden wedding anniversary an Wednesday, Dec. 24.
They were married on that
date in 1930.
Mrs. Billington, the former
Metta Brook Washam, is the
daughter of the late Thomas
K. Washam and Dinnie
Washam.
Mr. Billington is the son of
the late W. E. 13.11ington and
Lou Billington.
Their son, Charles D. Billington and his wife, Lorene,
and their two sons, Sean and
Scott, reside in Tolkston. Ga.

Murray Senior 'Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
p.m. at the Ellis Center with
first aid and safety lesson
from 10:15 to 11:30 a.m., lunch
at 12 noon, and table games at,
12:30 p.m.
.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12
noon at Douglas.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord with
Margie Shown to present a
musical program.
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall.

Dorcas Class
Holds Meeting
At Rose Home

1/r. timl Ilrs.

Mrs. Allen Rose opened her
home for the meeting of_the
Dorcas Sunday School Class of
the First Baptist Church held
on Thursday, Dec. 11, at 7 p.m.
The president, Mrs. Odelle
Vance, read a recipe on
By Cecily Brownstone
"Growing Old." Mrs. Enid
Associated Press
Sanders read the scripture
Food Editor
from Matthew 2 and Luke 2 of
SNACKTIME FARE
the birth of Christ.
Gifts front the class were Cinnamon Toast Beverage
presented to the teacher, Mrs.
" CINNAMON TOAST
Roberta Tarry, and the assisFor each serving, stir
tant- teacher, Dr. Halene H.
together 14 teaspoon ground
Visher.
Mrs. Rose led .the group in cinnamon and 1 teaspoon
sugar. Toast a slice of bread
Christmas
carols. •
Refreshments of cake and (from a loaf marked "thinly
sliced") until it is a light
boiled custard were served.
Attending were Roberta golden brown; spread with 1
Tarry, Halene Visher, Geneva teaspoon butter, then sprinkle
Brownfield, Ruth Caldwell, with the cinnamon mixture.
Florene Shoemaker, Hazel Broil briefly in a toaster-oven
Beale, °dello Vance, Pauline Or in a regular broiler just unMcCoy, Madelle Talent, til topping is bubbly; watch
Marion Adams, Lula Belle carefully so edges of toast do
Hodge, Katie Outland, Eva not scorch; if edges become
Morris, Pauline Jones, Lucy too brown,cut them away. Cut
Lilly, Enid Sanders, Sue Tut- the slice of cinnamon toast in
tle, Jessie Wooden, Gladys two triangles and serve at
Leach,— Heloise Roberts, once. .
Elaine Brown, Lemma WarAGREED TO PAY
ren, Thelma Warford, Jo
The United States agreed in
Oakley, and Doris Rose. A 1955 to pay Japan $
.2 million in
guest was Mrs. Eva Hundley.
atomic test damages.

. Eccles Billington

Ninety Four - East
Studio-Gallery
Ph: 502-759-1025
P.O. Box 967
urray, Kentucky 42071
CASH FOR GINA A SILVER —CASH FOR GOLD & SILVER —
ko
a

LOOK!!!
If you have been selling your
gold rings and silver without
getting our offer you've
probably lost some money.
Please get our offer before
you sell. It makes Dollars and
Sense. Free Appraisals Security provided.
Wks"sod Bryon of Geld Coins
5142'r5.5-5111-$20

2

0

Gpos11:01-11:10
0

I

2 I
z

3

Gold & Silver Pawn Shop
Buy, Sell or Trade
Olympic Plaza

753-7113
—CASH FOR GOLD & SILVER —CASH FOR GOLD & SILVER

Friday,Dec. 19
Christmas Medley will be at
8 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors
Center Theater. Reservations
are required and call 1-502-9245602,extension 295.
Murray Art Guild will Be
open fram 9a.m. to 5 p.m.

CONVERTIBLE
Upright with
SPECIAL
Headlight
9 qt.
disposable bag
4-position
carpet selector
Full-time
edge cleaning
Steel
agitator

PURCHASE
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Mid-year commissioning
ceremony of Murray State
University's Reserve Officers
Training Corps will be at 8
a.m.in Room 228, Roy Stewart
Stadium, MSU. The ceremony
is open to the public.

The Senior Citizens' shop,
Granny's, at 106 North Fourth
Street, will be open from 8:30
a.m. to 9 p.m.

MurrayHome
Auto
Phone
753-2511

Charles W. Vittitow

Second night of "A Dickens
Christmas" will be from 5 to 9
p.m. in Press Alley between
North Fourth and North Fifth
Streets.

• Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m.for morning shop"ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

SAVE $40

FREE
TOOLS

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
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Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12
noon at Douglas.

Today is the deadline for entries in the Baby contest for
ages 0 to 1 by the Xi Alpha Phi
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
Send non-returnable picture
with child's name, parents'
name, address, phone
number, and $2 entry fee to
Baby Contest, Southside
Manor Apts. A-2, Murray, Ky
42071.

My Old Kentucky Home
"Winter"
Barred Owl

African Lion

You are cordially invited to attend a reception and meetCharles W. Vittitow, a Kentucky artist, on Thursday, December 18th from 12 until 7p.m. at the Blackford House Gallery.
It is with pride and pleasure that we present a collection of prints by Mr,
Vittitow. Chuck's work can be seen in several museums including: the Filson
Club (the oldest historical society in Kentucky), the Kentucky Railroad
Museum,the Patton Museum at Fort Knox, the Howard National Steamboat
Museum, the Louisville Museum of Science and History, the United States
Air Force Collection, the Kentucky Derby Museum,and the Fort Boonesboro
Park Museum.
In addition to painting, Chuck does wood sculpture, which has won several
awards. He also built a round house and all its furniture which is located in
New Haven, Ky., where Mr. Vittitow makes his home.

Blackford House Gallery
Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-8301
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Local Countr Extension .-1,,
e.ent In Home Ecanomies-

Says Tradition Used For Holiday Season

P

..

From The Desk of
Jean('bar
County. Extension Agent
- For Hume Economics
Tradition is the foundation
of the holiday season. We all
have our special collection of
treasures that make up a part
of the holiday tradition for Us
- the crimson Santa that sits
on the hall table greeting
visitors as they come in the
door, the gold star that has
always hung just so on the
tree.
Keep these traditions and
treasures in mind as you add
the touch of Christmas
throughout your home this
year.
Since these items will be
varied, bring continuity to
your decoration plan by
deciding on an overall plan, a
particular color scheme or
theme to which variations can
be added. Consider all the
elements — the wall, drapery
and carpet colors, period of
design, area and table sizes,
plus your way of life.
Plan to make use of furniture and household items as
well as the architectural
features in your house. Windows, fireplaces, hall and kitchen doors, and staircases all
furnish possible decorating
areas.
Your front door and hallway
should give a special welcome

evergreen to give it a seasonal
touch. Or polish old pewter or
brass and make it the focal
point of the mantel with a
spray of holly and grouping of
candles.
Do you have a collection of
miniature creatures or
figurines collected from your
travels? If so, put them under
glass. Turn a goblet over them
and fasten a candle to the
class with wax or floral clay.
Trim the arrangement with
evergreen. A grouping of such
glasses, all with treasurers
underneath and candles on
top, can be an effective
decoration for the dining table
or mantel. But be sure to extinguish the candles when you
leave the room.
Be imaginative in your
plans, but don't overdo or clutter. A few distinctive and wellplaced arrangements will

to family and frtends. There
are several ways in which you
can do this. For example,
iever the 'door with bright'
metallic paper to be used as a
background for a cut-out
Christmas tree, a cluster of
bells or an elegant wreath:
Then, add .roping around the
door frame to complete the
job. For colonial style homes
with columns in front, wrap
each column with evergreens
and lights.
Welcome guests as they
enter the house with hanging
or free-standing decorations
inside the door or arrangements on the hall table.
Brighten up a dark corner
with an umbrella stand filled
with greens and poinsetta and
highlighted with a spotlight.
Many of us have household
items that are treasures to us.
Whether they are true
heirlooms or something you
choose yourself, such as a
bowl, a plate, or perhaps
something from a foreign
land,'give your decor both a
personal and distinctive touch
by accenting some of these
treasures.

Two special prenuptial
events were held in honor of
Miss Pamela Sue Mellon, Dec.
20th bride-elect of Terry
Douglas Williams. Parents of
the couple are Mr. and Mrs.
William Mellon of Puryear.
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Leon
V. Williams of Springville,
Tenn.
--Mrs. Julia Salmon and Mrs.
Betty. Nance were hostesses
for a shower held Saturday,
Dec.6 at the Hazel Community Center for Miss Mellon.
Special guests were Mrs. Betty Williams and Mrs. Frances
Mellon, mothers of the bridal
couple.
Traditional bridal games'
were played with the winners
of the prizes giving them to the
honoree. Miss Mellon received
many gifts.
Refreshments of cake
decorated in shades of pink,

How Can You Save On
/Etna Car Insurance?*
Let's Count The Ways:

punch, mints, nuts, and chips
were served by the hostesses
to the 20.persons present.
'A bridal tea for relatives
am friends inilhe Buchanan
R ort Area was held Sunday,
Dec. 14 at the home of the
groom-elect's aunt, Loretta
Matthews.
For the occasion the brideelect chose to wear a three
piece ensemble of print with
burgundy vest. She was
presented a corsage of
burgundy carnations with
pink, her chosen colors, by the
hostess.
Special guests were Mrs.
Betty Williams and - Mrs.
Frances Mellon, mothers of

Ph. 753-8355

DAVID KING•GENE LANDOLT•ADELE KUPCHELLA
4 Ina Casualty and Sures" f...npany•The Standard F.re Insurance Consists,
The Autornobtle Insurance CorApans cd Hartford Connects.
4 • ,rs
flhI,ncss

the bridal couple, and Mrs.
Pauline Anderson and Mrs.
Annie Williams, grandmothers of the groomelect,
Refreshments of red velvet
cake, cookies, mints, nuts,
punch, and cranberry tea
were served at the table
covered with a white lace
cloth over pink with corner
bows of pink and burgundy
print.
Serving the guests were Linda Williams and Kim .Dyer.
Pamela C. Williams presided
at the guest register, Cindy
Gooch registered the many
gifts received by Miss Melloh.
Thirty persons called
between the hours of 2 to 4
p.m.

GUEST SPEAKER — Max
Attorney
for
Parker,
Calloway County, spoke on
the Supreme Court decision
on the Ten Commandments
in the public schools to the
students of the Calloway
County Middle School as
shown in the top photo. In
the side photo, Pete
O'Rourke, teacher at the
Calloway County Middle
School, welcomes County
Attorney Parker, right, as
guest speaker for his history
classes.
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When washing natural-bristle brushes, a little alum
in the final rinse water
can revive sluggish bristles.
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UNCLE JEFF'S
HIGHWAY TOYLAND

JR-E-11

Ma

MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

641 SOUTH

*168 Barbie Bath Center
Barbie wait he', while VOU
groom! Aura the clean-up
center prosides a place
your grooming articles Completely assembled. easily di tat hes to wall or door
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OH 913 Visible Rotary Engine Kit
This operating engine kit runs
just like the real engine' The
forerunner of the popular
Mania RX-7 sports car! Powerful permag motor
Perfectly tinted cycle
Hinged
Model for easy access firing
spark plugs
Easy to assent-

$11.77
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*DRESS
SUITS
* CORDUROY SUITS
*SWEATERS *SWEATER VESTS
* DRESS PANTS * SPORT SHIRTS
* DRESS HIRES
* FLANNEL SHIRTS
* ROBES * SOCKS * SCARVES * PAJAMAS
* INSULATED VESTS * LIGHTWEIGHT JACKETS
* WORK JACKETS * ALL BELTS * TIES * JEANS
* WORK SHOES * WORK CLOTHES AND OVERALLS * *
* COVERALLS * UNDERWEAR * TOILLTRIES BY ENKE
* RUBBER FOOTWEAR * DRESS AND CASUAL SHOES * BILLFOLDS
UMBRELLAS * HOUSE SHOES * LEATHER COATS * DRESS ROVES

* WOMENS DEPT.
* SPORTSWEAR * DRESSES * PANTSUITS * ROBES * GOWNS * SLIPS
PAJAMAS * UNDERWEAR * COATS * SKIRTS * SWEATERS * BLOUSES
SLACKS * JEANS * PURSES * JEWELRY r TOILETRIES BY EERIE ** GLOVESTOWELS
*HOSE * HOUSE SHOES * DRESS & CASUAL SHOES * DRESS BOOTS
it RUBBER FOOTWEAR * BLANKETS
UMBRELLAS * * * * * * * * * *

* CHILDRENS WEAR
* DRESS SUITS * SWEATERS * JAMAPAS * FLANNEL SHIRT * SPORT SHIRTS * BELTS
* UNDERWEAR * TOBBAGONS * SWEAT SHIRTS * CASUAL SHOES * LEATHER BOOTS
*SLEEPING BAGS * JOGGING SHOES * RUBBER FOOTWEAR * GLOVES * * * * * * *
* COATS
*DRESSES
*GLOVES
* JEANS
* TOPS
*SHOES
* UNDERWEAR * BOOTS * PAJAMAS
* TOBBAGGONS * GOWNS * SLEEPING BAGS

i
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Sale Items Throughout The Store

SETTLE-WORKMAN
Across The Street From The Bank of Murray, Downtown - Where
Year Bossiness Is Always Appreciated.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
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$16.77
a8320 Aggrauation Game
Kid, hese fun using their
mind, to keep from losing
their marble. It's Aggrasatin'
f or 2 to Plains -Niles 5. and
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A huggable Rah, I
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Hot Shot Pinball Game
The most realistic table top
pinball game Features ringing
bells flashing lights - working power bumpers
flippers
digital scoring and automatic ball counter. Uses 4
ell batteries (not included).
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GOOD SELECTION OF INFANT WEAR
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The wedding of Miss
Pamela Sue Mellon, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William
Mellon of Puryear, Tenn., and
Terry Douglas Williams, son
of Mr. and Mrs.' Leon V.
Williams of Springville, Tenn.,
will be solemnized on Saturday,Dec.20.
The vows will be read at 4:30
p.m. at the Antioch United
Methodist Church at Springville, Tenn. A reception
will follow at the church.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

KING-LANDOLT
INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY

Dry rose petals on sheets of
paper in a warm, wellventilated area. Add a few
leaves for color. You may
Wish to add a few other
fragrant blossoms (dried), a
few herbs, such as rosemary,
majoram or a few balsam
needles. Remember,however,
that the roses scent must
predominate.

Stir the mixture daily until
the petals and leaves are comAdd holiday fragrance to pletely dry. Then combine
your home with evergreen and these spices in a mixing bowl:
holiday foods baking in the 1 teaspoon nutmeg, 1 tablesoven. If guests are expected, poon allspice, 2 tablespoons
simmer some spices through powdered orrisroot (You can
the house. A word of caution get it from a drugstore), and 3
on scented candles — they Lan tablespoons cinnamon. Fill an
be overwhelming when used in apothecary jar (stone,
great abundance.
porcelain or glass) with alterA flower potpourri can also nate layers of petals and
help make your house smell spices. Remove to release
good during the holiday scent.

Mellon-Williams
,Wedding Saturday

Think Positive. Think ?Etna. Think ...

LIZ

season and long after.

Miss Mellon Is Honored At Events

For example, place grandmother's doll by an old clock
to remind you of the magic
hour of New Year's Eve. Add
a tiny arrangment of

W hen you insure your car with our agency
and /Etna Life & Casualty, you may qualify for a
number of important discounts if. for example,
you're:
• A carpooler
• A multi-car family
• A good student and, or a graduate of driver
training
• An accident-free driver
• Willing to increase your deductibles
An /Etna auto policy also provides you with
total insurance protection backed by 24-hour
claim service— countrywide.Call our agency today.

create a more striking effect
than many little unimportant
decorations placed in a htiterskelter manner throughout the
house.
Let your children help
whenever possible. Include
them in the planning and don't
forget to decorate their areas,
too. A child, especially, loves
his own doorway decor,
perhaps a giant snowman with
a photograph of his face for
the head.

terbocker

KB5829 "StampedeSpring Horse
1b,, hold hest nut on a
,,late brown frame will bring
fun-filled ad itement to any
toung "i Ow poke- Adjustable
frame grows as the c had
grows. °raiding longer pla,
life "Iiidd,ap Cowlun-

$27.77
FLY ER
BLAZON-FLEXIBLE FLYER

4 1560 I ootsietay
Peterbilt Road Set

st601 Rite Hite Store
lad the right hriqh, lor the
I
Homemaker lame. torn.
pica.
Window in oven door
with play c ontrol knobs that
turn
The
hef can ,,c,,k
up a ...am' Real neat'

New,,',,, the rm..] set is geared
for highway fun' Set features
large detailed seai•trat III!
Mid trailer and .1 die cast metal
4 • 4 sehicles "Barrel on clown
the highway-
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$7.97
STROMBECKER
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Styles For Ladies 8. Men
Nice Selection

Uncle Jeff's Health
& Beauty Aids
Dept.

20%

Off
Mfg. Sugg. Retail Price

•

Prices Good Thru Dec 24

Norelco

Northern
Folding Pro 1200

Blower/ Dryer
1200 watts, 2 heats, 2 speeds, compact, light
weight handle, folds for easy storage. Model
1886

RtFueima,za}:ra v$,A gtaiwA
e NN ill
Be Open
Til 8:00 p.m.
Nightly and
1:00-5:00 1).m.1
Sunday"s

Sale

N

PIO

Na. 8800

No 05410

Sala

'res o
Burger/ 2
Hamburger
Cooker

•

537

$3 97

Mirror
2 Pc.

Nevco
91/4 ,,

Saute Set

Ironstone
Bowl

After Shave

Assorted Colors

6 Oz. Bottle Gift Carton

B-0677-33

Mennen
Skin Bracer

No 1 779

$1 29
Sale

Cassette
Recorder

$1 29

Nevco
9 Pc.

No
..,•••••

360 7

•en•••••

id&

Dynasound Tape
Storage Center
Holds up to 36 8 track cartridges or 72
cassettes
$799
Se),

Sale

No. 3-5005

Sale

$977

Kitchen
Tool Set
Consisting of 6 wooden tools
and 1 wire beater in
stoneware ceramic milk can
shape container No. E9961

$397

aka

Sale

-1

F 11

PPM&

,-

Twin action retractable razor
to beat all wet shaves. 3
floating heads, nine setting,
pop-up trimmer flip-top
cleaning. Model HP1601

•

Dough hooks for mixing and kneadin
g bread
doughs, powerful 235 watt motor. Model
M55HRS
Harvest

One 1 2 Qt. Casserole w/cover and one
natural fiber woven basket. $
No. M400/827A

Sale

with a RTIR)
t2,T2kZy
WEST BEND
-""4111I

Razor

11:

Stand Mixer

8" 8. 10" SauteFry Pan

$289

$2197

Sale

Nc

Norelco
Rotatract
Adjustable

Sale

G.E. Heavy Duty

Basket
Buffet Set

Portable DC Cassette
Recorder with
performance and
appearance. 5
pushbutton operation
with built in condenser microphone
auto end of tape shut off.

$849

$1 19

Sole $2397

G.E.

Featuring
Liddle Griddle, Broils 2
Thick Hamburgers

Sale

Grinds raw
meats, fish,
cheese, dried breads,
?ven the hardest nut meats
No. 996-28 White

Bonnet adjusts for children or adult use. 3 heat settings, sturdy luggage carrying case. No. H021

Anchor
Hocking

Meat &
Food
Grinder

$359

No PB2

Sale

Oster
Electric

Pen &
F. MATE Pencil Set
Reg. 7.00
r
No 541-05

25

Sale

Makes 6 generous servings with just 6
cups of oil.

Paper Mate
Profile

he.
hilt.
r
1. Aura. Ilk e • lean•ta.
pro,odes a pi....'
!mammy driit les Com
, assembled. edsilk
eon a, door
.

Pie Plate
No 209S

Deep Fryer

Sale $699

Hair
Dryer

Pyrex 9"

99

Presto
Grand Poppy
Electric

Holds 24 Tapes Walnut steel top and
base.

$ 22
97
Sale

G.E.
Portable

Full size 12" skillet has silver stone premium nonstick
surface inside and out.

Dynasound
8-Track
Tape
Storage Unit

1URRAY,
ENTUCKY

Sole1
$
849

Full Fry
Skillet

No 06521

mmostAstsggcsayszvzji

Smart contemporary styling, woke to music
3' 2"dynamic speaker, large legible clock face.
No. 7-4550

Presto

s

Brushed Finish, Windproof
No. 2.00

$•%2.
sa.

Clock Radio

Automatically opens cans, extracts fresh
citrus juices. No. 577-14 Harvest Gold.

$2398

Zippo
Lighter

G.E. FM/AM

Can Opener/
Citrus
Juicer

You can make as few as 3-5
cups. Brews 10 cups. Model
HB5140

$Q49
Sale

Oster

Dial A Brew
Automatic Drip
Coffee Maker

..$3998

,
CORN POPPRA

_,.•••-•••Ne

Dynasound Cassette
Carrying Case

• .1,.to,•
•
N111% 10. wh.lr No
Or hiwier
,altastioq 001), Oro

Holds 30 boxed cassette. Great for the

•s er
"Snowflake"

• 210 6 qt caption,
selltunering, Cow,
flips to, serv,nii
.

$2497

Ice
Crusher

Slow Cooker

Crush mounds of sparkling ice, course to
fine texture. No. 552 Harvest Gold

Low temperature cooking cooks all day
while the cook is away. 31
/
4 qt. No. 3150

wis1 7"

Corning Ware

Blender

Open Roaster

12-Speed
Dual Range
Instant start &
stop control for
food pieces
— No. 834-14 Harvest Gold
Sok

sok

Rival
Removable
Stoneware

Oster Liquefier

I fireat Appliant
in I

$2397

G.E.
Deluxe

Toast-ROven
Toaster
Automatically Toasts,
Bakes 8. Top Browns
No. T93B

..$3097

Size 12'4"x10'4"
Wildflower Design No. A21-7-5
Spice 0 Life No. A-21-8
$1

196

Cornflower Design
) No. A-21-8

V

$999

nc or
Hocking
20-Pc.
Chantilly

Dinnerware Set
Rim shape oil pieces with stone meadow glaze

Cups, sugar and creamer hove rich brown rim
accent. No. C4007/320A Chantilly
$1797
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.
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Exquisite Form

Bras &
Girdles

Special
Selection
Ladies

$200

Dress Shoes
$300 & $500

Off Any Style

Half Gliips &
Full Slips

2

Now

Entire Stock
Men's

Price

Northern Pacs
On Sale

Levi's
Boot Cut, Big Bells, Bell Bottoms
Straight Legs
Reg. 16.99 Sizes 28-42

Sale $32
88

Sole Price

Sale

$13

88

$32
"
Terry

Kitchen Towels,

Coveralls
By Wrangler & Big Ben
Reg. 36.99 S-XXL

Top or full Lace

Save $4.00
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Only

Men's
Insulated

Stocking Stuffers

Any Women's

Western
Boot

40%
House Shoe
Sale

For The Entire Family

Special Group

Assorted Patterns
Reg. $1.19

Sale

78'

Men's & Women's
Save $1 5° On Any Pair Of House Shoes Starting at $4.99

Entire Stock
Ladies

Ladies

Coats
and
Jackets

/
12

Robes,
Pajamas,
& Gowns

30%

Off

A Great Christmas Gift Idea

Price

First Quality

Table Cloths
and Shower Curtains

Cannon Velour
Towels

coess
soc*s

Bath Towel $388

Sock Hats

Hand Towel $278

Solid Colors & Patterns
Unbelievable Savings

Ladies

Ladies Wrangler

Sweaters,
Velour Tops &
Blouses

Flannel
Shirts

25%

Men's

Flannel Shirts
Sale
Reg. 8.99 Now $683
Reg. 9.99 Now $788

Sale Price Only

Reg 18 99 Now

$1 1 88

Men's & Boy's

Coats &
Vests

•
•

Reg. 6.99 Now $588

Reg. 15.99

Off

Wash Cloth $1 68

$1388

Western, Sport & Work Styles

Fruit Of The Loom

Underwear Sale

Save 4.11

Men's Briefs S-XL

Sole $35°
Tee Shirts
2x-3x

Men's

Sala $65°

Velour Shirts
Reg. 12.99-Sale $1039
Reg. 16.99 Sale $1359

Cloth Styles, Nylon
Styles, Down Look

.11

Reg. 19.99 Sale $
Men's

Shoe Sale
All Dress Styles
1/2

All Casual Styles

25% off

Men's

Thermal
Underwear
$199
Reg. 4.99 Sale %.0
$0)19
Reg. 3.99 Sale let

Boxer Shorts 30-44
sole $500

Men's Briefs 2x-3x
Sale $5"
Athletic Shirts S-XL
Sale $350

Boxer Shorts 46-52

Tee Shirts
S- XL

Sala $7"

Sale'4"

599
Mountain
Mist
Cotton

Quilt
Batting
81"x96"
Reg. 3.79

Boys Reg. 2.99 Sale $239
BUY NOW & SAVE
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Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware,
paint, automotive, plumbing,?
electrical, sporting hIr !joods, e:
health and beauty aids,
housewares, clothing, shoes, or
toys, camera equipment and the :71
lowest priced discount pharmacy do
in the area.

41 SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S SPORTING GOODS DEPT
NO RAINCHECK

•

NO RAINCHECKS

NO

RAINCHECK5

Camoflage

CoverAils

All

All Redfield Scopes

c/0

knives/

Off With Coupon

Reg. $44.95
r•

Sale

Shoe
Special
Athletic Shoes

$3696
Chamois
Shirts

NC,11011

1•00‘

Pony

Nike

Audll
Wood-N-Stream Hunting Boots

Sale

im

$1 349

10% Off
All

U.

50% Off

AU%

BB Guns

.
U

U.

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT.
Fiberglass

Pipe
Wrap

.
Q

t

111
5. 1
tit

Insulation Kit
3" x 25"

All

Rodac
Air Tools

efs S-XL
350

c,
as

(C--•

ur

Work Styles

OFF

By:

Reg $17.99
.
U
.
U

20%

11/3

471-

Off Reg. Price

DP1100

Drive Socket
Set

Exercise

$
0
00

SAE & Metric
Reg. S12:47_.

Sale

-Way
Combination
Gym

Reg. $13.47

Includes:
Chest Pull, Handgrip,
& Jump Rope

$
Sale

irts

147

Controls Soot 8 Creosote,
Helps Prevent Soot Fires,
Just Sprinkle on Fire

Schauer
10 Amp
Automatic

Battery Charger

Reg. $2.47

Sale

600

For Men & Women
Excellent For Firming & Toning
Reg. $4.77

‘11 JO74
.
it=2:5=21
• I- aILLV,116

/50
%.

Prevent Freeze-Ups
This Winter

Electric
Heat Tapes

$177

With or Without
Thermostats
From 6' to 30'

FM Converter
Reg. $20.57
CLOSE-OUT

115 VAC 60H28 Amps at
3450 RPM

Sale

For 12 Volt gatteries
$3
Reg. $41.97

Exercise
Wheel
Sale

Bench Grinder
-111111.111

Sale

N

6" McGraw-Edison
'40
'

$2500

00

Bernz-O-Matic Propane
Fuel

Chimney Sweep
Soot Destroyer

rts S-XL
350

Reg.
$31.99

$12"

$3600
Sale

341

Pit

Bench

fs 2x-3x

sso

p

30 Piece 1/4"

S7

Coverts Any AM Radio
Into Both AM/FM
receivers. Fits All
Cars, Boats, Campers
& Trucks. For Use With
All AM Radios.

W.V.V.W.W.WAVW•%%"•%•VANW•WW.".•WW•••••••••°•V•Wirei
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Storeys

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
U

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

Prices Good
Wed. Dec. 17th
Thru
Thurs. Dec. 25th

ndersold!!*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

SCOT KITCHEN'S

FOOD
GIANT
Operated

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE

SUPER.
BUYS

BREAD

9

5 LB.
BAG

TWO LITER
PLASTIC BOTTLE

WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL
ORDER EXCLUDING TOBACCO
a. DAIRY PRODUCTS

LIMIT ONE
PER FAMILY

Limit Rights
Reserved

Merry Christmas From All
Us At Storey's Food Giant

COKE,SPRITE,
TAB, MELLOW YELLOW

SUGAR

Home Owned

We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

160Z.
LOAF

1.111111104111111111111M011
FOOD GIANT

REG. $1.09
CHARLES

MILK

POTATO CHIPS

$229

MARGA
B RINE

794

GAL.

PET

BL uE
DoNNE
fr

Margerill

1 LB. QTRS.

FROZEN

WHIPPED
TioZ TOPPING

554

80Z.

69'

REG., B.B.Q., WAFFLE, SOUR CREAM

CHARMIN
BATHROOM TISSUE

RITZ

PAPER TOWELS

PIE

r
P
i

iLLS

2 SHELLS
PER PKG.

JUMBO
ROLL
PIttSBURY
SLICE L BAKE

COOKIES

15 OZ.

4 ROLL
PKG.

BUSH'S CUT

SOFT IMPERIAL

BUSH

GREEN BEANS

MARGARINE

HOMINY

300 SIZE

3/$1

1 LB. BOWL

GODCHAUX
TEXSUN PINK

46 OZ.

1 LB. BOX
LIGHT BROWN, DARK BROWN, WHITE POWDERED

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Post

Limit One Per Family
All Flavors

Toasties
4
'so,.89

Salad
Cri7ens

Good Only At Storey's
Exp Dec 25 1980

2

2 01

2 $1

1201. 12 SERVINGS

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Blue Bonnet

Spread
$1 29
2 Lb. fowl

°9

Good Only Al Sloret's
Exp. Dec. 25, 1980

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. Dec. 25. 1980

BORDEN'S
EAGLE BRAND
SWEATENED

COCOA MIX
$1 29

78

894

WHITE S. GOLDEN

Health & Beauty
Aids Specials .
AQUA VELVA

TRAVEL KIT
ASPIRIN

1
31

Limit

COUPON
One Per Family

Post

Raisin Bran
200,

31
31
31

Limit One Per Family
Cycle Beef

Dog Food

$ 1 59
toot Com

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp Dec 25 1580

.3612P1

SURE REG. UNSCENTED

COUPON

3/ 1

Good Only At Storey's
Exp Dec 25 1980

COUPON
limit One Per
Hefty

FarIllly

Trash Bags

$279

20 0

Good Only At Storer s
Exp Dec 25 1980

ANTI PERSPIRANT 4 oz.$1 46
R.,, c,
ALKALINE
BATTERIES 'SIZE
.. 2 PK. $1

19

RAVE

HAIR SPRAY

CONDENSED MILK
1201.

ST. JOSEPH'S CHILDREN'S

-*

4/994

CARNATION HOT

SUGAR

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

*

684

$125
701. O

99

WE WILL BE
OPEN FROM
8 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
ON
CHRISTMAS EVE
AND
CHRISTMAS DAY
Our Christmas
Wish Is A Merry
Christmas And A
Happy New Year To
You 8, Your Family
Charles Storey
8, Employees of
Storey's Food Giant

31
-.***********************44c******************************************************
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SLICED SLAB

Ut Rights
eserved

MORRELL GOLDEN
SMOKED BONELESS

BACON

09

HAM
19 LBS. 8. UP
(WATER ADDED)

FAMILY
PACK

-

LB.

LB.

BOSTON BUTT

(0)

BRYAN FULLY COOKED

PORK ROAST

19

WHOLE HAMS

FAMILY PACK

LB.

WZEN

LB.

9'

WRHIO
CLEED BINUTO
TS

PORK STEAK

SHANK PORTION

HAM

19

'ISSUE

(WATER ADDED)

LB.

LB.
WILLIAMS PORK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE STANDING

RIB ROAST

SAUSAGE

LB $249

LB $1 5
BUTT PORTION

MRS. WEAVER 1401.
FRESH

HENS

PIMENTO SPREAD

LB 89

CAMPFIRE

FRANKS

1201.99"

OYSTERS

BANANAS
$1 FRUIT
TANGELOS
JUICE ORANGES 12/994 BASKETS
$699 u
GRAPEFRUIT
5/$1°°
P
3 LOS

LOOSE

stmas
Merry
; And A
Year To
r Family
Oorey
es of
id Giant
111111111111111.1.ft.

AVAIL ABLE

LB $ 1 09

CASH POT
THIS WEEK
WIN

$20000

LAST WEEK'S NAME
VICKI GRIMM
MURRAY
CARD NOT PUNCHED

************

LB.99'

PICNICS

-

*„

RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS

APPLES
0

_

O
lt
NO cc
4050
0

RED GRAPES

69'

3/sl00
GREEN ONIONS
3P1°°
RED RADISHES
TURNIPS
LB. 39"
79'
TRAY TOMATOES
cHRISTMAS SPECIAL
BAKED HAM
LB $289
OZ.

DELI SAVING
4 LB AVERAGE

3 LB. $699

SMOKED

LB.$17°

HAM
ONE QT. GREEN BEANS
ONE QT. SWEET POTATOES
6 DINNER ROLLS
APPLE PIE

*

"
LB $1

HAM

er

L BE
ROM
6 P.M.

IS DAY

TURKEY

HYDE PARK CANNED

LETTUCE
2/99
BROCCOLI
)
99'
MUSHROOMS
99'
CARROTS
1 LB 2/89'
--.............

994
11111111111111.1111

AS EVE

HAM SLICES

iinnT PRODUCE SAINGS

NSED MILK

$119

CENTER CUT

BREAST

1207. $249

LB

BUTTERBALL HEN

TURKEY

FRESH

1Y994

HAM

$129

ORDER BEFORE DEC. 11116

ALL FOR

1

$21 95

*,.

HAM I. CHEESE

SANDWICH
BROWNIES
PUMPKIN PIE

89'
6/$1"
$2"

************************************************************34
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Looking Back
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10 Years Ago
Jan. 11 is the tentative date set for the
opening sales of Type 23, dark fired
tobacco, on the Murray Market, according to officials of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Fay
Blalock Farris,56, and D. A. Lovett,54
Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Cohoon of 806
North 18th Street will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Dec. 27
with an open house at the home of their
son, James 1. Cohoon, 516 South 11th
Street, Murray.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John Micheal Calhoun on Dec.
14.
Eleanor D. Kodrnan of Murray is attending the senunar for Speech.
Language and Hearing Specialists who
teach in institutions for the mentally
retarded now being held at the University of Alabama. She is director of the
Speech and Hearing Center at the Outwood Hospital and School.
The Murray State University Racers
beat Baldwin Wallace College of Berea,
Ohio, in a basketball game. Hector
Blondet hit for 17 points as high point
man for Murray.

EDITORIAL.

Precautions Keep
Christmas Happy
Christmas is not a time for
tears.
Yet, it will be — unnecessarily — for some people.
"Even though we emphasize
not to drink and drive, there
will be some who will," said
Bennie Maffet, state
transportation safety coordinator.
During last year's Christmas
season, 18 people lost their lives
on Kentucky highways.
Drinking and driving increases the risks of accidents
on crowded highways.
Automobiles which are not
properly prepared for winter
driving can also be a source of
tragedy. Tires, brakes, lights
and the exhaust system should
be in good working order.

Although it will be a tragedy
that most people can survive,
another tear-producing experience will be the theft of
many Christmas gifts.
Last year Kentuckians
reported 14,326 thefts from
autos, the value totalling nearly
$5 million. The majority of
thefts from cars happens during the Christmas shopping
season.
It is suggested that shoppers
park in well-lighted places,
make sure windows are rolled
up and lock doors. After making purchases, it is a good idea
to place packages in the car
trunk. Leaving them on car
seats invites theft.
A few precautions may keep
sadness out of your Christmas.

Business Mirror

Spirit Of.Economy
NEW YORK (AP) — If only in the
spirit of Christmas, can anything nice
be said about the economy?
Of course it can. You might say, for
example, that with unemployment at
7.5 percent and consumer price inflation at more than 12 percent and with
interest rates above 20 percent things
can't get very much worse.
You don't have to concentrate on the
61 percent who declared in a poll just
completed for the New York Stock Exchange that the economy is in a crisis,
or the more than 50 percent who feel a
depression is possible.
Or meditate either on not being able
to save any money or afford a house, or
that Social Security taxes will jump
nearly 8400 in 1981, or that Chrysler is
going broke or that OPEC might raise
oil prices again.
There is enough to worry about, and
while in truth there is little joy in the
economy it can be found if you look.
—The median price of existing singlefamily homes sold in October declined
by $1,500.
— Automobile dealers are offering
discounts. Some dealers are paying so
much interest on inventory that it pays
to sell cars at $100 over list. Chrysler is
discounting prices to offset high borrowing costs.
—The sharp decline in commodity
prices is said by some authorities to
presage a lessening of inflation. Sugar,
gold, soybeans and other items plunged
last week. Traders said they had never
seen anything like it.
— After repeated failures by the
Carter administration to limit spending
and other excesses of government, a
new administration — with new faces,
ideas approaches — will tackle the problems of the economy.
—The stock market through much of
the year has remained strong, defying
those who see rising interest rates as an

omen of lower stock prices. Hundreds
of issues have doubled in price this
year.
—Though it remains in deficit, the
U.S. trade balance has improved. For
the first 10 months of the year the
deficit totaled $27.83 billion, compared
with $30.52 billion in the year earlier
period.
Moreover, Commerce Department
officials are somewhat optimistic, saying the deficit for the entire year might
total only $32 billion, down from $37.29
billion in 1979 and record $39.56 billion
in 1978.
This represents a remarkable
achievement when viewed in relation to
the rising costs of oil imports. Through
October, the 1980 oil import bill was
$65.08 billion, $17 billion higher than a
year earlier.
To lower the trade imbalance under
such circumstances means that U.S.
exports are strong, despite rising prices
in the United States and a weakening
market abroad.

Letters To The Editor
Thanks For Help
To The Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank each and everyone who was so
kind and helpful to us during the time
we lost our home which was a mobile
home.
During the fire which was Nov. 25,
especially David Salentine of the
Sheriff's Department and the Fire and
Rescue Squad. Also Lee Dunn who has
been a friend when we needed one,
Barry Travis who has stood by us and
Max Morris who has always been ready
to lend a helping hand when we needed
help and advise.
We have moved to Dyersburg, Tenn.
.My god bless and keep all of you.
Edw.& Dessa Shepallt.

Moved By Float
Dear Editor:
I was deeply moved by the Humane
Society's float in the Christmas Parade
this year. Caring people taking the time
to remind us of the needy animals in
this community. The puppies and kittens stole the show.
The Humane Society does a tough job
well, and we need to give it all the support we can.
Bea Hurnprey
RR 8
Murray

Agree Or Not

By S.C. Van Curon
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20 Years Ago

Erase Limit On Bonds Issued
FRANKFORT — A recommendation
to erase the constitutional ,Limit . on
general obligation bonds that may be
issued by the state has the intent of saving the state money (interest) over a
long period of years.
The recommendation was made by
the staff of the legislature's Committee
for Program Review and Investigation
last week.
Brian Kiernan, assistant director of
program review for the Legislative
Research Commission, said the committee has not yet accepted the recommendation. Rep. Buddy Adams, DBowling Green, committee chairman,
said no action may be taken for several
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The Story Of

—510

Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
ceowelem.
•+-++++•-+++44-44-44+++.04•44+4.4-0-4++++44440
Some hapless lads must have been out of work when three
youths less than 15 years of age confessed September 19 to burglarizing stores and shoplifting at Western Auto, Big K and Uncle Jeff's.
In addition, two other boys 15 years of age confessed pilfering Carter
and Robertson schools. Not only the boys were in the act for three
adults were arrested charged with burglary thefts at a Coldwater
clean-up shop and a TVA operation near Almo. All of the above
offenses were committed during the week of September 19.
Adding misery two months later, Begley's in Central Shopping
Center was entered the night of November 14 and relieved of drugs,
cash, and trading stamps. But the fare was limited to cash from
vending machines in raids on gadgets staged the same Begley prowling night, at Franklin, Richmond and hart halls of the dorm complex.
At least the motive was not theft when three men went on a
vandalism spree inc'the southeast portion of the county with the
convenience of a logging truck the night of November 15, leveling
eight mail boxes, electric light pole, breaking two residential windows, leveling a set of doorsteps, mutilating a passenger car, breaking down the corner of a tobacco barn and setting a pine grove
on fire. A good time was had by all!
Tragedies appeared to be the fare for this 1971 year, however
none has ever compared in the past decade when a private passenger
car went out of control, hit a driveway abutment at the home of
Clinton Pennington on Highway 94 cast and killed four young
people December 13, two of whom were brothers. Dead were
Alan Wayne Dunn, 10, and William Lynn Dunn, sons of Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Dunn of Route 1, Dexter; Bobby Joe Causey, 17, driver,
son of the 0. T. Causeys of Route 4, Murray; and Ricky Lavel
Whited, 17, son of Mrs. Gerald Blankenship of Route 3, Murray.
The Dunn brothers were buried at Jeffery Cemetery, young Causey
at Hicks Cemetery, and the Whited youth at Temple Hill. The
youths were enroute home from school at Faxon.
The Year of Tears registered a sad conclusion when John Frank
Taylor, 52, was shot to death by his son, Jimmy Taylor, 24, when
the father was reported by officials as having threatened the lives
of his son and family with a loaded gun at the home of Jimmy.
Owen Billington, speaking in behalf of Murray Investors, Inc.,
announced December 30, 24 additional rooms would be added to
Holiday Inn within weeks in a three-phase program to expand
the accommodations of the popular hostelry where Guy Billington
had assumed the role of inkeeper. Holiday Inn reflected the fast
and progressive growth of the city.
To Be Continued

weeks.
Under present constitutional restriction, the state may not go into debt
( general obligation bonds) by more
than $500,000 without a vote of the people.
The recommended constitutional
amendment would remove all restrictions on the amount that could be issued
but would require a three-fifths vote of
each house of the General Assembly to
approve the issuance of the bonds.
Kiernan said the state could save
from one half to one percent if it issues
general obligation bonds instead of
revenue bonds as it has been doing in
recent years to pile up state debt to
meet current capital construction
needs.
The state has not issued any general
obligation bonds (roads and parks)
since the administration of Gov. Edward T. Breathitt that ended in 1967.
Before that the people voted $100
million in bonds during A.B. Chandler's
administration for the Interstate Road
system and another $112 million during
the administration of Bert T. Combs for
the roa 'sand parks.
Kiernan did point out that it will be up
to the people to approve or disapprove
changing the constitution to eliminate
the debt limit on general obligation
bonds."We would be remiss," Kiernan
explained "if we did not point out how
the state can save money on bonds as
well as the fact that the people may
have the chance to make the decision at
the polls."
He also said the state could continue
to issue revenue bonds as it does now.
Any limit could be set on general
obligation bonds and the amount of
money that could be paid each year for
debt service by the General Assembly.
The staff recommendation was the

limit would be a percentage of the
state's revenue receipts during the
previous fiscal biennium and could not
exceed 12 percent. Kiernan said this
was not adopted by the committee.
Finance Commissioner George
Atkins said the limit on debt could
mean a loss of the ability to meet the
state's needs as they arise.
The state now has $280 million in
general obligation bonds outstanding
and $2.6 billion in revenue bonds, the
committee report said.
Other bonded indebtedness includes
almost $2.9 billion by such state
authorities as the Kentucky Housing
Corporation and the State Property and
Buildings Commission.
Kentucky has a very good credit
record in the bond market and draws a
very favorable market rate on both
types of bonds, general obligation and
revenue, but the first enjoys lower rate.
Technically, revenue bonds are not
backed by the full faith and credit of the
taxing authority of the state while the
general obligation bonds are, the report
pointed out.
However, it also said, -the state has a
direct and overriding interest in protecting the integrity of its Withorities'
revenue bonds"
This is just a nice way of saying the
state is obligated for all bonds or lose its
credit, although some of the politicians
like to mouth that fable that the state if
not "fully liable for revenue bonds."
The intent of the recommendation is
to save the state money, by removing
the limit and letting the legislature approve general obligation bonds.
The important point is that the
change cannot be made without approval of the voters.
Kentuckians generally know which
road is paved with good intentions.

hEARTliN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I are
retired. My husband has recently turned into a health nut. Every time I turn
around he is taking some sort of
vitamin or buying foods which have
vitamins added. I know I have read
somewhere that getting more than the
required daily does of some vitamins is
really dangerous, but he has not consulted his doctor about it. Can you give
me any information which I can use to
get him to see his doctor about a daily
vitamin and mineral schedule for
himself? R.R.
ANSWER: We all know that vitamins
are a necessity to good health and
vitality. Our nation has become very
health-conscious over the past few
years and most people have become
fairly knowledgeable on the subject of
nutrition. It has also become a very big
business, with up to 70 million
Americans taking some Sort of vitamin
or mineral supplement daily. However,
in some cases, the person may be doing
themselves more harm than good. For
example, vitamins A, D and K are toxic
in doses not much larger than the normal requirements. Persons who really
does themselves up on minerals can
distort normal body balances and even
cause bone loss.
Generally speaking, persons who eat

Bible Thought
He bath not left himself wttbout a
witness. — Acts 14:17.
Indeed that is why followers of Christ
are left in the world after their conto witness to others for Him_
version

a well-balanced diet do not need extra
vitamins and minerals. Of course, if
your husband lives on soft drinks and
junk or convenience foods, then he
should see his doctor for a prescribed
regimen of vitamin and mineral supplement. Others who may need to do the
same are persons on very low calorie
diets, pregnant women and women taking birth control pills, alcoholics and
elderly persons on limited foods.
HEARTLINE: I am just starting to
receive medicare coverage and have
been reading up on my benefits under
this insurance. However, there is one
aspect that I do not understand. Could
you tell me what it means if a doctor accepts "assignment"? P.H.
ANSWER: This means that the doctor will accept whatever Medicare pays
as 80% of his bill, and he can only
charge you for any part of the $60 annual deductible which you have not yet
met and 20% of what Medicare says is a
reasonable charge for his services. Of
course, he may also charge you in full
for any services not covered under the
Medicare insurance.
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The Murray Hospital today reported
the census of the hosptial reached the
highest since last February with a patient count of 86, according to Bernard
Harvey,administrator of the hospital.
Deaths reported include Mrs. 0. R.
Denham, Mrs. Victoria Miller, and
Mrs.Sydney J. Roberts.
Buford Hurt, state manager of the
Woodmen of the World, spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. He is also chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board and spoke on the progress of the
planning and building of the new
port on the Penny Road.
The remodeling of the offices of Circuit Court Clerk James Blalock in the
Calloway County Courthouse is underway with a completely new look bsing
given to the office. ,
The Adult Choir of the First Baptist
Church with W. Rudolph Howard as
director will present a special
Christmas musical program on Sunday
evening at the church. Soloists will be
Mrs. John Bowker, soprano, Mrs. Roy
Weatherly, alto, and Jerry Douglas,
tenor. Miss I.illian Watters will be
organist and Miss Diane Elkins will be
pianist.
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30 Years Ago
Murray City Councilman Earl Littleton presided at the meeting of the
Murray City Council held at the city
hall as the mayor,George Hart, is a patient at the Baptist Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn.
Jerry Williams will direct the special
Christmas musical program to be
presented by the Music Department of
Murray High School in the auditorium
of the school today at 4 p.m. Soloists
will be Letha Lyons and Joan Love.
The Murray State College Racers
won the Invitational Basketball Tournament at Huntington, W. Va., by
beating West Texas State 52 to 44. Rennie Purcell and Gene Garrett each got
14 points as high scorers for the team.
Purcell and Garrett Beshear from Murray were named to the All-Tournament
Team.
In high school basketball games Hardin beat Murray Training, Kirksey beat
Almo, and New Concord beat Dover,
Tenn. High scorers were Gardner for
Hardin, Waldrop for Murray Training,
Parker for Kirksey. Hargis for Almo,
Rowland for New Concord, and Hicks
for Dover.
The North Murray Homemakers Club
held its Christmas party at the home of
Mrs. A. G. Outland with Mrs. F:sco
Gunter as cohostess.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 17, the
352nd day of 1980. There are 14 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 17, 1903, Orville and Wilbur
Wright made the first successful
airplane flight, soaring over sand dunes
near Kitty Hawk. N.C.
On this date:
In 1538, Pope Paul III exconimunicated England's King Deno. VIII.
In 1843, the Charles Dickens classic
"A Christmas Carol- was published in
England.
In 1919. a federal arsenal at Picatinny, N.J., blew up and caused an
estimated $1 million in damage.
Ten years ago: The Pentagon gai c
commanders of military bases in thc
United States the power to declare
housing offlimits if landlords displa)ed
racial bias.
Five years ago: A federal court in
Sacramento, Calif., sentenced Charles
Manson disciple Lynette Fromme to a
life term for trying to kill President
Gerald Ford.
One year ago: The OPEC oil cartel
opened a year-end meeting with a major split on prices.
Today's birthday: Author Erskine
Caldwell is 77.
Thought for Today: Education is that
which remains when one has forgotten
everything he learned in school
Albert Einstein. Gerinan-bern physicist
( 1879-1909.
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After Months Of
Paperwork, Water
District Is Reality
After months of paperwork
and redtape, the 641 Water
District is now a reality. Preclosing loan ceremonies were
held Dec. 11 at Dees Bank of
Hazel.
On hand for the ceremonies
were the water commissioners, the mayor of Hazel,
the attorney for the water
district and representatives
from Rubin and Hays Bonding
Co., Hutcheson and Florence
Engineering Consultants,
Farmers Home Administration, Murray Insurance Agen-

cy, Hazel City Council and
Calloway Ceutity JudgeExecutive Robert 0. Miller's
office.
The project will serve persons living on South 641 from
Murray to Hazel and the
residents of Hazel. Construction is scheduled to begin
this week with completion expected in September 1981.
Members of the Water Commission are J. R. Taylor,
chairman; Carman Parks,
secretary; and Velma Miller,
treasurer.

WATER DISTRICT - On hand for the 641 Water District pre-closing loan ceremonies
were(from left) Tom Scruggs of the Murray Insurance Agency; J. R. Taylor, water commission chairman; Joseph Rubin of Rubin and Hays Bonding Co.; Rick Jones, attorney
for the water district; Carmon Parks, commission secretary; Bob Florence, jr., of Hutcheson and Florence Engineering Consultants and ferry Valentine of farmers Home
Administration.
Photo by Martha Maallon

Funeral Services For Colonel Sanders Set
By JOHN WINN MILLER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Funeral services are scheduled Saturday for Col. Harland
Sanders, who parlayed a
"secret recipe" into a fried
chicken empire that made him
an international symbol of the
"American dream."
Sanders, who attained fame
at an age well after most men
have retired, died Tuesday at
age 90.
With his snow-white hair,
goatee, white suit and string
tie, Sanders parlayed his image and the secret recipe into
the international Kentucky
Fried Chicken franchise.
Somewhat of a vagabond for
most of his life, Sanders did
not hit on his formula for success until he was 64.
KFC spokesman John Cox
said that Sanders will lie in
state from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Thursday in the rotunda of the
state Capitol in Frankfort. A
memorial service will be held
at 1 p.m.
Funeral services will be
held 11 a.m. Saturday at
Alumni Chapel, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in
Louisville, with burial at Cave
Hill Cemetery in Louisville.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,
who bought Kentucky Fried
Chicken from Sanders for $2
million, said the colonel was
an "example that the great
American dream still exists in
this country:"
"It rings of folklore but it's
true that out of the back end of
a small kitchen in Corbin, Ky.,
he changed the eating habits
of the world," Brown said.
Flags were ordered flown at
half-staff on state buildings
and on city buildings in
Louisville and the governor
announced that a statue of
Sanders will be erected at the
entrance of the Capitol.
Sanders had entered the
hospital Nov. 7 for treatment
of an infection of the kidney
and bladder. While undergoing treatment, he developed
pneumonia and lapsed into
critical condition.
It was his third bout with
pneumonia this year. During
an earlier trip to the hospital,
Sanders' was diagnosed as
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having leukemia, a disease of
the blood.
Cox said the immediate
cause of death
was
pneumonia, which was aggravated by the leukemia.
Sanders' doctor said he "went
comfortably," Cox said.
Across the state Kentuckians paid tribute to
Sanders as a legend, a
generous gentleman, an ambassador of good will and a
good neighbor.
Sen. Walter Huddleston, 0Ky., issued a statement that
said the death of Sanders
"saddens all Kentuckians, but
it will not end the legend of the
man who became a symbol
throughout much of the world.
"The people he touched and
the friendly Kentucky image
he projected will be
remembered and cherished by
millions. He stood for so many

good things that we associate
with Kentuckians - good
humor, friendliness, a gentle
spirit and an eternally optimistic outlook on life. He
fought his last battle like all
others, with determination
and faith," said Huddleston.
KF
.0 Chairman Mike Miles
said Sanders "was an
American original. At an age
when most people retire, he
pioneered the quick-service
food industry. He was an inspiration to the old, this sick,
the poor, the orphaned and the
young."
Dr. John C. Bush, executive
director of the Kentucky Council of Churches, called
Sanders "a man of vision,
courage and generosity who
will remain in the memory of
those who knew him. The people of this state have benefitted because Harland Sanders

lived."
cooked chicken. The recipe
Sanders, born Sept. 9, 1890, with its 11 herbs and spices is
on a farm near Henryville. still secret, although Sanders
Ind., learned to cook when he has said the ingredients "can
was 5 years old.
be found on just about any
"I cooked like Mom did, and housewife's shelf."
later, when I went into the
When he learned that a new
restaurant business, I just interstate highway being built
kept on doing it the same in the mid-1950s would miss
his restaurant by seven miles,
way."
A sixth-grade dropout, he Sanders sold out and went on
ran away from home when he the road with his pressure
was 12 and worked on a farm cooker to recruit franchises.
If the restaurant owner likfor several years.
From his teens until he was ed the chicken, a deal was conalmost 40, Sanders bounced cluded with a handshake and
from job to job - steetcar- Sanders' profit was a nickel a
fare collector, soldier with the chicken.
It was during one such sales
Army in Cuba, blacksmith's
helper, railroad fireman, trip to Colorado in the 1950s
ferry-boat captain, inusrance that Sanders first wore his
trademark white suit and strsalesman.
In 1930, he settled in Corbin, ing tie. He claimed he had
Ky., and built a motel and dozens of the white suits and
restaurant. It was there he went through six or eight a
developed a process for quick- year.
Although Sanders had been
named a Kentucky Colonel in
1936 By Gov. Ruby Laffoon, he
didn't begin to refer to himself
as Colonel Sanders until some
twenty years later.
In 1964, Brown began his
own rise to success by putting
wage freeze proposal, worth freeze their prices and conver- together a deal to buy
$250 million or so to the com- ting $500 million in loans to Sanders' business for $2
pany.
million. Brown and his partpreferred stock.
The union said it would
How Chrysler's request and ner Jack Massey sold -KFC in
recommend reopening con- the UAW's long ratification 1971 to Heublein Inc., of Harttract negotiations, but UAW process would affect the com- ford,Conn.,in a stock transacPresident Douglas Fraser pany's plan to request an addi- tion then valued at $250
could not say whether tional $400 million in million.
Chrysler workers would agree government-guaranteed loans
Today there are more than
to the freeze.
Friday was not known im- 6;000 franchises in 48 countries
Union Vice President Marc mediately.
with annual sales of more than
Stepp predicted workers
Last month, Chrysler said it $2 billion.
would "rally to the cause" if expected to request half that
they were convinced a freeze amount,,but since then sales
was necessary.
for all automakers have been
But he complained after the beaten down by the inmeeting, "We can't figure terestrate spiral that on Tuesout" why Chrysler decided to day sent the prime rate to 21
try to save $600 million.
percent.
In the past 15 months,
The government's Chrysler
Chrysler workers have twice Loan Guarantee Board must
approved contracts offering certify that the No.3
less than what other auto automaker has a reasonable
workers get. Chrysler's latest chance of survival without adrequest is being watched by ditional propping up after
rivals Ford Motor Co. and 1983. That condition was set
American Motors Corp.
when loans totaling $800
The 22-month freeze, cover- million were guaranteed out of
ing the rest of the existing con- the $1.5 billion authorized by
tract, would be part of a Congress a year ago. The
package designed to slash board had warned Chrysler
Chrysler's 1981 expenses by earlier this month that further
$1.5 billion. Other measures approval was by no means
include asking suppliers to certain.

Chrysler Has'No Future' If
Proposals Are Not Okayed
By GUY DA RST
Associated Press Writer
HIGHLAND PARK, Mich.
(AP) - Chrysler Corp. has
"no future" if the federal
government fails to approve
the No. 3 automaker's latest
cost-cutting proposals, Chairman Lee A. Iacocca said today.
A proposed $600 million
employee wage freeze until
September 1982 cannot be the
subject of real bargaining
with the United Auto Workers
union because "all I've got to
bargain with is their jobs,"
Iacocca said at a news conference.
Chrysler's latest survival
plan is "rigid," and it must be
approved or "there is no
future" for the company,
Iacocca emphasized.
Iacocca said Chrysler would
seek "at least" $400 million in
additional governmentguaranteed loans from the
board on "Friday, Saturday,
Sunday or Monday."
Leaders of the UAW say
they're willing to renegotiate
their current contract with
Chrysler, but they can't
predict whether workers will
agree to its request for a 22month wage freeze.
The freeze, which Chrysler
said would save $600 million,
was requested by Iacocca in a
meeting Tuesday between
company officials and the
union's bargaining conrunfttee.
The union had expected to
be presented with a smaller

Special

By BARTON REPPERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) Retired Gen. Alexander M.
Haig, named by Presidentelect Ronald Reagan to be the
new secretary of state, says
the United States must exercise firm but pragmatic world
leadership and -cannot recoil
from challenging blatant, illegal Soviet intervention
wherever it occurs."
Haig, a . former NATO
commander-in-chief
and
Richard M. Nixon's last White
House chief of staff, comes to
his new post after years of experience involved with issues
closely tied to U.S. foreign
policy.
He has been outspoken in
urging increased defense
spending and other steps by
the United States and its allies
to deal with the "relentless
growth" of Soviet military
strength and Moscow's increased activity in the Third
World.
"Clearly, the task ahead for
this vital decade before us will
be the management of global
Soviet power," Haig declared
last summer at the
Republican National Convention.
He charged that the Carter
administration's "incoherent,
inconsistent policies" had confused America's allies and led
to "higher levels of risktaking" by the Kremlin.
Here is a sampling of his
views:
East-West Competition
Haig says Soviet "proxy interventions" in Angola.
Ethiopia and South Yemen as
well in Afghanistan have
demonstrated the failure of
U.S. policies that sought to
combine detente with the
maintenance of basic Western
security.
In his speech at the GOP
convention, Haig called for "a
new twin pillar policy involving reciprocity and strength."
He cautioned that a Reagan
administration "must avoid
viewing every setback on the
international horizon as the
direct consequence of Soviet
duplicity." But, he said,
America "cannot recoil from
challenging blatant, illegal
Soviet intervention wherever

it occurs."
NATO
According to Haig, the
United States needs to provide
'assertive but sensitive
Leadership" within NATO.
"Free of bullying insensitivity, Washington must
inspire, persuade, urge and
cajole the other NATO nations
to make the hard decisions
that will undoubtedly be required" to cope with Soviet
power, Haig wrote in a study.
recently published
by
Georgetown
University's
Center for Strategic and International Studies.
He called for strengthening
the alliance's conventional -and tactical nuclear forces, as
well as more active involvement by major Western European countries in defending
the oil-rich Persian Gulf
region.
Human Rights
Haig told the GOP convention: "America must be the
vanguard of the search for
social justice not only here at
home but globally as well."
But he criticized "policies
under the rubric of human
rights which have the prac-
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tical consc,:uence of driving
authoritarian .egimes, traditionally friendly to the West,
into totalitarian models where
they will remain in a state of
permanent animosity to the
American people and our
.
terests "

Project Funds
Deleted From
Measure
WASHINGTON 1 A P
Money for two Kentucky pro;
jects was deleted from an appropriations measure resolved Tuesday shortly before
Congress adjourned.
The largest was $6.9 million
for a proposed federal courthouse in Ashland to replace
the
70-year-old
federal
building in Catlettsburg. The
project was added last week
by the Senate to the controversial money bill.
Also killed was a $1.5 million
renovation of the federal
building in Lexington to add a
first floor courtroom and
judge's office.
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Paper Makers Concerned
Over Media Impact
NEW YORK (AP) American paper producers
are concerned about the impact of the electronic media on
their business and have
started compiling information
on the use of computers to
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transmit news and information, an industry group says.
James I,. Hutchison, a vice
president of the American
Paper Institute, said many
companies are looking into the
growth of electronic
transmission of news, and the
API is trying to bring the
studies together.
"Beyond 1985, the impacts
could be significant," said
Norma Pace, API's senior
vice president. "So far, it has
not had the negative impact
that had been anticipated. But
we're not going to take it for
granted."
She said the linking of computers and television screens
to transmit information has
caused concern to the producers of paper* used to
publish newspapers.
In its annual statement
Tuesday, the API reported
that after-tax profits of 34 U.S.
paper and allied products
(•ompanies showed a 9 percent
decline in the first nine months of 1980, compared with the
same period a year ago.
No dollar figures were given
and extraordinary gains and
losses were excluded. At the
same time, sales were up 9
percent from the same period
a year ago.
The margin of after-tax profits to sales dropped to 5.6 perrent in the firSt nine months of
1980 from 6.6 percent in the
same 1979 period.
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Tigers Are Awesome In Opening, Closing Minutes Of Game

Murray Rallies For 61-51 Win Over St. Mary
By DAVID H1BBITTS
Sports Editor
For the first sever. minutes
and the final five minutes of
its 61-51 comeback win over
Paducah St. Mary last night,
Murray looked like Paducah
'Tilghman. Marshall County
and Mayfield rolled into one
team.
But for the rest of the time,
the missing persons bureau
was being consulted as the
Tigers allowed St. Mar to
build seven-point leads in the
second and third quarters.
'[The last five minutes
[ when Murray rallied from a
45-41 deficit we played well,"
Murray coach Cary Miller
said. We just need to get the
Other 24 minutes.
-We did not show much patience during the middle of the
game,and our passing was not
very sharp. Not only that, we
also we did not play much
defense during that time.
"We got back into the game
when we went to the fullcourt
press and some to the
halfcourt. That got us Moving
again.
"We played the first five
minutes tonight like we are
capable."
Murray came out crashing
the offensive boards as center

pie of early misses. With the
Tigers mixing up their offense
as effectively as they have all
year, the lead grew to 17-8
with 1:15 left in the first
quarter.
But then the Tigers became
ragged, throwing up rushed
shots, commAtting turnovers
and relaxing on defense. When
St. Mary guard Shane
Boudreaux's shot from midcourt fell straight through the
net as the first quarter buzzer
sounded. trouble began brewing.
With Boudreau"( buoyed by
his incredible shot for six
more points and with forward
Kevin Weitlauf scoring six of
his 14 first half points, St.
Mary took control of the game
in the second quarter. .
Meanwhile, Miller was having trouble finding a lineup .
that Could settle down
although the Tigers found
enough timely individual
plays in the quarter to hold the
halftime margin to 34-29.
A couple of drives by guard
Howie Crittenden down the
lane in the last couple of
minutes of the half kept the
score from being worse..
The Tigers continued to
drag their feet in the t'
quarter while managing to
keep St. Mary from extending

its seven-point lead, which it
held at 36-29.38-31 and 40-33.
Slowly, the Tigers began
creeping back..and then it
happened.
Miller had decided to try a
lineup using three bf his
guards, Crittenden, Todd
Bradshaw and Gary Sims, to
match St. Mary's quickness.
As the Tigers were sticking
to their 2-3 zihe with St. Mary
holding a 45-41 lead, the
visitors tried to spread out the
defense and look for an open
shot down the middle.
But with Sims making a key
steal and St. Mary missing the
front ends of one-and-ones, the
Tigers came storming back.
Center Jimmy West tied the
game at 45-45 on a followup
before Crittenden came back
less than a minute later to do it
again on a strong baseline
drive.
West put the Tigers ahead to
stay at 49-47 with two free
throws before finishing the
quarter with eight points.
. In the last two minutes,
Murray forward Stuart Alexander found the soft spot in the
St. Mary defense and was
wide open for three straight
passes from the guards to
blow the lead put to 59-51
before Sims accented the win
as he floated in on a pass from
Bradshaw for the final basket.
"Our combination toward
the end was a lot quicker,"
Miller said about the lineup
change."We-felt we needed to
match their quickness.
"When they pulled out their
offense, I think it took away'
some of their momentum. It
was just a matter of time
before we got the steal.
"We did a good job playing
the passing lanes (when St.
Mary spread out the offense).
"Once we got ahead, we
went to our open court offense.
We ran that very well.
"We had pretty balanced
scoring — that is something
we have got to have late in the
game. Jimmy (West) and
Stuart (Alexander) came -up
with it tonight.
"Robin (Roberts) carried a
big load for us early on the
boards."
Roberts led the Tigers in rebounds- with nine while Crittenden had seven and West
and Alexander six apiece.
. Murray also showed its
balance in assists as Bradshaw and Crittenden each had
four while Sims had three.
Three Tigers scored in double figures as West had 14
points, Sims 13 and Crittenden
12.
Murray takes a 2-3 record
into its next game against
Ballard County Thursday
[ night.
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BREAKING AWAY FROM ST. MARY — Murray guards Gary Sims (23)
and Howie Crittenden (22) helped the Tigers rally in the last quarter as

Murray Girls Flat Early, But Win Handily

By DAVID HIBBITTS
the Tigers broke the game
Sports Editor
wide open.
After taking almost the enWith Alexander wiring four
tire first quarter to put the of the Tigers' first five second
previous night's loss to Mar- 'quarter points, mostly inside,
shall County behind them, the the lead grew to 22-9, then 26-9
Murray girls went on a scor- before Murray coach Rick
ing binge to sweep past Fisher began trying different
Paducah St. Mary, 62-36, last combinations in his lineup.
night.
"We were still a little flat
It was until the 5:12 mark of from the loss to Marshall
the opening period that County," Fisher said about
Jackson hit Murray's first the sluggish start,.causing the
field goal for a 3-2 lead. Ex- Tigers to take almost three
cept for the baseline shooting minutes before hitting their
of forward Donna Rouse after first field goal."I did not think
that, the Tigers were too slug- we had that much intensity.
gish working their offense into
"We played well enough to
an early pattern.
win. We did not have the fire
But the game changed com- that we had -tor the tournapletely with only two minutes ment.
left in the quarter and with
"We needed the win to show
17 12 10 22 — 61 Murray trailing 8-7
Murray
when people we will still have to be
14 20 9 8-51 guard Candy Jackson's
St. Mary
shot reckoned with.
Murray (61) — Gary Sims 6 from the key rippled the
1-2 13; Todd Bradshaw 3 2-2 8; chords.
Howie Crittenden 4 4-4 12;
Less than a minute later,
Robin Roberts 2 0-0 4; Jimmy Jackson was replaced by
West 6 2-2 14; Stuart Alex- Natalie Garfield, paving the
ONE STOP PARTS
ander 5 0-0 10; Ronnie Pace 0 way for center Tonya Alex0-10.
ander to deliver the finishing
St. Mary (51) — Bruce York touch with six a the next eight
2 0-0 4; Kevin Weitlauf 7 7-11 Tiger points in the last 1:15 of
ONE STOP
.21; Wally Wurth 1 2.24; Mike the quarter.
Noonan 2 0-0 4; Shane
Once the second quarter
Boudreaux 3 2.4 10; Kerry began, Garfield continued getBoudreaux 4 2-2 10.
ting the-ball to Alexander as

"Tonya is really starting to
come around as she gets her
confidence. Natalie came in
and gave us a little spark. She
is a good ball handler and does
a lot of things for
"We still have a lot of people
who can play. It is a hard
situation trying to find the
right combination.
"Right now, we are playing
in spurts. If we can learn to
play the whole 32 minutes, we
will tough."
Murray started the second
half almost the same as it had
the first. Only this time Alexander started strong as she
opened the scoring after taking a pass from Jackson.
ButSt. Mary scored the next
six points to cut the Murray
lead to 36-22 before the Tiger
fast break got untracked.

cm PartS
n.

A BRIGHT SPOT IN A SLUGGISH FIRST QUARTER —
Murray forward Donna Rouse scored all six of her points
while the rest of the Tigers were getting untracked before
pulling away to a 62-36 win over St. Mary.

WEST KY.
FUR TAKERS
FIRST ANNUAL

t.

WILD FUR
AUCTION
SAT. DEC. 20th
MURRAY STATE EXPO CENTER
DOORS OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.
SALE STARTS AT 9:00 A.M.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED BUT
YOU MUST BE A MEMBER
TO SELL AT THIS AUCTION.
•

Auctioneer; Terry Shoemaker
For More tnformation
Call Earl Allen, 436-2686

In a pair of eighth grade
games Monday, the Calloway
County boys and girls teams
won a pair of games over
South Marshall by scores of
41-36 and 26-14, respectively.
The boys team rallied from
a 13-12 halftime deficit to
outscore South Marshall, 1910, in the third quarter.
The bakers dominated the
hoards with a 41-23 advantage
in rebounds, with John Mark
Potts claiming 11.
Brad Skinner had eight
assists for the Lakers.
For the girls team, Lisa
Hopper scored 14 points
despite missing almost the entire second quarter with three
fouls while Terri Malcolm added nine points and grabbed 15
rebounds.
4

Calloway Co...4 8 19 10 — 41
So. Marshall .. 4 910 13 — 36
Calloway County (41) —
Todd Contri 12, Frank Wise 11,
John Mark Potts 9, Brad Skinner 5, J.W. Foster 2, Mark
Waldrop 2, David Lamb 0, Joe
Dale Curd 0.
South Marshall (36) —
Shane Wilkens 18, Steve
Phillips 8, Robbie Henson_ 4,
Dan Patton 2, Craig Edwards
2, Keith Stations 2.
Calloway Co... 4 410 8-26
So. Marshall ..5 2 1 6 —14
Calloway County 126) —
1.isa Hopper 14, Terri
Malcolm 9, Anita Hill 2, Amy
Bryan 1, Jill Thornton 0.
South Marshall 141 —
Michelle Mathis 8, Colletta
Keyser 4, Teresa Park 2, Mary
Hicks 0, Cathy Smith 0.

Fisher said. "You can tell a
good team if it can fight back
after that run.' •
"Once we reestablished
ourselves, we were able to
lock up the game."
Murray, now 3-2, does not
play again until January 8
when it goes to Reidland.

Forward Jann Washer
broke clear 'of the St. Mary
defense and was 'hit with a
long pass from Alexander to
give a preview of what Was
coming.
After Alexander had scored
six straight points to push the
lead back to 20 at 46-26,
Jackson took off for back-toback layups on the break to
give Murray its third quarter
cushion at 50-26.
Murray hit 41.3 percent of
its field goals and 66.7 percent
of its free throws compared to
33.3 and 22.2 percent, respectively, for St. Mary. The
Tigers also had a slight edge
in rebounding,43-38. ,
"I told our tearti—at halftime
that St. Mary was going to
come out and make a run at
the start of the second half,"

Murray
17 17 16 12 — 62
St. Mary
8 8 10 10 — 36
Murray (62) — Glenda Fox
6, Donna Rouse 6, Tonya Alexander 18, Candy Jackson 8,
Velvet Jones "0, Natalie Garfield 2, Jann Washer 12, Jodi
Martin 4, Monica Greene 2,
Kim Tharpe 4.
St. Mary (36) — Cathy
Willett 9, Chris Kaler 8,
Noreen Neal 8, Carol Tackett
9, Nancy Scheer 0, Mary
Wysocki 2.
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Calloway Eighth
Graders Sweep
South Marshall

NOTICE

they sparked the fast break from both ends,combining for seven assists
and 25 points.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts
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Calloway Co. Comes As Close
As It Can Without Winning 1st

mes

By STEVE BECKER
Lovett's shot hit the front of
Sports Writer
the rim and fell over to tie the
LONE OAK, Ky.
game as the buzzer was sounCalloway County came
Jing
close as it could to nabbing its
With the disapproving home
first win of the season last fans voicing their feelings
night before dropping a 60-59 loudly, the Flashes got the
overtime decision to Lone overtime tip.
Oak.
Lone Oak had worked 2:17
With 15 seconds left in off of the clock when guard
regulation, Lone Oak forward Tim Hayden was fouled and
Joel Dreher hit the front end of popped in both shots to nudge
a one-and-one to put the the Flashes into a 59-57 lead.
Flashes into a seemingly safe
Following a Laker turnover,
56-53 lead.
Hayden made another trip to
A second and a missed free line, hitting the front end of
throw later, it was Laker for- the bonus to make the Lone
ward Keith Lovett who took Oak lead three.
his turn at the line.
Calloway made its final bid
Lovett nailed both ends of when Jeff Garrison hit Lovett
the bonus, pulling Calloway to inside for a layup with six
within one at 56-55.
seconds remaining to pull the
Lone Oak's Kevin Wheatley Lakers back to within one at
hit the front end of another 60-59.
bonus with seven seconds left
Four seconds later, Hayden
to again apparently ice the was sent to the free throw line
game at 57-55.
for the third time of the extra
When Wheatley missed the period when Brad Miller foulsecond attempt, the outlet ed him on the inbounds play.
pass went to Laker guard Dan
With two seconds left,
Key near midcourt.
Hayden missed the free throw
Key dribbled to the font cir- and Lovett cleared the ball to
cle and let a 17-foot jumper fly Craig Darnell standing at the
as time ran down.
midcourt line. Darnell's shot
Key's shot hit the front of swished through the net, but
the rim and bounded out to the officials ruled that the
Lovett. With a quick scoop, the buzzer had sounded.
sophomore forward flipped
Laker head coach Chic Nute
the ball back towards the disputed the call with the ofhoop.
ficiaLs until well after the gym

S:
-7•

ft

IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES — Calloway County forward Keith Lovett (45) was the
lakets' leading scorer with 23 points along with sending the game into overtime on a
tipin and later throwing the pass that led to the final controversy.

Nute Told It's Part Of Playing On Road'

Clock Started Too Soon
Before Darnell's Heave

aid Hibbitts

can tell a
an fight back
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3-2, does not
I January 8
!idland.

17 16 12 62
8 10 10 — 36
- Glenda Fox
Tonya AlexJackson 8,
Natalie Garsher 12, Jodi
Greene 2,

s

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
[ The following article contains observations and impressions of the writer.]
LONE OAK, Ky. — Except
for a pair of thoroughly intimidated and apparently
disinterested
referees,
Calloway County could have
gone home with its first win of
the season last night.
The ruling that guard Craig
Darnell's shot was too late to
count was a correct one.
However, it was the
breakdown in communication

between the officials and the
timekeeper that upset Laker
head coach Chic Nute.
Perhaps most disconcerting
of all was the way in which the
referees handled the call.
Nute rushed to the officials
immediately after the call, not
to argue the ruling on
Darnell's shot, but to point out
that the clock had been started
too soon.
According to Nute, his argument was met with a cold
stare and the words, "That's
what you call playing on the
road,coach."
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CRAIG DARNELL did not ha.,e much room in this
position but he later made a 40-foot shot that should
have brought Calloway County its first win of the season.
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"We got out of what had got Calloway 14 19 8 16 2 — 59
us the lead."
Lone Oak
8 16 18 15 3-60
Two straight buckets by
Lone Oak stretched the Flash
Trailing 34-25 heading into
lead to five at 46-41 early in the the final quarter,the Calloway
"I wasn't disputing that the
shot was no good," Nate said. final quarter. An eight-point County junior varsity team
Calloway scoring tear vaulted outscored Lone Oak 14-7 in the
The ball 4ias not even to
the Lakers into their final lead final eight minutes, but came
Craig (Darnell) when the
of the night, 49-48, and set the up a basket short in losing, 41buzzer
went
i offas
b.
stage for the overtime.
39.
"What
angry about
Besides Lovett's game-high
The Lakers dug themselves
was the clock. The clock is not
23 points, Garrison hit six of into an early hole, scoring just
supposed to start until the ball
nine shots to close with 14. Key 14 first half points on the way
is touched by a player. When
and Brad Miller added eight to trailing by 10 at the interLone Oak missed its last free
apiece as Calloway had its mission.
throw, the cluck started when
best shooting night of the
Led by Barry Albritton's
the ball hit the rim."
season.
game-high 16 points, the
Calloway had pounded Lone
The Lakers hit 52 percent of Lakers stormed back in the
Oak throughout the first two their field goal tries and
con- final quarter.
quarters, building leads of as nected for 17 of 25 free throws
The takers fell to 1-3 for the
much as 11 points on the way
in the narrow defeat.
.
- season.
to taking a 33-24 halftime lead.
Calloway is on the road
Lovett led the Lakers' first against Ballard Memorial FriCalloway County (39) — Jeff
half barrage, pouring in 17 of day night.
Butterworth 1 1-4 3; Monty
his game high 23 points. GarRay 1 0-0 2; Barry Albritton 6
rison added eight first half
Calloway County 159) — 4-6 16; Don Hargrove 1 0-0 2;
points as Calloway connected
Dan Key 4 0-0 8; Keith Lovett 6 Darnell Tharpe 1 1-1 3; Rob
for 11 of 21 field goals.
11-1623; Jeff Garrison 6 2-3 14; Anderson 0 2-2 2; Ricky Smith
An eight-point third quarter
Brad Miller 2 4-4 8; Bryan 1 0-1 2; Todd Albritton 2 0-0 4;
quickly erased the Laker
Tebbetts 1 0-02; Craig Darnell Chris Sheriden 0 0-0 0; Mark
halftime lead, however, and
00-1 0; Ricky Houston 1 0-02; Duncan 2 1-4 5; Paul Vought 0
gave Lone Oak a 42-41 edge goMarty McCuiston 1 0-1 2; Jeff 0-00; Marty Hays 00-0 0. 159ing into the final quarter..
Butterworth 00-0 0. 21 17-25 59. 18 39.
Lone Oak i60(— Joel
Lone Oak (411 — Snelling 3
"We had three good
Dreher 4 3-5 11; Clifford Clark 1-5 7; Wheatley 46-8 14; Shanquarters and one bad one; the
2 0-0 4; Jeff Reed 4 0-0 8; Andy non 4 3-4 11; Carney 2 0-0 4;
third quarter is the one that
Gilland 2 3-6 7; Wes Hagen 62- Presley 03-6 3; Ellington 1 0-1
killed us," Nute said. "We
3 14; Tim Hayden 4 3-6 11; 1; Moore 00-1 0. 14 13-25 41.
forced too many passes and
Kevin Wheatley 1 3-55. 23 14-25 Calloway..... 5 9 11 14 — 39
too many shots in the third
60.
quarter.
I,one Oak
10 14 10 9 - 41

GOODAEAR
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'en assists

had emptied, but to no avail
Calloway had dropped its
fourth straight game of the
season,60-59.

Note, known for his
gentlemanly conduct , and
calm demeanor,' was
justifiably upset following the
game.
"I am sick and tired of the
rules not being enforced both
ways," he said. "I am the one
who behaves on the sidelines
and yet we continue to get the
shaft. I try never to blame the
officials, but what can you
do?"
"Four games in a row now I
have conducted myself as a
gentleman, while the opposing
coach is allowed to run up and
down the court complaining.
"The officials do just not
have enough guts to call a
technical when it is supposed
to be called."
Whenever the ball goes back
into play after the clock has
been stopped, the clock does
not start again until the ball is
touched by a player and the
referee's hand drops.
But when Lone Oak's Tim
Hayden missed the second
free throw of a one-and-one
situation with two seconds left
in overtime, the clock was
clearly started when the ball
hit the side of the rim, before it
was rebounded by Keith
Lovett.
The time that elapsed
between the ball hitting the
rim and Lovett's rebound had
exceeded the fraction of a second between the buzzer and
the final shot.
Had the clock been started
properly, I,ovett's bullet pass
and Darnell's subsequent 40foot swish at the buzzer would
have happened in enough time
to count and give Calloway a
61-60 victory.
On an earlier ruling when
Lovett's basket tied the game
at the end of regulation time,
the two officials took several
seconds, giving each other
questioning stares, before
allowing a goal that was obviously good.
Following two minutes of
loud disagreement by the
home fans before the overtime,the referees continued to
discuss their decision at the
scorers table.
The subsequent harassment
by the lone Oak fans
throughout the extra period
and the free rein that the home
coach had to roam the
sidelines only served to
pressure the final decision
even more.
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2.58
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hum Whitewall Illems
93.12 3.11
GR70115 latoin Guard GT Outline White
tenet Stems 1014
2.95
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White*,

SUPER SAVINGS
ON WHEELS!
SUPERIOR

$1022 TRADE-IN!
POWER HOUSE BATTERY
As Low As

85

A top of-the line battery that s
nearly maintenance free rarely
ever needs water during its long
service life Delivers twice the
power of many new cal batteries

Ask for our tree battery check
Trade In applies to all
prOup Sues Sample Buy
reg price
$1060 Minus Trade

$60 85 22F

15715

Offer Ends
Saturday

Protect Moving Parts
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FREE
INSTALLATION

Lube & Oil Change

Includes up to live Quarts
major brand 10W30 oil
Oil filter extra it needed

Just Say 'Charge It

SUPERLUG MAO

SAVE $10
AUTO STEREO
by KRACO

4
,1

$4995 '5795 57"
13,55

14t675

SALE
ENDS
SAT

15.675

F,illy polished one-piece precision cast alu
minum Outstanding design for vans trucks
and passenger cars
E +igen wheel service also available
Mounting - Balancing Alignment
SALE ENDS SATURDAY

YOUR CHOICE

$6995
1003 or 1004

12-MONTH TUNE-UP!

• Oil Change • Chassis Lubrication and our 9-point maintenance check
Differential fluid • Air fillet
• Power steering fluid • Brake
fluid • Transmission fluid • Battery water level • Badery cables
• Tire air pressure • Master cylinder fluid
Includes many imports and light
trucks Please call for appointment

C=4
:
21/ Goodyear Revolving
, charge Account
@V IC
,

ELECTRONIC IGNIMON: Check crimping and merino sys
tems • install new rotor new soak plugs • Set timing to
11 specs • Lubricate and adiust Jloxe • Aqust
carbine°, Additional Darts and services extra it needed
STANDARD IGNITION: Add $4 00 tor eguired points
condenser and additional labot

•12-11ONTII TUNE-UP SERVICE AGREEMENT.
We will tune your car electronically and present you with
a Free Engine Analysis certificate gional Or one year
iectionic ignition Systems

46”,$49!!!

from the date ot the tune-up ANY TIME WITHIN ONE
YEAR of your tune up take your invoice and certificate
back to the store that performed the tune up and we
will provide tree of charge unto three separate analyses
It any of these Checkups indicates the need for any

adjustments or part replacements that were part of
the original tune up we will make the adiustment or
replacement free of Chirp

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own Customer Credit
Plan • MasterCard • Visa • American Espress Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

GOODrYEAN
SERVICE STORES

S. 12th St.

In Under Dash
AM FM Radio
w Cassette Tape
or 8 Track Tape

153-0595
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SPORTS AT.A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
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Point Spread To Determine Title For Cowboys, Eagles
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Lot)
he

lets. 1-2.6.. haven't won soy .•
beating Chicago 6-2 on Oct IT in their
third game of the season Lii going 1632-6
since then. Winnipeg surpassed the
game winless slide of the Kansas City
Scouts in 1975.76
TENNIS
loporskst
TULSON. Ariz API
Tracy Austin defeated Amor Marie her
of the
round
first
the
in
I
nandez
8108.00 Tucson Open
SecondSlf)NEY, Australia Al's
seeded Ivan Lentil of Czechoslovakia
routed France's lliristophe Casa 6-1, 6-0
in the hrst-ruund of the New South Wales
Men's Open tennis t.rtraii lent
In other niatcheo, tit sail liottlriesi beat
Chris Lewis of New Zealand 6-3. 6-4.
Briars Teacher defeated Pascal Portes
France 6-4, 6-3. Fritz Itueliiiing clowned
George Hardie .1-1i. 5.4. 6-2, Ions
Graham ousted Mark 1.:dinundson Ill
Australia ;.a. 6-2. Paul McS......• 05
Australia edged Ferdi Tay gun 6-3. 0-.1.
and Russell S.iripn.rii ssf New Zealand
eliminated beat Ri.A Fisher la-a 7.6
BASKETS_ALI

Julius Ei sing ol
NEW Ytiiii4 AI'
the Philadelphia ;kers is the leading
vole-getter alluirtg Fast forwards for
starting bertho in the 3151 National
Basketball All-Star-Games the NBA announced
Erving lia.s 94,7,5 votes and is followed
in the fan balloting For Forwards by
Atlanta. Dan Houndlield. 9.5.4..9. and
91.1.
Joini
Albuita's Eckbe Johnson 1..ads the
guards with 103.72.. wills Chicago-,Reg
ate Thetis seisrl at 67.416 Wayne
• Tree'. Rittlois of Atlanta leads tile
centers a ith 89,842. with Chicago's Anus
Gibnore at Si 3/77 and New York s 11111
('artwnght third with 50.51
GENEKAI.
1465 ANGELES API J I) MOO:ail,
the longtime UCI A athletic director whs,
helped build the Bruins Into a multisport
chanipion, died at the age 01 61
Morgan retired last SUIlliller
UCLA's athletic director, a ixeat he held
since 1963 He underwent open-heart
surgery, before his retirement The
Bruins won JO Nl'AA chainmonships
during filorgan's tenure, taking If no
tronal titles in basketball. seven 10
volley ball,six in tennis,four in track ails!
Field and three in water polo
Si' PAUL, Minn AP
George Ed
mond, Fortner exec slit.' spurts editor of
the St Paul Piaiee i Press and Dispatch
died after suffering a 16-art attack He
was II

will be battling for the Eastern
Vivision title. Minnesota has
won the Central crown. Atlanta has won the West.
The Eagles are 12-3, the
Cowboys 11-4. If Dallas had
won on Monday night and pulled back into a first-place tie, it
would have been a simple
matterof the winner next Sunday getting the title, the loser
settling for the wild card.
Now, though, there's a
magic number,25.
If the Cowboys lose, of
course, Philadelphia is the
division champ. But, wait!
Even if the Cowboys will,

falo, New England,San Diego,
An AP Sports Analysis
Oakland, Cleveland, Houston
By BRUCE LOW rrr
and Pittsburgh - are in the
AP Sports Writer
If the Dallas Cowboys beat scramble for the three diviPhiladelphia 28-3 next Sunday, sion titles and two wild-card
they'll win the National Foot- berths.
lAis Angeles, with its 38-14
ball Conference's Eastern
Monday night victory over
Division title. But if they win
only 27-3, the Eagles will wear Dallas, settled one matter i it
clinched an NFC wild-card
the crown.
That's what it's coining and eliminated Detroit front
down to in the final weekend of contention I and clouded
National Football another. By beating the
the
League's regular season. Tie- Cowboys, the Rams made not
breaking, the National Foot- only the outcome of next Sunball League's contribution to day's Philadelphia-Dallas
the pro sports mystique, game pivotal, but the score as
well. The Eagles and Cowboys
comes into play one week
before the playoffs begin.
In the American Conference, seven teams -

1NiztoNiza4v
3§iisistoNzi§Nzt%)

';sto§a10

Developer
Has The
Inside

••

SUPER MARKET
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High School Scores

By The Associated Press
Tuesdas Games
Buys
Adair Co 61, Green Cu 46
Adurville 84, Eordsville 62
Allen Central 75. Knott Central 67
Allen Co 5I. Bowling Green 43
Ashland 59, Ironton, Ohio 53
Barren Co 74, Caverna 63
Bath Cu 56, Unit Breckinridge 54
Bell ('o.68, lone Jack 65
Bullitt East 56, Beth Haven 51
145 the Associated Press
Build( Central 68, North Bonin 60
EAST
Campbell Co 60, Pendleton C's. 55
Howard 61 District of Colon..a9
Casey Co 58, Monticello 38
5.5 ra. use 77, Penn St 63
Cawood 77. Knox Central 74
sot TH
Christian Co 76, Clarksville, Tenn 59
Ala-Birmingham
107. Missouri
Clay Co 65, Middlesboro 55
thestern at
Clinton Co fil. Wayne Cu 58
1,:ison 124, W Va Tech570
Conner 69, Grant Co 51
--Corbin 68. Rockcast le Co. 66 - lisonvdte 65.5 lurttlit60 Covington Catholic,68, Boone Co. 57
MIDWEST
Covington Huh 'es 90, Newport
Bowling Green ;J. Wooster 66
'atholic 80
Missouri 93 S International 44
I hinville 64, Boyle l'o 52
S Alabama 76 Ohio St 67
East Hardin 73, West Hardin 55
r.dedo 80, lui ola -Chicago :6
Elizabethtown 82, Meade Co 64
Sol THW tZT
Erlanger Lloyd 59, lay lor Mill Scott 28
Arkansas 78, Centenary 64
Estill Co 66, Paris 53
DePaul 92, N Texas St 86
Fleming Neon 79, Wheelwright 45
Houston 44, Pepperdine 81
Fort Knox 78, Lou. Western 75
l'exas-Arluigton 94. Baylor 80
Frankfort 67, Bardstow n 65
FAR WEST
Frankton Western Hills 58, Richmond
Brigham Young 82, Michigan St 50
Model 37
Colorado 118, Adams State 75
Franklin Simpson 66. Butler Co.60
San Francisco 91, Georgia Southern 70
Fulton Co ft. F'ulton City 48
Gallahn Co 57. Carroll Co 45
CC-Santa Barbara 62, Cal Poly -SLO 48
Grayson Co. 70, Ernonson Co. 54
Utah 99, Utah St 74
Washington Si 61. Cal St -Bakersfield
Harlan 58, Cumberland 57
Harrison Co.60. Bourbon Co.590T
EXHIBITIONS
Harrodsburg 54. Eminence 51
Athletes in Action 112. Southern Cal 74
Heath 61, Carlisle 391)1
Henry Co. 81,Spencer Co. 71
Jackson 84, Riverside Christian 52
laurel Co.62, Russell Co. 52
letcher Co. 57, Hazard 52
Lex. Henry Clay 82,Con. Holy Cross 44
Len. Totes Creek 62, ten Lafayette 57
By The A...rowed Press
Lou. Atherton 61, I MI Fairdale 46
Campbell orderers.
Lou. Bishop David 86. Lou Ninth &
Patrick Drosion
W L T GF GA Pts 55
Waggener 69,Oldham Co. 52
lox
N V Islands, 21 7 6 148 110 48
Ludlow 64, Silver G rove 61
Pluladelpra - 21 6 5 I@ 85 47
13 10 6 Ill III 32
Madison Central 78. Berea 72
catvx)
9 II 10 112 112 28
Washington
Mayfield 80, Farmington 54
NV Rangers
It 16 4 110 128 26
Smythe Division
19 8 4 132 106 42
lour
lit 9 7 127 106 .8
Vancouver
Chicago
11 16 6 130 146 51
By The Associated Press
Colorado
10 15 5 193 13 25
BASEBALL
7 17 5 103 122 19
Edmonton
National league
Winnipeit
1 31 7 91 154 9
NEW YORK MIS-. Signed Rusty
Wales Corderenre
Staub, first baseman-outfielder, to a
Norris Division
three-year contract for a reported total
11.. _Angelo;
21 8 2 132 ICI) 44
of CI r111111011
Montreal
16 12 2 .31 93 34
ST LOUIS CARDINAIS - Named
Hartford
10 14 6 110 144 26
Jack Krol manager of their Springfield
10 15 5 III 133 /5
Pittsburgh
team of the American Association
I wort
7 IS 5 % IT 19
Adams Division
BASKETBALL
15 8 8 124 97 24
Buffalo
National Basketball Association
14 8 7 107 93 34
'Horror
Traded Greg
DETROIT PISTONS
Boston
11 13 6 109 151 94
Kelser.forward,to Seattle for the Super11 13 5 121 133 77
Toronto
SoniCs' Not draft pick in 1983
Quebec
8 15 7 107 133 23
FOOTBAII,
Tuesday's Games
National Football League
Detroit 4, E:dnanton 3
ST.I.OUIS CARDINALS
ActIvaied
New Yorit Ishuiders 6, Winnipeg 2
Gary Parris, tight end
Wednesday's Games
Canadian Football League
Burped at New York Rangers
CALGARY S / AMPEDERS - Signed
1.-Arnonton at Washurton
James Sykes, running back, to a 3-year
Roston at Hartord
I ontract
46 lams at Quebec
HOCKEY
Mriesota ii Toronto
National Hockey League
Colorado at Chicago
BOSTON BRUINS
Sent Bob Miller
Pittsburgh at 111E .Angeir
dild Al Second. forwards, and Larry
Montreal at Vancouver

College Scores

NHL Standings

May seine St Patrick C.r. Deming 49
M uhlenburg Central 71, Fort Camplx II

Mullins 81. Paintsvi Ile 80
Nelson Co. 54, Ky Country Day 52
Newport 54, Fort Thomas Highlands 49
Nicholas Co 71, Millersburg 60
North Hardin 73, I Arli Seneca 51
Owensboro 62. Union l'o. 59
Pineville 62, I esti.. Co 58
Powell Co.61. Oneida 60
Pulaski Co. 79, Lincoln Co 77
Russellville 67, Warren Central 62
54
Shelby Co 57,Stott
Simon Kenton 80, Dixie Heights 60
Sunierset 60, McCreary Central 49
Tollsboro 66, Raceland 60
Trigg Co. 84, I.yon Co 70
Walton Verona 74, Beechwood 72
'Webster Co.83, Provrdence 65
Whitley-GB. 79, 1.y.nn Carnp-54
Wolfe'Co. 74, Morgan Co.
Woodford Co. 103, Evarts 75
Tournaments
Hancock Co. Invitational
Hancock Co 89, Whitesville Trinity 65
Mclean Co 76, Cloverport 62
Russell Invitational
Greenup Co. 72, West Carter 70
Russell 82, Lew.Co.68
Valley Invitational
Lou Valley 70, Lou. Stuart 57
lou Trinity 67, Lou Southern 65
Girls
Allen Co 66, Bowling(liven 38
Clinton Co 57, Wayne Co. 40
Elizabethtown 63, Meade Co 30
Fort Knox 45, Lou Western 38
Leslie Co 39, Bell Co. 38
Lou Assumption 67, lou Doss 52
Lou. Butler 59, Lou Angela Brno 53
Lou. FaIrdale 51, Lou Atherton 43
Lou. Holy Rosary 60, Lou Pls Ridge
Park 34
Lou Manual 62, Lou Jeffersontown 59
Lou Moore 60, Floyd Central. Ind 58
OT
Mason Co 53,. Augusta 36
Metcalfe Co 64, Hart('0. 53
Owensboro 55. Union Co 41
Warren Central 56, Russellville 40
Warren East 74, Glasgow 41
Webster Co. 79, Providence 31
Woodford Co 68, Everts 43

Transactions
Melnyk, defenseman, to Springfield of
the American Hockey league
MINNESOTA NORTH STARS
Traded Mike Fidler, left wing, to the
Hartford Whalers in exchange for (!srdie Roberts. defenseman
COLLEGE
BIG SKY CONFERENCE - Armoric.
ed that Steve Belko, comitussioner. sill
retire next July
Annoum ...1
DELAWARE STATE
that Charles Henderson, head football
coach. resigned
NORTHWMERN - Named Doug
Single, athletic director
NOTRE DAME -- Named Greg
Firer,an assistant football coach
SAN DIEGO STATE - Named (Ironic
Bernie" Miller, assistant head football
touch and defensive coordinator
SYRACUSE - Retained Ivan Fears as
an assistant football coach
TEXAS TECH - Announced that Rex
I/locker), head football coat It hail
resigned to accept a similar position at
Memphis State
Nallied hiitsi141'
VIRGINIA STATE
Moods, head football coach

CHICAGO I API - A North
Side real estate developer appeared to have the inside
track today as the Chicago
White Sox board of directors
met to renew their attempts to
sell the American League
franchise.
Jerry Reinsdorf heads a
local 30-person group that has
offered 820 million for the
team - the same amount offeredby Edward J. DeBartolo
Sr., the Ohio multimillionaire
whose bid to buy the club was
approved by the directors
twice only to be rejected by
AL owners. .
Andy. - McKenna,- acting
chairman of the board, said
Tuesday that when today's
meeting got under way his
"guess" was the directors
would "reopen discussions
with Jerry Reinsdorf ... If the
discussions are smooth, I'd
guess he'll be the purchaser of
the baLlclub."
The directors were expected
to abandon DeBartolo formally. His extended purchase
agreement expired at midnight Mcnday. A committee
was likely to be formed to rewith
negotiations
open
Reinsdorf, whose original purchase offer was denied in
favor of DeBartolo. The latest
round of negotiatioha may not
be completed until early or
mid-January.
Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn, who opposed
DeBartolo's bid on the
grounds that the Youngstown
developer was not a local resident and that he owned three
racetracks, is believed to have
no objections to the Reinsdorf
group.
One problem that developed
Tuesday, however, was the
possibility that William
Farley, a Chicago financier
and partner in the Reinsdorf
group, might withdraw much
of his financial support.
Farley has been critical of
-lucrative contracts given to
free agents Ron LeFlore and
Jim Essian and also has told
McKenna he has reservations
about a reported deal with a
cable television firm to
televise White Sox home
games.

of Dallas in that net-point
category. If Dallas wins by.
more than 25 points, it overtakes the Eagles in net points
and wins the tie-breaker and the title.
And if by. some quirk of fate
the Cowboys' winning margin
is 25 points on the nose, leaving the teams tied in division
net points, op comes the sixth
tiebreaking step, best net
points in all games.
Philadelphia now plus 170 to
Dallas' plus 135, would fall to
plus 145, Dallas would rise to
plus 160, and Dallas would be
the champ.

Philadelphia can end up the
champion if Dallas margin of
victory is less than 25 points.
Here's why.
They'd end up tied head to
head, overall and against division, conference and uoinnwri
nonconference foes, bringing
up the fifth tie-breaking step
- best net points in the division. The Eagles have
outscored their NEC East opponents by 92 points, the
Cowboys have outscored them
by 42. So there's a 50-point
spread.
If Philadelphia loses but only by,say, 21-14, it's still ahead

"low Overhead Means low Prtces-

Waldorf

Bathroom
Tissue

,

49
With $10.00 Or More Purchase Excluding
Tobacco or Drinks On Special

4 Roll Pkg.

Sweet
Chi

FRESH PRODUCE

FROZEN FOODS

Br
Iceburg

Tropic Isle Fresh Grated

C

6 ox

oconut

2

909
pkgs

Lettuce

Den

49C
59C

Stalk

49c

Head

Zipskin

Pot Ritz 2 in pkg.

Pie Shells

pkg

59` Tangerines
69C Celery

Save 10

Fresh Crisp

Birdseye

Cool Whip

8 on

Ocean Spray 12 Ox. Bag

Frosty Acres

79C

6.. 2/59` Cranberries

Limeade
Fully Cooked

Or Tenderized
Shank Portion

Hams
John Morrell
Quick Cary
Canned

Hams
$629

Butt Portion $1.09 lb.
Center Slices $1.99 lb.

Bologna
$ 39
1 Lb. Pkg.

3 Lb.

1

Field's
Pro Leaguer

Field's Sliced

Wieners
109
12.x. pkg.

16 Lb. Up
Swift
Butterball

R osed

Turkeys
,94

Pe

kt
I

Lb.

Field's
Boneless No Waste

Sliced
Slab

Fres'n
Sliced

Picnics
$1 39

Bacon
$ 09

Pork Liver

c
39L.
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To Separate Job From Home Life

Self-Discipline Required In Elderly Work

SANTA'S IN TOWN and he brought with him a Queen Buzzy Bee and the world's
largest Christm is stocking. Children of all ages are invited to visit Santa and his friends
on the courthouse lawn Monday through Friday's 3 p.m. to 5 and Saturday's from 10
a.m. to 2. Santa and the Christmas stocking are sponsored by the Downtown Merchants Association and Bully Bee is provided courtesy of Fisher-Price Toys.

I

Photo t,y Martha Mr( allon

We Gladly
Accept Food Stamps

By KATHY ATHERTON
young person to work with the
Murray State Student
elderly because young people
Heloise, cannot relate to the problems
According
to
Roberts, the therapeutic of growing old. At 61, Mrs.
recreatist at MurrayRoberts said, "I'm just a
Calloway County Hospital, the
heart-beat away from these
she
can.
give
a
best advice that
people here."
.
yodng person who is inThrough my own personal
terested in working with the
observation of Mrs. Roberts at
elderly is that it requires selfwork, it is evideni—that both
discipline. Self-discipline to be she and the forty patients that
able to separate your job from
make up the Geriatric Unit enyour home life.
- joy her work.
When I talked to Mrs.
A typical working day for
Roberts in the Geriatric Unit
Mrs. Roberts would include
at the hospital, she told me filling in charts, making
that it would be hard for a
rounds to visit and talk to each

patient, leading range of motion exercises for the upper
body, and having an activity
such as crafts, watching a
film, or reality orientation.
A piece of cake you say?
Well consider the fact that
many of these patients are immobile, and incapable of active participation in any type
of activity. To me, as both a
young person and a future
recreation professional, this
job would be a daily struggle.
Would 1 ever be able to overcome my discouragement and
realize the true rewards of

such a job?
As explained 1,, we by Mt,
Roberts, the true rewards of
this job are far greater than
those of monetary value. Giv-

ing of y,
orself to the elderly,
the knowing self-fulfillment by
helping them in their last days
are the, greatest rewards of
working with the elderly.

New Store
Hours
7 a.m.-8 p.m.

HOEIDAIFOOD MAUS
Sour Cream
c
9

Prices Good Dec. 17th
Thru Dec. 23rd

Sealtest

8 Oz.S

(_CMS SPEECH TEAM VISITS WESTVIEW — Eleven
members of the Calloway County Middle School
Speech Team presented a program to residents at
Westview Nursing Home. The program consisted of
songs and dance routines. The team members were
unusual in that they were dressed as "little people."
The residents of Westview enjoyed the program and
were intrigued by the speech teams costume. The
eleven members of the Calloway County Middle
School Speech Team that participated were Shaun
Bucy, Debbie Deitz, Mark &wolf, Royo,Tucker, Jana
Williams, Jana Hopkins, Susan Elkins, Emily Dunn,
Stephanie Welch, Liz Bailey, and Candy Glass. The
teachers working with the team were Becky Miller and
Jackie Ross.
Photo bx RAM Miner

Says 10'

Philadelphia

Cream
Cheese

79c

1

JCE
Fluid

Stalk

101.

49`
79,

Student Charged For
Allegedly Poisoning
Teacher's Cup Of Coffee

Sauce
160x. — Savo 14'

2 11

Chicken
Broth
49c
59,

Say. 16

Ocean Spray Cranberry

Cans
/

Cans

This Year Give
Food From

;aye 18`

18" sal& 23 ft.

89c

House Pure

ocolate $169
hips
1201

Parker's Market
*Gift Certificate any amount
•Fruit Baskets From $2.50 Up
•Food Baskets Any Amount
*Christmas Candies
•Nuts All Kinds
•Old Fashion Cedar Trees

WICHITA. Kan.
— A
13-year-old junior high school
student has been charged in a
juvenile court delinquency
petition with aggravated
assault after allegedly poisoning her teacher's coffee, officials say.
The teacher, Neal A.
Schwabauer, 34, of -Newton,
was treated at a Wichita
hospital and released Monday
after taking a drink of coffee
spiked with a highly toxic solvent, authorities said.
"I have been threatened
before. but 99 percent of the

Spiced
Peaches
Says 8'

eavy Duty

'Reynolds
Wrap

Hyde Park Whole

2901.

Lucky Leaf Cherry

Pie
Filling
Says 30'

210x.

Lexington Drivers
Suffer Setback;
Construction Delayed

Green Giant

Niblet
Corn
Savo 47'

LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP, -Hopes of,. some Lexington
motorists that starting the
traffic situation would improve on busy Versailles Road
suffered a setback.
Versailles Road was supposed to be opened to two lanes
each way Monday between
New Circle Road and the Versaillbs bypass. But this wasn't
done because of construction
delays.
A State Transportation
Department engineer, George
Franke, said it will be a few
more days before they are
ready.
The road has been one lane
each way since the fall of 1978
due to a 817 million project to
widen an eight-mile stretcli
The project should be coinpleted by next spring.

3Cans

s., 12 Oz.

Kraft

Marshmallow
Cream

419c

ilea $1.09 lb.
!ices $1.99 lb.

7 Os.

eld's

Mussleman's

Apple Sauce

Leaguer

Iners

Save 13 160x.

109

2 Cans89C

Sealtest
Buttermilk

Hine they the students, are
bluffing," said Schwabauer,.
who spit out most of the sip of
coffee when • he detected a
strange taste. "This time it
wasn't a bluff."
The Truesdell Junior High
School student, who was
Tuesday;
charged
acknowledged putting
ethylene dichloride in
Schwabauer's coffee wherrhe
left his shop class for a ma
ment,authorities said.
The girl was not identified
because Of her age. • , Investigators said bottles
containing the liquid are
marked clearly as poison. The
teacher said fumes from the
solvent can be fatal.
The substance normally is
kept in gallon containers
under lock and key, school officials said, but a small
amount was being used by
students to bond acrylic
plastics.
Schwabauer said 'he had
written a disciplinary note on
the girl last week for nonperformance in class. He said
she may have been holding a
grudge.
John Morton, the school's
principal, said he would
recommend the girl be expelled.
THREE JOCKEYS
Only three jockeys — Isaac
Murphy, Jimmy Winkfield
and Ron Turcotte — have ever
won the Kentucky Derby in
two consecutive years.

—

99C
601.

IMO

lergen's Reg. or Dry
Rosedale Sweet Garden

Peas
Savo 17'

1701.

3Cans

1

Southern Gem Cut

rest

Liver

reen
eans
2901.

elm: Sweet Cucumber

lices

ay. 30'

11.40-0P40-1Ntioi!

47c
69c

16 Oz.

/Coca Cola, Sprite
Tab, Mello Yello
Fresco

Lotion
10 Ox. Save 98'
Reg. $2.25

$ 27
Wells. Balsam

Shampoo

1.4141.1*
14.040, 14 42071

8 Ox. Save 96'
Reg. $2.25

$129

753-4377 (Office)
753.7370(Home)

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

Li
ikatpt,.i,tot,,.,tot.o*_..zvb.izx,_„covt,ktpo,,koit.zgh.gogNkt,*-,,,tpzftkov.g,yt4k,ot,,,,boh;,kgok.z3tt..
1.107 4714

AVAIL ABLE

about why so many families
are becoming Woodmen
families. Let's talk about why
Woodmen membership
makes sense for your family.
Let's talk.

fro

HOME OFFICE OMAHA NEBRASKA

"The FAMILY Fraternity"P
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In Reagan's Cabinet

I DEATHS & FUNERALS I
Mrs. Joe Rogers
Dies At Hospital
Mrs. Joe W.'Sylvia) Rogers
died today at 7.17 a.m. at the
Community
Hospital,
Mayfield. She was 80 years of
age and a resident of Mayfield
Route 6.
The deceased was born
March 3, 1900. in Calloway
County to the late Lonnie Curd
and Bell Stevenson Curd. One
son. Joe Curd Rogers, preced&I her in death.
Mrs Rogers is survived by.
her husbanu. Joe W. Rogers,
Mayfield Route 6. and one
daughter, Mrs. Marion
Messlav, LaGrange, Ill.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of the
funeral and burial 'arrangements.

Minorities To Be Included

Wallace Dowdy Is
Dead At Age Of 76;
Funeral Thursday

By OWEN ULLMANN
_ Associated Press Writer

Hurt
Drive, Murray. died Tuesday
at 4:45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 76 years of age and his
death followed an illness of
three weeks.
The Murray man, a retired
farmer and also retired from
the Tennessee Valley Authority, was a member of the Grace
Baptist Church. Born Feb. 28,
1904, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Ed
Dowdy and Angie Harris
Dowdy.
Mr. Dowdy was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs. Cora
DONATION — Ken Asher he'll), Murray7Burger Queen manager, presents a S207.30
1.ee Dowdy, in September
check to Paul W. Garrison president of the Calloway Counts High School Athletic
1951, and one son, Gene
Boosters Club,for Boo.ter Da% , Oct. 18.
Dow ds., in January 1944. —
'daft l'Slit,, 13, \tars Barrow. •
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. John (Maudeen Cohoon, Murray Route
Gannett To Field-Test New Daily
1, and Mrs. Holmes ( Rozene
Ellis, Jr., Findlay,Ohio; three
sisters — Mrs. Irene Garrison,
514 South 13th Street, Murray,
Tony Dalton of Tri-City, Mrs. Erie Ellis, 1606
withireeciving
I API
proeramining.
Mayfield Route 1, died Tues- Calloway. Murray, and Mrs.
WASHINGTON
Neuharth said, the field test
day at 8:20 p.m. at the Sadie Vance, Corinth, Miss.: Saying research indicate,. thins across the etruntr.
Neuharth szlid .possible
Murray-Calloway County one brother, Rex Dowdy, 411 Americans hunger for inure
oi the nev. national newspaper
tt iii•t indlinle public sales of
Hospital. He was 79 years of South 11th Street, Murray.
information, the chairman ;if for the os stem:lin:Mt include,
National transmission of
age.
:Jr paper.
Mr. Dowdy is also survived one • of the nation's largest
news and
\-crtising for -iiiiTichrIllnar!, research inMr. Dalton, a fur dealer, by 10 grandchildren, two step' newspaper groups has anplemeat,-;,,to i lannett's 81 daily dicates the colicept has gotten
was a member of the Oak
grandchildren, and nine great nounced plans to field-test a
Grove Baptist Church. Born
new daily, national newspaper arid 22 )tettily Ir Se1111-WtYkly 0,11111 response,- Neuharth
grandchildren.
newspapers
April 10, 1901, in Calloway
saiT
The funeral will be held next year.
proProyirliia., special
County, he was the son of the Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Ile declined to discuss what
Allen H. Neuharth, presilate John Dalton and Meletta chapel of the Blalock-Coleman dent and board chairman of graml 11in:! far the company's
cific deeds the company
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Cunningham Has
Completed Recruit
Training In Florida
Navy Fireman Mark. W.
Cunningham, on of Gloria,P
Cunningham of- 161',1 Sunset.
Murray; has comnleted
recruht training at thg Naval
Training Center, Orlando,
Fla.
During the eight-week training cycle, trainees studidd
general military' subjects
designed to prepare them for
further academic and iin-thejob training in one of the
Navy's 85 basic occupational
fields.
Included in their studies
were seamanship, close order
drill. Naval history and first"
aid.
He is a 1980 graduate of
Murray'High School. '
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Comprehensive
Care Center
Announces Closings
The Murray-Calloway Corni•
ty Comprehensive Cdie
Center will be closed Friday
afternoon, Dec. 19, for a staff
training session.
The center also will be closed Christmas Eve, Christmas
Day and New Year's Day In
case of emergencies, call toilfree 1-800-592-3980.
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Bureau officials say they expect•the
final tuitional n'onnt_balotal.226 million_ _ _people. The 49 states reported so far
total nearly 208 million.
Census Direetor Vincent P. Barabba
said last week that the- population)
changes likely will result in 16 seats in
the House of Representatives changing
from one state to another.
Without New York,totals the movement of all the seat's cannot yet be
calculated, but bureau officials have
estimated how 14 of them will change.
Florida. is expected to gain Inhree
seats with California and Texas t6 pick
up two each. Gaining one seat will be
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico.
Oregon, Tennessee. Utah and
Washington.
New York is expected to lose four
seats. Losing two each would be Illinois, Ohio acid Pennsylvaniai,arid losing. one -.would -'be ' Massachukettls.
Michigan, New Jetisey and South
•
,
,
Dakota.

WASHINGTON ( API — The movement of Americans to the nation's south
and -west--during- the past 10--yearsshown by: preliminary population
figures for 49 states.
The four states with the largest gains
in population are Nevada, with a jump
of 63.8 - percent iron' 1970 to 1980;
Arizona, with an increase of 52.9 percent; and Florida and Wyoming, with.
gains of 41.1 percent each.
- The only two jurisdictions showing
population losses were Rhode Island
and the District of Columbia, according
to the figures released Tuesday. by the
Census Bureau.
California stays the most populous
state, with a 1980 count of 23,510,372,
relectihg an increase of 17.7 percent
from 1970.
The figures are subject to minor adTrItnts but are expected to be very
close io the final figures for the states.
Number§for New York were not releas6(1 because tke head count,delaydd by a
fire in a census. office, is still in pro-
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LOS ANGELES ( API — Ronald
Reagan says he still thinks he can find
women and minorities to include in the
list of "right people" he will name to his
Cabinet. • •
The first 10 Cabinet-level posts the
president-elect has announced have
gone to white men, including two announced Tuesday: retired Gen. Alexander M. Haig Jr. for secretary of state
and New Jersey construction executive
Raymond Donovan for labor secretary.
"Don't keep score until the whole
thing IS in," Reagan told reporters here
when asked if he planned to appoint
women or minorities to tht remaining
five Cabinet-level jobs. "Let me say'
there's no plot to rule them out."
Reagan, who spoke briefly to
reporters between getting a haircut and
being fitted for his inaugural clothes,
said of the first 10 Cabinet selections being white men: "It just happened that it
fell this way in getting theni cleared I by
the inland so forth."
°Merl:As of Reagan's transition team
have expressed a keen desire to find
women and minorities for the Cabinet,
but are frustrated at finding people the
officials feel are both qualified and
politically compatible with Reagan.
Sources on the transition team also
say there has been a debate over
whether a minority Cabinet member
should be a black or a Hispanic.
The sources, who declined to be identified, said sonic transition officials
have argued that Hispanics voted for
Reagan in far greater numbers than
blacks, who overwhelmingly supported
President Carter in November, and
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that Reagan thus should find a Hispanic
to appeal to his political constituency
among minorities.
The lines in that debate appear to
have been drawn over the selection of a
secretary of housing and urban
development.
Jewel Lafontant, a black woman who
served in the Justice Department during the Nixon administration, had been
mentioned as a prominent candidate
for HUD. But one transition source said
Tuesday that her chances seem to be
receding and that the job now might go
to Philip Sanchez, an ex-ambassador
and former head of the now-defunct Office of Economic Opportunity during
the Nixon years.
Other minority candidaties said do
have been under consideration for the
Cabinet have included Thomas Sowell,
an economist ow expected to go to the
Council of Economic Advisers, and
former Transportation Secretary
William 1'. Coleman, who had been
looked at for the Energy Department
post but who reportedly expressed
(Iasi nterest.
Reagan's efforts to include women in
his Cabinet were dealt a serious setback when one strong prospect, former
Ambassador to Britain Anne. Armstrong. said she did not want to serve in
the Cabinet.
Another woman under consideration,
labor lawyer Betty S. Murphy, was
passed over Tuesday when Donovan
was appointed. Mrs. Murphy had been
considered a strong contender for the
Labor Department job and was pushed
vigorously by the Teamsters union and
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, who will
become chairman of the Senate Labor
Committee.
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T-SHIRT WINNERS - Carter students decorated T-shirts with original slogans and
-designs in art classes taught by Ginny Piech. Contest winners and their T-shirt slogans
are,from left, Kelli Massey,"Books are Better than Gold"; Holly Brown,"Alligators Bite
For Books"; Melissa Adams,"Don't Be A Fuzz Ball, Read"; Holly Nix,"Books Are Better
Than Gold"; Beth Culek,"The Bookworm Strikes Again"; Kevin Tucker,"Wake Up and'
Read"; Scott foster,"I Get A Kick Out mf Books."
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THE ELEPHANT'S CHILD - Dawn Greer, right, starred as
the elephant's child in the play presented at Carter
School in celebration of Children's Book Week. Also in
photo are, Eric Erskine, Damara Lanier, Brett Christensen,
Bethany Hall.

Buyers Are Pickier About Electronic Toys
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The beeps and blips of electronic games are louder than
ever this Christmas, but
retailers say customers are
getting pickier and, in some
areas,they aren't buying electronics at all.
"I understand the bottom
has fallen out this year,"
Charles Thomas, manager of
an Ivey's department store in
Charlotte, N.C., said.'Kids
and parents seem to be going
back to the basics, like good
old Monopoly and dolls and
train sets."
An Associated Press spot
check on Monday showed the
situation varied from area to
area and even from game to
game.
Retailers who said sales
were lagging cited three
reasons: overall economic
troubles, higher prices for

ever-more complicated gdmes
and an increase in the n milder
of toys, to the point wh re it is
hard to tell them apart.
Stores reported an abundant
supply of electronic items, in
contrast to last year when a
shortage of silicorr chips which contain the programming for all the gadgets-caused retailers to run outtorsdme
of the most popular items.
Figures from the Toy
Manufacturers of America
Inc. show that manufacturers
shipped $375 million worth of
electronic games last year more than triple the 1978
figure, and up from a mere $21
million in 1977. No one expects
that kind of increase this year.
"I think it has sort of leveled
off," said Norma Lee,a public
relations consultant for FAO
Schwarz, a lavish toy store
one block north of Tiffany's on
Fifth Avenue in New York.
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Girl Worried About
Growing Up but Not Out
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem that is ruining my love
life. I am 14 and flat-chested. I have reached puberty, but my
chest isn't growing. I am 5 feet 7 and weigh 100 pounds.
Could it be because I am so skinny? Are there exercises I can
do to make me bigger? I will do anything.
Guys think I'm pretty, but they don't want a "flatso" for a
girlfriend. Please tell me what to do.
CHEATED IN CHINO
DEAR CHEATED: First, get over the idea that
"guys don't want a flatso for a girlfriend." Guys
prefer girls who are fun, natural, and feel good about
themselves. Don't place so much importance on your
dimensions. You may be a late bloomer, but if you're a
flatso forever, be proud ofthe way God made you,and
don't feel cheated.
DEAR ABBY:1 can't believe that after 30 years of
marriage to a kind and decent man I'm actually Writing
about a problem that has bugged me for years.
We have five terrific kids and I'm not unhappy, but I am
absolutely dying for a compliment from my husband. He
never gives me credit for anything. When I ask him if he
loves me, he says, "I married you, didn't I?"
I made a really beautiful dress, and all he said was,"The
color is nice."
When I washed, polished and cleaned out his car, which is
his pride and joy, he said. "Gee, that portable vacuum
cleaner sure does a great job."
I knock myself out sAecting gifts for members of his
family - even for his mother on Mother's Day. He signs
the cards, takes all the credit and never gives me a word
of praise.
He's clean, helps me with ,the housework, is a good
provider and a wonderful father. He doesn't drink or run
around like some men, so maybe-T shouldn't complain.
When a compliment is in order and he doesn't say a word, I
feel like crying. What should I do?
NO COMPLIMENTS

JS
)SIT

SCHOOL PLAY FOR BOOK WEEK - The cast for the play The Elephant's Child"
which was presented to the Carter School student body include, first row, from left,
Justin Crouse, Chip Adams, Brett Christensen, Holly Brown, Damara Lanier, Melissa
Adams, Jenny Ragsdale. Second row, Kelli Massey, Jason Sammons, Bethany Hall,
Dawn Greer, John Kind, Eric Erskine. Librarian Barbara Priddy directed the play and art
teacher Ginny Piech coordinated the costumes.

DEAR NO COMPLIMENTS: When you feel like
crying, go ahead and cry:. And don't hide your tears. If
he asks why you're crying, tell him.
Face it - after 30 years he's not apt to change.
Some people (women, too) simply can't bring themselves to compliment anybody. A comforting thought:
Talk is cheap. Deeds say more.
DEAR ABBY: I'll cry tomorrow for the poor M.D. WITII
$35,000 ON THE BOOKS. Abby, the veterinarian is
absolutely the last person to get paid. A pet owner thinks
nothing of calling a vet at home in the middle of the night to
treat a dog or cat that's been sick for five days.
Veterinarians have office expenses, hills to pay and a
family to feed oust like an M.D.), but the idea of paying a vet
when so much else is needed seems absurd to some people.
Please print this for those of us who have dedicated our
lives tc helping animals get well and 'stay well.
ANIMAL LOVER AND D.V.M.
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Ms. Lee said that Schwarz
reports electronic items are
still selling well, particularly
the Space Invaders game.
"Anything with space is very
big," she said.
Looking at the industrywide electronic trend,
however, Ms. Lee said: "It's
still big, but it's not growing
by the sartie Ifps and
bounds."
She also ,cited high prices:
"Some of them are fairly
astronomical."'
Stan Goetsch, manager of
the toy derailment at the
Sears, Roebuck and Co. store
in Lansing, Mich., echoed
Miss Lee. -The price has gone
up this year," he said. "When
the price goes up to about $30,
people start to ask:'Do I really need it?' How long will
Johnny play with it?' What's
.)
the play value?"
Goetsch, who cut back his
display of electronic items by
about 25 percent because they
weren't selling, said the pro' liferalion Of games was
problem.
another '
"Everybody's trying to get into the market. It's so broad,
there's little distinction."
• Price doesn't seem to matter at a suburban Detroit toy
store. Manager Sid Ring said
the two most popular items
are the $140 Atari video
hookup, which converts a TV
to video games, and the $39.95
Space Invaders game, a
cassette that goes into the
video hookup.
At the same time, he said,
other electronic games are sitting on the shelves. "It's what
the kids see on TV that they
want," Ring said.
At the Leisure Time store in
Columbia, S.C., Keith
Rowland said: "The most
popular (electronics) are the
football and space games,"
particularly Space Invaders.
But he said traditional
favorites like electric trains
and trucks also are doing well.
In neighboring North
Carolina,a spokesman for Toy
Circus Inc. of Charlotte said:
"We just haven't sold the
number of electronic games
this year as we did last year. I
think most of them are just too
expensive. Parents don't want
to spend the money. And some
of them are so complicated they're really not for kids."
Michael Disalvio, assistant
manager of the toy department at a Sears in northeast
Philadelphia, said sales are
"beginning to pick up now.
For a while, they were real
slow."
Disalvio said he has plenty
of electronic items. "They're
easier to get now. The chips ...
are in plentiful supply now."
He said sales are down from
last year. "People are buying
more traditional games, like
board games," he said.
Mark Valen, a spokesman
for Ohio's Gold Circle chain of'
discount stores, said electronic items geared to educa-.
Lion are popular. "Last year,
the demand far exceeded the
supply. This year, we finally
have enough to meet the demand. We've gone from having just a few electronic
educational aids to an entire
field of them."
Don Cutchin, manager of
K&K Toys in Ashland, Va.,

NARRATORS - Carter students, from left, Kelli Masses lustin Crouse and Chip
Adams narrated the play while the other students acted it.

said sales of electronic games to buy batteries," he said.
"are not quite up to par with
Another K&K outlet, in Norlast year, but we do have a folk, Va., reported a different
greater selection." He said story. -Electronics is
buyers may not object to the Christmas now it seems," said
cost of the toy itself- but they Doug Stone, the manager.
do worry about the upkeep. "There's an electroni(
"Batteries - just not having everything now."
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MSU Students Fare Very Well(
In Scholarship Competition

.Gifts To University Include
Bass Boat, Thoroughbreds
Gifts to Murray State
University donated by citizens
interested in helping to
develop various programs at
the institution have recently
included a 19-foot bass boat
and three thoroughbred
horses.
A. Y. Jones of Eddyville
donated the boat, motor and
trailer in support of programs
conducted at the Hunter M.
Hancock Biological Station
!waled 12 miles from campus
on Kentucky Like.
The approximate value of
the...boat and accessories is
$10,000.
Various fish and wildlife
research at the biological station requiring that students
and faculty go onto the lake
may be helped by donation of
the boat.
The following thoroughbred
horses have been donated to
the Murray State equine
science and horsemanship
programs:

•A saddlebred gelding, High
Point Ace, donated by ChaunCy Hatch of Vero Beach, Fla.
The appraised value is $10,000.
mare,
saddiebred
•A
Spindletop Princess, donated
of
Heady
David
by
Owensboro. The appraised
value is $4,500.
•A quarter horse mare, Ce
Beaver Babe, donated by
Harold W. and Mary E.
Crouse of St. Joseph, Mo. The
appraised value is $3,000.

The donations will bring to
45 the number of horses owned
by. the universaN and will help
improve the quality of the
herd.
The horses are used in
equine science studies which
prepare students for careers
as 4-H agents, horse farm
managers, trainers and instructors.
The gifts to the university
were accepted by members of
the Board of Regents at the
December meeting.

Four Murray High graduates have won three-year
ROTC scholarships the past two years. David Jones
and Mark Young, class of '79 and Claude Johnson and
Stan Routt class of '78.

Vanderbilt and Notre Dame,
however when we can get
these students to visit MSU we
feel they will be impressed
with the overall quality
academic opportunities
available and select MSU, as
was the case with these four
students, he said.

ROTC scholarships pay for
Routt stated that only three
four-year winners had the students tuition, academic
previously selected MSU. fees, supplies, and a $100 tax
Four-year winners are highly free allowance for ten months
recruited by schools such as each year.

Open 24 Hours
7 Days A Week

SO THAT OUR EMPLOYEES
MAY SPEND THIS SPECIAL
HOUDAY WITH THEIR
FAMIUES - BIG JOHN WILL
BE CLOSED ALL DAY
CHRISTMAS.

Frank To Be
Certified As
Sex Educator

nominees from the nearly 300
Universities hosting senior
ROTC. Currently there are
twenty4hree MSU students on
ROTC scholarships studying
in eighteen different majors.
Four four-year scholarship
winners selected Murray
State this year.

I,TC Randell G. Routt,
Chairman, Military Science
Department, Murray State
has announced that MSU
students had fared very well
in national competition for
ROTC Scholarships. Routt
stated that during the past two
years that over 90 percent of
MSU students nominated by
the Univers y's scholarship
board had been selected tor
scholarships.
To win these scholarships,
students must complete with

Accol

Students
of-Military
State Ifni.
overlook
Medical St
considerin;
the army I
said Col.
alumnus of
Pollock,
the first
graduate
the Medic
recently ri
and talky
Pollock, a

-

Now We Never Close

Except Thanksgiving, Christmas

Dr. Jairie H. Frank, director of...health education in the
Department of Recreation and
Physical Education at Murray
State University, has received
formal notification of his certification as a sex educator by
the American Association of
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Dr. James H. Frank
Sex Educators. Counselor,
and Therapists. ,
The final requirements fw
certification were met durin.
his attendance at the surruilt.!
workshop conducted
AASECT in Washington, D.
during July.
In addition to the AASECT
credentials, Frank has received certification from the
Alfred C. Kinsey Institute of
Sex Research based at Indiana University and from the
Masters and Johnson post
graduate workshop conducted
in St. Louis, MI.
Through his attendance at
workshops and seminars he
has accumulated 51 credit
hours in category I for the
physicians award of the
American Medical Association and 21 credit hours in formal learning by the American
College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists.
A member of the Murray
State faculty since 1964, Dr.
conducted
has
Frank
workshop and seminars in
sexuality and has made
numerous presentations to
church, civic and student
groups on the topic of "Myths
and Misconceptions in Sexuality."
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MSU Graduate
Receives Ranger
Class Honor
Second Lieutenant Robert .1.
McCoart, Jr., a 1979 Murray
State graduate has been
designated Honor Graduate of
Ranger Class 10-80, U.S. Army
Ranger School, Fort Henning,
Georgia. I,TC Randall Routt,
Murray State's PMS, stated
that this is one of the Army's
most demanding schools, with
a very high dropout rate.
Two of McCoart's Murray
State classmates also
qualified for their Ranger
Tabs in Class 10-80. This
achievement by Lieutenant
McCoart and his classmates
reflect favorably on the quality of the students commissioned as Army Officers through
Murray State's ROTC Program. Routt said.
Lieutenant McCoart is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J.
McCoart, 1510 Story Avenue.
Murray.
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According To Alumnus

Notre Dame,
we can get
)visit MSU we
be impressed
?.rall quality
pportunities
elect MSU, as
rith these four

Students in the Department
of-Military Science at Murray
State University should not
overlook the . U.S.. Army
Medical Services Corps when
considering in which branch of
the army they want to serve,
said Col. Archie Pollock, an
alumnus of the institution.
Pollock, who in 1959 became
the first Murray State
graduate commissioned into
the Medical Services Corps,
recently returned to campus
and talked with students.
Pollock, a native of Green-

rships pay for
Lion, academic
snd a $100 tax
for ten months

History Department
To Host Competition

Army Medical Corps Has Opportunities
ville, is director of training for
the Academy of Health
Sciences, at Fort Sam
Houston.
A career officer, he recalled
that prior to graduation from
Murray State, he strongly
wanted to enter the army's armor division "because of a
fascination I had with tanks."
But Col. J. D. Jackson,
chairman of the department
at the time, noticed Pollock
was majoring in chemistry
and biology, an area of study
Jackson believed was more

suited to the medical corps
than to armor.
"I had doubts at the time,
but the Medical Services
Corps was exactly right for
me," said Pollock. "like me,
I'm afraid some students
suited for the corps may
overlook it. They want to be in
the military and may think of
the medical service corps in
terms of civilian service."
Pollock said the Medical
services Corps encompasses a
wide range of skills. A need for
officers with knowledge in

computer Alhences is growing.
"It anyone is interested in
Pollock said the division uses serving their fellow man, I
computers to do everything know of no better place than
from "projecting illnesses and ,the Medical Services. Corps,"
casulaties to everyday record said Pollock. And, he added,
skills sharpened while serving
keeping."
In addition to officers with in the corps are among the
medical skills, the corps also most marketable of any obneeds trained personnel in tained in the military.
aviation, which is used often in
After graduation from Murevacuations, and in areas of ray State and entering the
personnel and administration. Medical Services Corps,
Pollock said the corps' Pollock received a master's
hospitals, laboratories and degree in health care admedical supply services re- ministration from Baylor
quire.good administrators.
University.

Col. Archie Pollock

The Department of History
at Murray State University
will host its 2nd annual day of
competitive activities in
history for middle and high
school students on March 21,
Dr. Joe Cartwright, the
departmental chairman, has
announced.'fr
The theme of this year's
event, which is coordinated
with a national History Day,is
"Work and Leisure."
Dr. Wayne Beasley, a professor of history at the university, is the campus coordinator for the activity. He
identified the competitive
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categories as historical
papers, individual and group
performances and individual
and group projects.
Contestants will compete
within their age groups, and
winners will advance to state
and possibly national contest
levels, he said. Medals will be
given the top three winners in
each of the categories, and
very contestant will receive a
certificate of participation.
"The contest provides an exciting opportunity for learning
through a variety of educational activities" Beasley
said, adding that the day's
program also includes a trip to
Homeplace 1850 in the Land
Between the lakes, films and
exhibits highlighting the role
of workers in American
history.
All middle and high school
teachers in West Kentucky are
encouraged to involve the'r
students in the program. Additional information may be obtained by contacting Dr.
Wayne Beasley, Department
if History, Murray State
University, Murray, KY 42071.
The phone number is ( 502 7622231.

120.129

Big Jobs Soper Toodor U.S

ROLLED CHUCK
LB$199
ROAST

As the U. S. Postal Service
prepares for delivery of mail
during the winter months
ahead, the public and postal
employees Are being encouraged to be "safety conscious" during hazardous
weather conditions.
Postmaster Virgil Gilliam
said today that prPcautionary
safety'measures taken by the
public and postal employees
will aid in the movement of
mail and ' more importantly,
hclp reduce employee injuries
(luring the coming winter
months:"
Approximately 5,200 letter
carriers in the Central Region
were injured last year due to
hazardous walking conditions
during the inclement weather
periods.
"However", he added,
"through cooperation on the
part of our customers, this
task will be much easier to accomplish."
In all communities, local
road authorities and
customers are requested to
keep public roads and private
approaches clear to mailboxes
during the winter months.
Normally, rural carriers
are not required to provide
mail service on foot or by
motor vehicle when civil
authorities advise the public
not to travel certain public
streets or highways due to inclement weather conditions.
The Postmaster said that
during such periods, rural
route carriers will make
reasonable effort this year to
serve the greatest number of
customers possible.

Covahey Assigned
To Illinois
Air Force Base
Air Force Reserve Airman
Gerald J. Covahey, son of
Gerald J. Covahey Sr., of Hardin, and Cecilia R. Covahey of
109 E. Susquehanna Ave.,
Towson, Md., has been assigned to Chanute Air Force Base,

(11
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III., after completing Air
Force basic training. I
During the six weeks at
lackland Air Force Base,
Texas, the airman studied the
Air Force mission, organization and customs and received
special training in human
relations.
In addition, airmen who
complete basic training earn
credits toward an associate
degree in applied science
through the Community College of the Air Force.
The airman will now receive
specialized instruction in the
avionics systems ield.
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Were going back to thi
spot where Roger "sttecke
landed.- said Wullie
And then blasted of
again," reminded Hulda
"We•II see.. said Wullis
mysteriously.
Again he looked at hi:
watch. It was a big, corn
plicated watch that told work
t4ni, time, and star time, and wha
ri time it was in Santa Land
< where time is different. Th.
1 numbers glowed in the dark.
What good did it do to lool
,
at a watch, liulda wondered
when you were stranded mile,
from home?
(NEXT: Mouse Power)

Chapter 14
was looking at his watch.
Now they could hear
GRANDFATIIER
children laughing. "That
FROST
means he's here!- Hulda said.
By -Luise Puteamp Jr. "Santa's
•
here!"
The two elves rounded the —
(WHAT HAS HAP- corner
of a hut. There, in a PENED: Hod. and Wullie clearing in the middle of the

r--

land in a Russian snowstorm
on their lust trip for Santa.
Morris, the toyshop, mouse,
stays behind in Roger Rocket.
But us Santa's two elves start
ton ard the village lights,
Roger Rocket suddenly blasts
off and roars up into the star
-ry night sky!)

LEGAL UBRARY DONATED - Examining one of the legal books recently given to the
Legal Resources Library at Murray State University by the family of the late McCracken
County Attorney John J. Kirksey are, from the left: Dr. Thomas B.'Hogancamp,
executive director of the Murray State University Foundation; Murray State President
Constantine W. Curtis; Mrs. Lucile Hicks Kirksey, his widow and of Paducah; and Dr.
Edwin Strohecker, director of libraries at the university.

Kirksey Library Given To MSU
The law library of the late attorney before his death
April 18, 1969, at the age of 67.
A
McCracken County Attorney )
native of Dawson Springs,
John E. Kirksey of Paducah
has been given by his family to he came to Paducah in 1929.
He held state positions durMurray State University for
ing the administrations of
its Legal Resources Library.
The books, more than 500 of three Kentucky governors them and some dating back to Lawrence Weatherty, Bert T.
the late 1700s, were the gift of Combs and Edward T.
his widow, Mrs. Lucile Hicks Breathitt, served on the KenKirksey,715 North 24th Street. tucky Alcohol Beverage eonPaducah, and their two trol Board and as an administrative assistant with the
children - - Dr. John David
Kirksey, Inglewood, Calif., Public Service Commission.
Soon after becoming county
and Mrs. Maurelle Holt of Sprattorney in 1932, Mr. Kirksey
ingfield, Va.
became active in the cam-Included, according to the
librarian, Mrs. Quava Hon- paign to bring Kentucky Dam
are---many-rare-and- _to thelowerl'ennessee River.
He was a director of the Lower
valuable volumes, " among
which are Reports of the Ken- Tennessee Valley Association
tucky Supreme Court from - the key organization in proin the
1785Through 1908.
__ moting the dam project - Kentucky Revised Statutes early 1930s, and was chairman
dating as early as 1851 as well of the organization's Mcas Federal Statutes dating to Cracken County chapter.
Mrs. Kirksey, who attended
1789 and including pioneep
laws dealing with Indian mat- the university in its first.year,„
Hickman
ters also are among the -1923-24, is a native of
County, and was teaching at
materials donated.
that
Mr. Kirksey was one of West the Beelerton School in
best-known- county when she and Mr.
Kentucky's
the
lawyers and had served 17 Kirksey, the principal at
years as McCracken County time, were married in 1926.

NOTICE
We will have our last auction sale
in 1980 on Friday, December 19,
1980.
Beginning Monday, January 1981
our auction sales will be held on Monday's at 1:30 p.m. We will be buying
hogs on Mondays and Saturday mornings as usual.
Thank You For Your Business.
MERRY CHRISTMAS

Although Mr. Kirksey
graduated in 1925 from what is
now
Western Kentucky
University at Bowling Green
and from the University of
Louisville law school in 1929,
the family's ties with Murray
State are strong.
-In addition to Mrs. Kirksey
being a former student, son
David completed his premedical work at Murray State
in 1952, and Mrs. Holt
graduate there in 1956.
"Murray State is our university," Mrs. Kirksey said in
presenting the collection.
"Too, it is fitting that these
legal books should find a home
at Murray Stale, because the
nearby town of Kirksey is
named for hifi paternal grandfather, E. R!(Uncle Frank)
Kirksey.
"He was born in North
Carolina in 1812 and came to
Calloway County in its earliest

"A favorite quote of
John's," she went on, "is one
from Sir Edward Coke ( 15491643) of England: 'Knowledge
of the law is like a deep well.
out of which each man drawth
according to the strength of
his understanding.'
"He treasured his books and
it is the hope of the family that
law students, and others will
find these volumeS to be a rich
legal
storehouse • ,of
knowledge."

OWENSBORO, Ky. (Al') Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., was
reported doing "just fine"
Monday at an Owensboro
hospital after undergoing hernia surgery.
A spokeswoman for the
Daviess County Hospital in
Owensboro said Ford was in
recovery and resting comforafter kindergoing
tably
'surgery in the morning for
hernia repair.
He was admitted to the
hospital Sunday afternoon. He
is expected to be hospitalized
for about five days.

Paris, Tn.
Fairgrounds Road
901-642-1933

Office Building
Construction May
Begin In Summer
HENDERSON, Ky.( API Construction is tentatively
scheduled to begin in early
Still squealing, the children summer for a $2 million,
ran back into the huts, hug- 40,000-Nuare-foot
office
ging their new toys. Hulda building along Barret
and Wullie were alone again
Boulevard between U.S. 41-N
under the high, cold stars.
U.S.60-E.
and
They followed the reindeer
contractor Sam
tracks, and Santa's boot Henderson
prints, to the edge of the Wahl, one of eight partners in
forest. There was something the proposed project, saki
depends on the
white
eli on
it uwi
ph. te snow. "everything dends
economic situation" but that
Wullie picked
"Grandfather Frost's robe," present plans would have the
r.plet by the end
said Wullie.
t yceoamed
fcnielixty
"Almost as if he left it for us of
to find," said Hulda.
He acknowledged that the
Wullie shook the snow from future of the project, named
the heavy, wooly robe and Orchard Hill, "hinges on the
carefully folded it.
said money market. If things don't
"And now what?"
get better, it may die on the
Hulda.
vine."
'
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village, children jostled and
peered. They wore boots, and
ins
padded jackets, and their ••-i
cheeks were red with cold and
excitement.
As Hulda and Wullie watched, a white figure with a heavy
bag over its shoulder walked
from the dark forest beyond.
It wore a long, white robe.
Wullie and Hulda couldn't And it had the whitest, shagbelieve their eyes.
giest beard they had ever
"Could one little mouse seen.
blast off a rocket?" asked
Behind walked two reindeer,
Hulda.
stepping daintily and tossing
"No," said Wullie, frowning their antlers.
fiercely. "But two bad elves
were
named Sheela and Shnoeko The Russians children
calling out a strange name.
could!"
Hulda stamped snow from "They call him 'GrandWullie.
last
is
this
"But
her space boots. "I told you father Frost' " said
really Christmas," said Wullie.
something was wrong, back at "But we know who he
"Don't forget the Time
is!"
the North Pole," she said.
The children clustered Twister. Santa can't see us,
"Maybe I should have
around him, and Grandfather because we're not really
listened,- said Wullie.
into here!"
The snow seemed to be fall- Frost solemnly reached
handed
Just then Grandfather
ing faster, now that they were his leather bag. He
to the Frost raised his head, and his
alone in Russia. Far above, toys, one by one,
blue eyes looked over the
they could see sparks from children.
There was a doll with yellow heads of the Russian children.
Roger Rocket's tail, getting
"I wouldn't be too sure,"
braids, and a bright kerchief
fainter in the sky.
top whispered Hulda.
"The only thing to do," said over her head. And a giant
rainthe
Grandfather Frost handed
Wullie, "is to get what we with all the colors of
out the last toy. He patted
bow.
came for."
top,"
some heads,and laughed "Ho!
"I made that
Their boots squeaked on the
"I HM! Ho!" Then he turned with
hard snow as they trudged whispered Wullie proudly.
colors.
very
the empty bag in his hand,
painted on those
toward the village lights.
and walked back into the
"It'll be a long walk back to in the toy factory!"
"Don't let Santa, see us!" forest. The reindeer pranced
the North Pole,- said Hulda.
behind him.
"Hush," said Wullie. He said Hulda.
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You bet it is. Two thousand years old-fashioned. It hasn't gone
out of style like peg pants and bobby sox. Christianity is not
just another fad.
At the Christian Church (DisciPles of Christ) we have a way
of looking at faith and the church that is a little different from
a lot of the other denominations. We believe in freedom of interpretation of the Scriptures. We don't tell you what to think,
we ask you what you think.
a,
We sure don't think that the church is old hat. We think that
Christians should band together and share their faith and joy
of living through the church community.
Bring your new, or old, ideas to church Sunday. We welcome
both of you.
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Comtrex
Cold Relief Capsules

Dry
Idea

The First Christian Church
Flake Coconut

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

14 oz bag

9

Ann On Ant, A0,1105Sol
Box of 26

Alka-Seltzer

14

1 5 or

goes on dry!
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Community's Best-Selling Book Of Season

Book Deals With History Of County

ere going back to thi
where Roger "flecke•
d," said Wullie
nd then blasted of
reminded HuIda.
'e'll see!'' said Wullii
eriously.
am n he looked at hi:
h. It was a big, corn
Led watch that told work
and star time, and wha
it was in Santa Land
e time is different. Thi
3ers glowed in the dark.
sat good did it do to loot
watch, HuIda wondered
you were stranded mile:
home'?
FEXT: Mouse Power.)

ice Building

istruction May
;in In Summer
NDERSON, Ky.(API

truction is tentatively
doled to begin in early
trier for a $2 million,
office
)0-stva re-foot
ding along Barret
evard between U.S. 41-N
U.S. 60-E.
mderson contractor Sam
1, one of eight partners in
proposed project, saiu
)rything depends on the
tomic situation" but that
ent plans would have the
ity completed by the end
)xt year.
) acknowledged that the
re of the project, named
lard Hill, "hinges on the
Ley market. If things don't
better, it may die on the

(Reviws

Kodacolor II
film
110-24

2°9
239
319

$129500

Christmas
Tags
Assottownt
Package of 100

66'

Paper

79'

529900

$24900

1 29°°

15900 30%

97'
78'

.11

395

Defhted Candidate
Files Suit To
Overturn Results

ecorations

83

save zanc

OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 8:00P.M.

1 17

-nents
.• 1H

C15 COUPON "4

Stir Crazy

6 BIG DIAMOND CENTERS
ONE NEAR YOU...

235
86'

Iments

save
ig 1°,1

At The Movies -A

y pictures

5-24
19

tiappilieNs to guide oncoming
necessary to finance its pro- braces "facts, fiction, myth proval, "Mayor, City of Murgenerations. Kerby added that
duction. Admittedly, the nar- and hearsay," according the ray," on the back of the jacket
the printing, writing, and
rators were playing-a fairly jacket on the book in addition in full view of potential buyers
historical recordings were all
safe ball game even in the first to numerous confessionals who may have been unaware
cultural contributions to a
quarter by doing "their own throughout its pages. In no of those earlier transgressions
worthy community fully enthing" researching, setting, way, in the opinion of the conveniently concealed
titled to convenient review by
correcting, printing and sell- authors, does the embracing throughout the 600 pages.
future generations.
"Retiring with nothing to do
ing "The Story of Calloway of fiction, myth and hearsay
"The Story of Calloway
County, 1822-1976" without the detract from the readability of was not in harmony with
County, 1822-1976" is the first
financial handicap of employ- the book. On the other hand,as earlier plans," according to
book ever published of its jouring assistants. Considering professional journalists, they Kerby who explained that he
nalistic kind in Calloway
the advanced ages of the spon- contend the spice of life in- had "always wanted to write a
County if not the first in the
sors, 67 and 77 years, the task jected in the manuscript tends book," adding "the surest way
state. Already similar ideas
takes on significant astonish- to present a sense of reality to assure publication would be
and relationship with our by doing it ourselves." For- are being developed
ment.
elsewhere but none to date has
tunately, the writers struck on
With the simple fact one of forebears.
reached the depth and scope of
The jacket enclosing. the a popular theme much in
the writer team (Kerby I was a
native son and had been a per- book also became a source of vogue at the present time in this finely-bound book written
PRESENTATION — Authors Dorothy (left) and Kerb. (right) Jennings presented
sonal observer of the happen- aggravation between the the search of roots by the and published in Calloway
autographed books to libraries recently at the Calloway County Library. Librarians
ings of Calloway County for authors, the first break of younger generation. First half County.
Anyone wishing a copy of
Margaret Trevathan of the Public Library, Mrs. Joanna Sykes of Calloway County High
more than a half of the family relations in presenting of the county's existence are
School and Mrs.[von Kelly of Murray High School accepted the books.
county's existence, not to the historiography. Dorothy recorded from scarce and the book should go to the old
mention the fact he has been Jennings was of the opinion undependable sources of infor- Murray Democrat building,
Carter Studio Photo
an instrument in the creating that the book would not pro- mation, however the re- 615 Maple St. The books sell
for
$15.
much of its historical lore, perly reflect a dignity and ap- mainder was more accurately
gives a ring of clarity and pearance in harmony with its reviewed from the files of his
credulity to the book's recor- contents unless it was put father's newspaper, the Murdings. At the same time, the _Linder wraps of the customary ray Ledger, from 1900 until
writers confess the book em- jacket. Kerby countered the 1928, and his own newspapers
jacket flap would smother the thereafter with periodic gaps
appearance of the special bin- filled in from personal exding in which he had devoted periences.
Limiting the size of the book
so many hours in designing
the more attractive feature of for comfortable reading conOf Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
a Calloway County produced venience posed a serious
By KENT FORRESTER
product. In harmony with dilemma midway the writing
historic events, the lady of the exercise. To extend the book
to two volumes was died out
house's opinion prevailed.
Be not deceived by this last as an unacceptable expense
page feminine dominance. for potential readers;
Stir Crazy,despite moments stance, during an escape at- Throughout the book Kerby therefore, the writers concludof glaring' carelessness, tempt from a rodeo, the suc- bucks the tide of popular as- ed to "whittling down the
couldn't possibly fall flat on its cessful route the escapees are sent — even with his col- pages to barebones,"
face. After all, the.movii..Inis taking is suddenly-changed so. league:tut ft is not a dissent elimitiaL;..Z7Mlne 200 pages.
when you buy one any size
Gene Wilder and Richard
thatthey now go through a proposed in reflection to mir- from the planned manuscript.
GROUND ROAST or FLAKED 11-01HUI-0
Pryor playing comic personae
woman's bathroom. This in ror his historical negativism
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
The question most often askturn allows the homosexual in opposition to conservative ed of .the writers has been:
that are_proven laugh-getters.
You know the roles as well to change from his prison thought, but an effort to "How come you people ever to
ow, ,nws. CondSoot WV, O
0,0,
0..
0.0...00
as I do. Pryor plays the streetclothing to women's clothing. record historical trends in the _write the book?" Dorothy
.% mown..ons st a tonsvw, wows,tw oar,so. mor.aws tow ifte ow taw etto covont
4E NE RAI.
,
wwwwe Ant wow...
tow a...wawa
WOHNIT TIon` Itt woo Ht. NH,o tt DtH coopon mat Hot ottealowatt
wise black whose hip, cynical That is, the change in routes virtues of truth, honesty, replied she had so much come
cow:Rance wat me OE NE R.CONEMOONS
who/tow...no
so
purcEaw
RAHN,
Now
to
nowt
Ann
wo
wlor
aewonso
s
ow,
To
Root.
•
co
and
taw,
H.'',
Saw.
soft
and
exterior conceals a
was not dictated by justice and compassion. Ob- to love the county of her adopnwwwww
yew 0.0.1.0 pr. w
wows peso*. Tot RA pe ton...ow Ho ma tace .awa 10,6 c.o.
op,
wow, r_ns.pon wwwwwww at•
cbo.sea 0,Poo, Gamma mrfacee
Hos Ta
reasonable twists in the plot, viously, Kerby has purposely tion she had prodded Kerby to
worried interior. With a
os• ooer.R,
Gift777,cc.o.7.077
.Rot,.H O43o tfot"...T.TTR.
7ft"tt''7....
'
.
4
It,w_,s 0 OWEN *Woof taar
trw matsw 43.453 .aa_stp,tt
Taut wow, tedernect ow 4370.73 00.00. 0011
steady stream of four-letter
but by a director's inabilityqo omitted many of the "vicious get the book underway in
aft,o,
wanton,twat. 0, 21 Warra 1I00'0,0,°wow.n'IttototT
w acwatae RRORENT1 RE DEE ME0 COSMONS SNOut0 BE SENT TO —
Swww,st,nwItot zed toetwoatt wants w
NWT.a 114010.1 0, 5,001504000 0..,VE C1VAC,,0440 0.0 25227
words spoken in a. tight, ner- figure out a plausible way to fights," so generously related order they might express their
Cast warn,
vous voice ("Hey man, we get the homosexual into a by Melvin Henley and gratitude in a cultural way
FOLGER COFFEE CO -STORE COUPON
DO n
PC
I
181500
bad, that's right, we bad", dress.
stamped with offijious ap- that would,leave a shadow of
exaggerated loose-jointed
But though carelessness
street walk, and darting eyes, might irreparably damage a
NOBODY CAN UNDERSELL US!
Pryor's comic persona is just comedy with less funny stars,
1 CARAT CLUSTERS
FASHION DIAMONDS
exotic enough, without being it hurts Stir Crazy only a little.
IN
PRICE...IN QUALITY...IN VALUE
t•II,ont
cut
ci
Honclo.cked
chorrands
$1200 value
701. .0Teat irS CSEISKInPt sryling R10,1021011y oc/ver7.,ed
threatening, to appeal to the As I mentioned earlier, it's
Tour Choice
to sell to ,p TO $750
...WE'RE THE BIGGEST.. BECAUSE
young audiences that make up hard to go too far wrong when
WE RE THE BEST!
most of the movie-going public you have Wilder mugging and
-tree
$
Pryor jiving their way
11/1411'
today.
es
140, White o, Yellow GOIC/
ss.
Wilder's persona is equally through a movie.
1 4 Corot
familiar. He plays the classic
Rated R. Although there is a
,
A Sawa! tOst
Nokia IT we
otcte
naif, a role that goes back at background shot of topless
MOM. Paducah • Michelson s I,, Murray
1,11 December 240,
•4"
least to Voltaire's Candide. To strippers and a few homosexMayfield Madisonville Union (ifs TennPPPPP and Corso Iii
4
40'0•
the naif, whose stupid ual jokes, the R rating is due
COrat
idealism and innocent trust in mainly to street language usWe search the dsomond capitols
human goodness remain in- ed throughout the movie.
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all possible worlds. Thus,
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when Wilder emerges from
WARRANTY Z:
five days locked in a small
wooden box, he begs the guard
for one more day. He was just
44'044
11,frioir4ift&.4.
Ky.
BARBOURVILLE,
"getting into; himself, he tells
Vcitee7144
( API — A defeated candidate
the guard.A
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1,045 for winner Robert
obtrusive. It's the kind of Lockhart and 181 for thirdSUNDAY
RITE TILL
movie that leaves a string of place finisher Victor A.
CHRISTMAS
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awkward questions in the Bingha,rn Jr.
viewer's mind: How did the
Goley asserts in the suit,
robbers know about the bird which was filed last week,that
suits? How did the prisoners provisions of state election
know the inside layout of the statutes were violated by
rodeo arena? How did the defendants Lockhart and
‘female lawyer know that Bingham or others on their
;..
Pryor and Wilder were behalf with their knowledge.
34
targeted to be killed?
He also says voting machines
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ti•;.115)s:.tio
Occasionally the plot is in District 5's three precincts
awkwardly manipulated for did not function properly and
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The book, like the old
turkey, has gota lot of stuffing
flavored from the family tree
up every branch of Calloway
County, according to local
authors. Dorothy and Kerby
Jennings, in explaining the
sales momentum of the community's best-selling book of
the season. "Tnere's just no
other way to account for the
demand other than frankly
acknowledging the curiosity
and interest propelled by The
Murray Ledger & Times exclusive serialization of the
book for the past two years,"
Kerby admitted to the editor
of this newspaper.
Requests for the original
personally autographed edition in the first four weeks
since it was readied for the
market have passed what was
estimated would have been
sold by May 1, 1981, according
to the writers who are joyous
this week in anticipation of
retiring the entire loan
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Gift

AlPilirirsi4=31 Ilr""iir

Wed.
thru
Sat.

The Saving Place

Mion's SIzes

4.88Pkg.

4.88

You

of 3
Our Reg
5.97

Men's Athletic Shirts Or Briefs

5.88E

Ha
He

4 tin
torni
Ugh
Stec
Auk

Men's Regular Or V-Neck Shirts

K mart's Best underwear of white Koder polyester/fine combed cotton for strength. comfort,
seamless body, no-roll waistband, ro-sag collar

its easoer with

Kodel
pdyester
Juniors'
& Misses'

'111.1'50

WINTER
COATS &
PANTCOATS

oRep TM foetrnon Kodak Corp

Olds' Sizes
4 To 14
Not All Styles
And Sizes In
All Stores

4

Pair
Our Reg.
39.97
Men's Leather Boots
for Western Walking!
Texas Steer', in full-grain
leather! Steel shank, pull
tabs and firrcrGoodyeare
welt. Unit bottom Save.

Our Reg.
24.96_ 54.96

Men's Sizes

SLIPON &
CARDIGAN

SWEATERS

Kodak' Ekt
Always reac
aim-and-stx
swim..are extra

4,47r.

Boys'Corduroy Western Jeans

Our Reg.6.47

a

27.(
91011R,11
, 6-2...".11•1•■•11111M1

iNestern-cut in cotton/polyester
Choice of solid colors Sizes 4-7
Bigger Boys Sizes...
5 IR

Speci1Pu,hase
'
.1

tr-

•

Our Reg 12 47 35 96

Our Reg 7 96 16 96
Misses' ACrylic Cardigans
Bulky fashion knits in stripes. jacquards or
smart solid tones.

1.0?aye 30%

Pair
Women's Warm Boots:
for Winter Walking! ,
Suede-look vinyl combined with the feel of
acrylic fleece lining.
Rugged outdoor sole.

Girls' Winter Coat and Jacket Clearance
Racks of coats and jackets on sale now before
winter officially begins! In new season styles.
otton/polyester, nylon or acrylic.

Monopr
World's I
to adult

LEARANCE!

Our Reg. 1.54
Deml-Toe Or Super Sheer Panty Hose
Stretch nylon, run-resistant Choice of colors.
Our 2.17 Support Hose,Reg. 1.74

MINUTE GIFT IDEA
GIRLS'
DRESSES,
PANTSUITS &
SKIRT SETS

612

Dud/P.2_11.57-15.57

GIRLS'

ROBES

ralis

Our Reg 7 96 15.96

6.44ou-,

Reg 9 96
Men's Plaid Shirts
Selection of warm plaid cotton shirts f,or
rugged winter wear Long sleeves, two che
pockets. western styling In men's sizes

FASHION

6

PANTS
Our Reg 896-15.96

$7-$12
$7-$14

All Styles Not In
All Stores

SciPuitase
-‘12

GIRLS' TOPS
GIRLS' PANTS

Pair
Men's Suede Boots
With Fleece Lining
The feel of soft suede
leather with warm
acrylic fleece lining.
Kraton
unit sole.

6E
Save Na
Dellcious
for the
'Net wt

OurReE.3 57-,13 57

Use Inc
or outd

10116
air
ur Reg.
16.97
Men's Waterproof,
Lined Pac Boots
Trax" rubber boots
with boa lining and
supportive steel shank.
Reinforced toe cap.

Mastic
Case

Men's Sizes

.5

Our Reg. 3.47
Dome Umbrellas make Welcome Gilts
Clear, see-through plastic dome gives greater
protection from rain Metal frame and shaft
Our Reg. 3.111, Olds'Dome Umbrella
2.50

2.8eur

Reg. 3.97
Compact Umbrellas Make Great Gifts
Water-repellent nylon in prints, solid colors
Our Reg. 3.44-3.88 Regular Umbrellas
2SS
Our Reg.4.97, Men's Compact Umbrellas..3.33

For B(
7air
Our Reg. 3.27-3.57
Warm Ski Gloves For Men And Youths
Hand-laced design accents rugged vinyl. Cotton
fleece lining, reinforced palm, padded knuckles.

Flreb
Rolle
New
111111=11.111

Shop for Last-minute Gifts at a K mart Saving-Price. Nice

We Honor
K marl MERCHANDISE POLICY
Our lire intention is to hove every °Overfeed item in stock on
our shelves II an advertised item is not available tor
purchase due to any unforeseen reason K mart will issue a
Pam Check on request tor the merchanchse (one item or
reasonable family quontity) to be purchoSed at the sale
Price whenever available or vell sell you a comparable
quality item 010 cOMparable fncluchon fr pnce our pohcy
to give our customers satisfaction always

.117"
Innik 4=111 Irm
The Saving Place -

•••••

1

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Wed. Thru Sat. Sale

Your Choice

Handy Kitchen And Household
Helpers Make A Welcome Gift
4 time-and-work savers for the busy household. Automatic electric can opener with lid grabber.
Lightweight portable 3-speed mixer in earthtone.
Steam and dry iron with 29 vents,"Temp-O-Guide".
Automatic 2-slice toaster with adjustable control.

PROI 1111{-SILE\

Limit 1 Each
While Quantities Last

Pair
Our Reg. ;
39.97
Boots
balking!
in full-grain
shank, pull
Goodyear
'torn Save.

Kodak

Model 9/30

IS

Save $10
Our Reg.69.97
Savings Priced Manual Typewriter
All-steel construction deluxe manual with selfcorrecting/color ribbon, stencil, jam release.

Kodak EktraliteT.10 Camera Outfit
-nic flash, simple
' Always ready built-in electro
aim-and-shoot operation. With film. Save.
lotted.,ore extra

Save $12
Our Reg. 84.88
Hameln'
.XL
.
-10" Gasoline Chain Saw
Light saw for weekend projects. Automatic
oiling, fingertip controls. Scftone'TM muffler.

The DustbUster Cordless Vacuum
Light. powerful vacuum with recharging bracket for hard-to reach places, quick clean ups.
Front End Alignment
Sale Price
10.88
Now thru Dec.20

rse

Pair
/arm Boots:
Va'king!
vinyl corn- the feel of
)ce lining.
idoor sole.

Your
Choice

CA1D10/0)(
26.77
178114 29.77
F78114 31.77

Installation
Available
Save 25%
Our Reg. 88.88

G78x15 36.77 30.88

Sale thru Dec.27

All Tires Plus F FT Each

Monopoly' Game For Hours Of Fun
World's No. 1 selling board game for ages 8
to adult. Buy, sell, build, rent - fun for all!

.
"KM Economiser" Polyester Cord Tires
4-ply polyester cord blackwalls with 5-rib tread
design. Popular sizes for many cars
Mounting Included — No Trade-in Required

•Big Wheel' "Rally" Cycle Is A Must
Racing feature with built-in timer, super slick rear wheels, hand brake,

Pair
de Boots
:e Lining
soft suede
ith warm
Dce lining
init sole

66

Ea

lndash Drifts
AM/FM radio with
8-track or cassette.

Now thru Dec. 20
Installed

HUNTING AND FISHING
LICENSES SOLD IN
SPORTING GOODS
DEPARTMENT

SPARKOMATIC
Your
Choice

Save 5.88-10.88
Our Reg. 34.88-39.8,13
$29pr.
Coaxial Speakers
6x9" or 5/
1
4" speakers, 20-oz magnet
Additional parse semuces mere
Single unit Ittmictedl systems •scluded

Limited (Ownership Duration) Warranty. Worronteed
os long or you own your
Detools In store

or

SERVICES INCLUDE:
Oil Change lup to 5 qt
any major brand _oil in
stock
brand
Install 1 Kmart
oil filter.
Chassis lubrication If
extra)
wears siege MOM tor many ass

100%
FILLED MIX
Silver
Anniversary

"Limited 3 Month Free
Replasism•nt: Limited
4th, 36th Month
Prorota Adjustment
Warrantydeo•.......lebie or oe.•

Our Reg. 46.88
With Exchange

On Sale thru Dec.20

.8.96

011, Lube and
Filter Special
For many cars Additional services extra_

Save on Zebco* Rod and Reel Combo
A Zebco' silver anniversary offer! '33' reel
100 yds. line and 2-piece rod. Save.

Maintenance-free
36-Month Battery
Sizes to fit many cars
and linht to irkc

Our 2.97 Pkg. of -4-1
L"AA" Batteries..1.97

air
ur Reg.
16.97
rproof,
Dots
or boots
fling and
eel shank
toe cap.

'C' Batteries 1

erosion
Sale Price

Pkg
Choose Alkaline
Energy Batteries
Excellent for toys

„rnrc linlat En oAlre C^or.xx

Our 15.88 4-ton...11.87
Our 18.886-ton .. 15.87

Auto Dept.
Our
Dwell
Save $2
Our RN.y7

3

.

High Pressure
Hand Air Pump
Thumb-lock valve

24.88
h,19.88

Save
Our lg.Ali

0

1 q•

Direct Hook-up
Timing Light
Xenon' flash tube

Save 3.09
Our Reg. 16.97

13.88
Twin Front
Carpeted Mats
Soft cut pile and

Save 3.01
Our Reg.y.88

7.8
Hydraulic
2-ton Jack
For autos, light

Open Daily 9-9; Sundays 12-7

Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

AVAILABLE

ex.ritr-hr

Teci.

OS

Nice

r-r-swerarAff-wo

Heavy-duty Arrestor •
Muffler Installed
Sizes for many U.S.

5581uxvits-

!Not sold where
Lprohibited by law.

Fireball' Derby
Roller Skates
New styling, poly.

Rectangular
og Lamp Kit
nber
Wiring,

Rubber Queen

"D" Batteries
i 2 per Pkg.

Males
INIOIROS
COWL,

CONV.
:
5

Re .12.88

6.96

68

0 Limit 1 Bag
Our Reg.97C
Save Now On 14-0z.• Bag Hard Candy
Delicious, long-lasting, stock up on candy
for the holidays Handy stocking stutters
•Nel

1

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.

-•

•Wri.•Wrras'"
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Jingle-Jangle Freplaced By Free
Verse In Familiar Holiday Poem
Bj HUGH A. MULLIGAN
Al'Special Correspondent'
NEN YORK Al' - Into
the mail slot of the Manhattan
brownstone owned by Dr. Clement Clarke Moore the following letter dropped one morning early in December:
Our chief script editor,
Gladys Blande, has called our
attention to your delightful
Christmas poem, -A Visit
from St. Nicholas," which her
4-year-old daughter, "bot -tlegLed" home from a friend at
her Montessori school.
It seems they are into Dylan
Thomas and free verse this
sear, so the old jingle-jangle
stuff is out, but that is neither
hither nor yon, as they say. We
here at Showcase Workshop
fell in love with the right jolly
iild elf at first couplet and
think he has great potential
for television.
In fact, if you will give us the
name of your agent and consent to a few minor changes,
we would be willing to take an
option on the property right
now.
Since ours is a visual
medium, the plot will need
some fleshing out, but the ingredients are all there for an
hour-and-a-half holiday
special, thanks to your warm
characterization and elfin
touch on dialogue. Love that:
"Dash away,dash away all

oi openers. lii sure you
won't object if we update the
time factor. Since "Little Lord
Fauntleroy" bombed out this
season, period pieces have
scored lower ratings-wise
than paid political broadcasts
and panty hose conunerciaLs.
"Mamma in her kerchief
and I in my cap" will have to
go. No one dresses like that in
bed. They sound like a couple
of weirdoes. We envision someoae like Ann-Margret for
the feminine lead, wearing a
very Christmassy red satin
slinky jump suit or maybe one
of those dishy teddyboy
negligees cut all the way up
the North Pole.

And tic do I sa, ,,•,
Segal? Dustin Holtman?
Robert Redford? t could wear
a real macho jogging outfit,
because to get a romantic interest going, he's not really
her husband. She's a divorcee,
see, living in the inner city,
trying to keep the fanuly
together in a walkup fifth-floor
tenement with all those mice
that aren't stirring.
He's an upwardly mobile
widower, a hep bank vice
president who was sent to
redline the building but instead falls for her like a ton of
Krugerrands. Of course they
aren't in bed, but the kids are:
two of his and three of hers
r

and maybe a Vietnamese and
a Haitian orphan they both
want to adopt thrown in for a
little ethnic diversion end to
swell out the big Christmas
Rock around the tree dance
number. Single parent sitcoms grab more viewers than
game shows this season.
The young banker makes a
decision at the finale to marry
the wench and help improve
ghetto conditions with low interest loans for those roach
ranches. Lovers and urchins
join hands under the tree to
sing "We Need a Little
Christmas" as Jolly Fats° and
his hatrack ramblers wing off
into the winter night.

OIL
FILTERS
Motorcrati
Vt.1- P%

LIMIT 2

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
-Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger & Tomes by
5.30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3,30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 530 pin
and 6 p.m.. Monday through Friday or
3:30 p.m and 4p.m. Salurdays
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
The regular business office
hours of The Murray Ledger & Timisare I am.lo 5 p.m.. Monday
through Friday and 8 am to noon
Saturdays.

Irregularities, Skipped Beats,
Tachycardias that I am sending you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
These are quite common
and if we were able to record
continuous heart beats on
everyone, we would find
almost everyone has some. All
the astronaut candidates I
examined with long-term
monitoring tiSd an occasional
irregularity that they were
totally unaware of.
Their significance has to be
judged in each particular
case. In the young healthy
person, such as the astronauts,
they may be of little or no
significance. An increased
number along with heart pain
may be a complication of an
acute heart attack.
The occasional skipped beat
such as you experience is not
dangerous. They have a habit
of occurring when you are
quiet at home and like ,an
automobile going to the
garage, fail to occur when you
get to the doctor's office. That
is not unusual.
I'm glad to hear that you
are following a good program.
We do know that smokilig
cigarettes. drinking alcohol

and coffee or tea may aggravate the condition.
The infrequent early beats
you now experience probably
do not require any treatment.
If they were frequent or really bothered you, then there
are medicines to control
irregularities. Inderal is one
of these that works for many
cases.
But you are also taking
Hydrodiuril, which can wash
out potassium as well as sodium. So be sure and eat a reasonable amount of fresh fruit
or drink fruit juices every day
to keep your potassium level
up. A low potassium level can
increase the heart's tendency
to have irregularities such as
you describe.
DEAR DR. LAMB
Recently I had a mammogram done. Everyone seemed
to have been so busy that I
was left in the X-ray room
after the X-rays were completed for about a half hour
before the doctor came in. Is
there any danger of my being
overexposed to harmful rays
during that time?
DEAR READER — No.
The machine does', t emit
additional rays unless it is
turned on. There will not be
enough residual rays scattered in the room to pose any
problem either.

•Mopar
•Motorcraft
•AC

1.97

Most hearts will skip a beat
DEAR DR. LAMB — lam a
67-year-old man. I take Inderal and Hydrodiuril for high
blood pressure. These medicines keep my pressure
around 150 over 85. My one
worry is that I notice when I
am taking my pulse that every 60 to 70 beats my heart
stops beating for a beat or two
and then starts beating again.
My heart is strong and steady
except for this.
My heart doctor listens but
never waits to catch the miss.
The electrocardiogram never
picks up the missed beat.
When my heart stops for one
or two beats, will it cause a
heart attack in time? I do not
drink, never smoked and never use coffee or colas. If -you
have any. information on this,
please send it to me so I will
be better informed.
DEAR READER — You
are doing great. Your blood
pressure level for your age
group is well controlled. The
Inderal you are taking also
helps to prevent heart skips.
Now you think your heart
stops but that is not likely.
You probably have a premature beat that isn't strong
enough to pump blood out to
your wrist so you feel it as a
skipped beat when ills really
early. This is explained in
greater detail in The Health
Letter number 6-12. Heart

HEAVY DUTY

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT

PYROIL
411111w -

GAS-LJNE
ANTI-FREEZE
AND DRYER

JACK .o
STANDS• •s
•
*Work Easy
.
•
'Work Safe
N
They're Great! ••
N•
$5 ••E•E
•
•
•
••
AIR e.
FILTER •••
By Ace
Domestic Cars!

31

•I
••

TarMart
Cut

••
•
•
•

•

GREEN
BEANS

T1,1111
•Iell and MOO Volume
Shde(onPol•
.11.1.1
•fast forward heal Control
•Tape Plat liwincalo• loah1
•Aulo Slop al Ind 01 Tape
•Aucfn Power 6 Watts

II,
.
11111
•

1•
,4t.nntItERMWM
111 77
11

YOUR CHOICE

TRAIL
(onTrols for blo roe
Tone •nd {Anna e
•Prooparn %elector
•Program Inanntio Ilphi•
•Audio Power 4.0,

24.99
•

•
• 11

•

rtft-,

25

4

25

$6 00 Case

IS Os.

Kidney Beans

IS Oz

$6.00 Case

3/934
3/$100
is.s
is.,

1 29

Chopped Kraut

1 55

Prunes

Sib

$129

Raisins

•il...3/si 00

Spinach

,to,

Peaches

Cranberry Sauce

496
is., 44'

law.

Yom Halves

Pears
Fruit Cocktail

Sweet

1 Gal.

$6.00 Case

Coffee Creamer
Buttermilk
Field Winers
Field Bologna

99'
19
$1
lar
1 39
•

S 1 39

IMO

Tea Bags
Wad Dressing

$1 49

65'
75'
59'

Waffle Syrup
Grape Jelly
Dry Yeast
Corn Starch

99"
87'

Potted Meat
Luncheon Meat

Treist
Margarine

Win You
Cherry

lb

Pineapple

Appian Way
Pizza

MIX

$219 59'

Chili W /Beans

Saltines

89'
83'
794
45'
49'
55'

Corn Light Syrup

s MILK

25

INTERDYNAMICS

.e
CAR SPEAKERS
..
N
$29.95
•
•
.
0
.

' Gal

Gets You
Rolling Again!

IS., 59'
27'
$1 15
69'

Purer Det,
Bath Tissue
Napkins
Diapers

1 29

Paper Towels

49'

100% Bran

4I.,. $ 1 9
lens

9189

51 29
'279
49'
996

I AGREE.
6REAT ‘.10
GOING IN]
AND CUTT
OWN CHR1

•
111 •
•
••
•
III •
•
••
•
U.

YOU S
LOOK

HAPPY

SLUGC

•••
.
•
.U.
•
•
•
.
•
6.99••.E
•
STP
The Perfect
Gift For Him!

I.
• Ill
•

%
N

•
•
VISE-GRIP•
SET •.

AUTO
VAC

•

M
N
••

$19.99

YOUR
CHOICE

Lightweight — Easy
To Handle!

$9.99

••
•
U.
SADDLE BLANKET
SEAT
COVER
Tough...Durable
Many Colors To
Choose From!

LIMIT 2
PLEASE

ZERO,
PAVE
YOU
SEEN
BEETLE

•
OIL
•
TREATMENT me
••
•
Proven Protection
IN
For Your Car!
N
•
•
si•
•

-rooAy's

AP'

•1111:$19,99
97,
•
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
LIMIT 2
PLEASE

__iluto
wirz mac*
DISCOUNT
AUTO PARTS
SUPERM ART

FILLING
$1 09

AIR
COMPRESSOR

NO.6920

10 Lb.

Prairie Farm Whole

PEAS

5'79

U.
•

Coconut

lima Beans

15 Os.

Rd

CORN

•

U.

POTATOES

Whole Kernel

•

CAR STEREO

•5

•

II •

8-TRACK or CASSETTE

REAR DECK COAXIAL

Cream Style

••

GREAT GIFTS FOR HIM!

•

Cash & Food Stamps
Accepted -Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

ACROSS
1 Strokes
5 Adam's si
9 Cudgel
12 Encourag
13 Rockfish
14 Compass
15 Appetizer
17 Roman gr
18 Tibetan
gazelle
19 Partner
21 Royal
23 Prime mur
fers
27 Pronoun
28 Ardent
29 Taste
31 Put on
34 Near
35 Maroon
37 Legal mat
ters
39 Odin's
brother
40 Spread hE
42 Owing
44 Ceremoni
46 Morindini
48 Bureaus
50 Big books
53 Cheer
54 Mouths
55 Negative
57 Slinks
61 Joke
62 One oppo
64 American
ostrich
65 Beverage
66 Mexican
laborer
67 Grit
DOWN
1 Moccasin
2 Arab cloal
3 Number

LIMIT 3 PLEASE

2.

DISCOUNT
FOODS

CR

For Most

•

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

GUEST
Universi
Callowa
culmina
Larry Bu

OPEN DAILY
AM III 8PM

•

112 LOCUST STREET
PARIS, TENNESSEE• PHONE 644-95
•••
SOUTH 12TH STREET
SOUTHSIOE SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY• PHONE /53-8971

PEKES GOOD IHRU SUNDAY

•

THE STOLEn
TrtuCK f THE
DITCHED,
IT HERE.

•

OPEN SUNDAYS
4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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To Local Library

Hoptown Couple Leaves Surprise Bequest

a

1/1 UK')1 brat) Board, said she
has "still not quite recovered"
front this week's announcement. . .
Although Tandy left Kentucky for Texas long ago,"we
know that he always kept III
tl/IJCII with Hopkinsville and
continued to know of things
that went on," she Said. "I
would imagine that tie always
wanted his life's estate to go
for education purposes.
We know that he knew
about our new ( library
building. Both he and Mrs.
Tandy were avid readers and
used their library (iii Texas I.
According to people who
visited her before her death,
she had books on her bedside
table."
Leighton Young, a business
associate of Tandy at Texas
Commerce Bank in Houston,
called hint -a very fine person" who was quiet and
unassuming.
"He endowed the library
with funds because he was
The gasohol project would proud of his heritage in Kenproduce 20 million gallons of tucky, proud of his ancestors
pure ethyl alcohol a year from and wanted the people there to
7 million bushels of locally share his success," Young
grown corn.
said.
The Geneva gasohol plant
Relatives and business
was one of 1,005 proposed associates in Hopkinsville say
alternative energy plants Tandy was born in the
across the country denied southwest Kentucky city in
feasibility funding by the 1898, the son of a prominent
DOE. Anothh was a resource local banker. He graduated
recovery plant that would from Hopkinsville High School
have turned Henderson and attended the University of
County's solid waste into low- Pennsylvania, then went on to
or medium-BTU gas.
become a teacher of snecializ-

iloPKINSVILLE, Ky. ( API
- A Hopkinsville native and
his wife have left over $1
million to the local library ins
surprise bequest that has
residents wondering about the
Kentucky man who left home
in search of his fortune more
than 50 years ago.
William Lawson Tandy, a
Houston
banker and
brokerage expert, died in 1978.
He specified his will that the
financially troubled citycounty library be given about
$600,000 from his estate.
But Tandy,79, specified that
the bequest was not to take effect until his wife's death.
Before Mrs. Tandy died last
month, she added the bulk of
her estate - estimated at up
to $1.5 million -- to her husband's bequest. The news has
local library officials reeling.
Mrs John I I Hill. chairman

ril bnkiii1 i 1,L11,t,

He worked his way up the
ranks of the Houston bank,
eventually retiring in 1966 as
vice president in charge of the
credit departulent.
Tandy and his wife, a
McKenzie, Tenn., native, last
visited Hopkinsville in 1956,
when they attended the 40th
reunion of Tandy's high school
graduating class.

in

•
GUEST SPEAKER - Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, professor of biology at Murray State
University, second right, spoke on "Kinds of-Birds" for the sixth grade Class at North
Calloway Elementary School. He also showed slides of unusual birds. This was a
culmination of an activity on the study of birds by the class. Pictured, from left, are
Larry Burkeen, Timmy Duncan, Eversmeyer, and Timmy Black.

The Tandy will specifies enact a library
tax failed,
that the money be used to pur- leaving officials
grappling
chase or maintain books, with funding
problems.
periodicals, films and audio"It makes you think about
visual materials. It also the man who
went away,"
stipulates that the money be Mrs. Hill said. "He
must have
used to encourage the public had faith in
libraries and he
to use the library and its must have known
about our
facilities.
library. He must have seen
The library has faced finan- this as something
he could do
cial difficulties over the past for this generation
and the
few years. A recent effort to next generation."

Although Volume Was Down

Burley Average Up Tuesday

By TheAssucia Led Press
hearing indicated support for the USDA panel, eight recomThe per-hundredweight an increase in the 1981 burley
mended increasing the quota
average for Kentucky burley tobacco market,ng quota. The by as much as 10 percent, six
tobacco was up 5 cents Tues- quota reportedly will be an- urged an increase of not morc
day although volume wkis-- -flounced by U.S. Secretary of than 5 percent and one recomdown 2,656,000 pounds, accor- Agriculture Bob Bergland
mended the quota remain at
ding t'to the Federal-State before the Reagan ad- 630 million pounds for a third
MolobsIteneesAiller
Market News Service.
ministration assumes power straight year.
Growers sold a total of in Washington Jan. 20.
The largest increase, 71 2 to
19,599,364 pounds of leaf for Federal law requires the an- 10 percent, was recommended
$32,516,757,00, an average of nouncement no later than Feb. by Morrison Nelson, president
$165.91
1.
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP? of the Burley Leaf Dealers
Louisville, paying $166.33
Tuesday's hearing was con- Association.
Officials proposing a $27.8
per hundredweight, continued ducted by officials ffum
million gasohol distillery plant
National production in 1980
ACROSS
4 Stutter
to offer the best average in the various divisions of the U.S. was well below the national
for Geneva say they are disapAnswer to Tuesday's Puzzle
1 Strokes
5 Rugged crest
Volume
was
state.
454,113
Department
of
Agriculture.
pointed by the federal Departquota for the second straight
5 Adam's son
6 Exist
r SHE
ER
I N T ER
pounds. Also reporting Recommendations from this year, causing an "extremely
ment Of Energy's denial of
7 Goal
9 Cudgel
•••
MUM
INIUUU
averages
healthy
were
12 Encourage
and other hearings are to be critical" supply situation,
8 Den
funding for a feasibility study.
A 13 MUM DUU
13 Rockfish
9 Implored
Morehead, with $166.15 on forwarded to Berglana for Nelson said. Growers have
But spokamen for TranCU MOO 1310
14 Compass pt 10 Celebes ox)
volume of 674,159 pounds and consideration.
sylvania Distilleries Inc. say
lost $130 million in potential11 River duck'
15 Appetizer
MUUMUU CU
Mount Sterling, where 659,057
The hearing drew about 130 exports the last two years
they will explore some other
17 Roman gods 16 Coupled
13OU
COM 13
pounds of burley sold for an growers and industry of- because orders cannot be fill18 Tibetan
avenues for financing -the
20 Bitter velth
ULIU DUD U A
average of $166.14 per hun- ficials. Of the 21 who spoke to ed, he said.
gazelle
22 Letter
121 MOGI
CUD
gasohol plant.
19 Partner
23 Fuel
dredweight.
UL UMW=
"The board was disap24 Evaluate
21 Royal
UU BOUM 000 pointed but realized that only 6
The low average of the clay
23 Prime minis- 25,For example.
DUD MUDD LIU
was London's $160.47 on
percent of the 848 requests had
ters
Abbr
MUGU MUM N
133,697 pounds. At Lexington,
27 Pronoun
26 Knight
been granted ant only one in
ETUDE
RA
THE
28 Ardent
30 Individual
the state's largest market,
Kentucky - for an oil shale
32 Above
29 Taste
3,825,206 pounds of burley sold
study." compapy president
31 Put on
33 Promontory
symbol
52 Break
for an average of $165.97
James R. Rash said in a
34 Near
36 Turkey
47 French article 56 Number
There were no sales at
35 Maroon
38 Nuns
prepared statement Monday.
49 Red dye
58 Exclamation
Paducah, Franklin and
41 Harm
37 Legal mat50 Roman gar- 59 Knowledge
The DOE funding was
43 Transgress
ters
60 Mournful
ment
MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP) industry or the substance.
Henderson Tuesday.
awarded last week to Pyramid
45 Tellurium
39 Odin's
Johnson said that while the
63 Preposition
51 Spoken
season, 298,323,440 - City engineer Ron Johnson
For
the
Inc.
of
Minerals
Grayson,
brother
FOR THURSDAY,DECEMBER 18, 1980
pounds of leaf have been sold says an "accidental spill" of a spill did not destroy the
2 3 4
7
10 11
which will receive $4.5 million
40 Spread hay
What kind of day will tomor- others.
for $495,149,391, a per hun- red substance in the city's bacteria instrumental in
42 Owing
to study the feasibility of pro12
row
be?
To
find
GEMINI
out
what
the
44 Ceremonies
dredweight average of $165.98 sewer sytem last week ap- sewage treatment, the red
1
:3
ducing crude oil from shale in
15
16
17
46 Morindin dye
stars say, read the forecast
21
to
June
20)
May
The last day of sales before parently caused no serious substance did increase the
Lewis and Fleming counties
48 Bureaus
given for your birth Sign.
chemical oxygen demand
You may wish to spend time
19
the Christmas break is damage.
21
and in Adams County,Ohio.
50 Big books
by yourself, but close ties may
But in saying this during a ( COD) from the normal 250
Thursday. Sales will resume
53 Cheer
The board is hopeful that ARIES
take this the wrong way. Imcity Sewer Committee parts per million to 17,000
Jan. 5. •
54 Mouths
the new Reagan administra- ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
portant research projects go
29
31
55 Negative
Meanwhile, in Lexington, a meeting Monday night, parts per million. Oxygen is
forth
tion
will
some
bring
'
Expenses may be high. Still, well now.
57 Slinks
vital to the purification pro34
35
39
federally sponsored public Johnson rlefused to name the
meaningful gasohol programs you'll make progress on the CANCER
61 Joke
cess at the new plant, opened
by the Department of Energy job front. Be alert for new ( June 21 to July 22 I e(C)
62 One opposed
two months ago.
,.
64 American
after it takes office," Rash money-making opportunities.
Socializing may cause you
48
48
Or According to Donald
ostrich
said."And, we will study them Use initiative.
to neglect responsibilities. Get
Orange, superintendent of the
65 Beverage
53
as soon as they are announced TAURUS
your work done, then play. A
66 Mexican
plant, it took the plant two
64€47
57
gathering
to
a
new
could
5I
lead
59 66
(Apr. 20 toMay 20)
- probably this spring."
laborer
days to recover from the spill.
romance.
Grit
Make holiday plans now.
67
Rash did not elaborate on
81
62
Johnson said an industrial
DOWN
what funding alternatives the You and a close tie may decide LEO
supermarket actually sold spill in 1970 did kill bacteria
By DIANA TAYLOR
se
1 Moccasin
Aug.
22)
to
23
travel
to
together.
Downplay (July
company might explore in the
half gallons of ice cream for 99 and all sludge had .. to be
Associated Press Writer
2 Arab cloak
Cut back on flamboyant tacego if you wish rapport with
meantime.
RANKFORT, Ky. API - cents, a price listed in a pumped out of the sewage
3 Number
tics. The only way to get ahead
Milk Marketing and newspaper advertiserrlent, he plant and into trenches. He
now is through hard work - The state
Antimonopoly Commission said.
AGREE --ONE OF THE
t( d committee members
Nix
showy
pay
off.
but
it
will
THAT'S TRUE THERE'S
Claycomb said a represen- Monday night he would write
will study financial documents
GREAT JOYS IN LIFE 15
schemes.
SENSE
IN
CUTTING
NO
submitted by three food com- tative of the supermarket had industries warning that if a
60)N6 INTO THE WOODS,
VIRGO
DOWN THE FIRST ONE
before deciding told him the actual price spill killed bacteria, the inAND CUTTING DOWN YOUR
I Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 n77%. panies
SEE...
whether their representatives charged for the ice cream was dustry would be liable for the
OWN CHRISTMAS TREE...
A relative gives you a disapproving glance, but social should appear at a cost- $1,09 and that the 99 cents was loss.
a misprint in the advertiseplans should work out well. justification hearing.
The sewer plant is reported
The Kroger Co. submitted ment.
Multiple options stem from
now back to normal operation.
its documents Tuesday in an
distant interests.
LIBRA
effort to justify cutting its
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 1 -Ilk trl
C I no um,. ieelwe 5rweaso•
milk prices for a few days
Don't get sidetracked by nearly two months ago. The
JUST
I
trivial interests. Now's the commission. received similar
I HIT HIM OVER THE
RA G. CORN. JR
YOU SURE
time to make long-range plans reports earlier from Melton
KNOCKED OUT SPIKE
HEAD WITH MY NEW
imhome
security
and
on
LOOK
THE BULLY
Food Marts and Buy-Low
I--BOOK
provement projects.
HAPPY,
Foods.
I2-17-A
NORTH
SCORPIO
Representatives of the
SLUGG-0
"Principles become modi(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV
stores originally were ordered fied in practice by facts." -•Q 9 3
•
If you can keep expenses to appear before the commis- James Fenimore Cooper.
TI--IE
V J 10 8 4
down,the way is clear for hap•A 6 3
ART OF
sion on Nov.--3. But the panel
py times with close ties.
4A 93
SELF
voted in late October to delay
Money could be an issue. ConIn principle, it was right
EFENSE
its consideration of the case.
serve.
for declarer to try two norWEST
At the October meeting,
SAGITTARRJS
•A K J 6
mal finesses in today's testy •10 8 7 4
James Claycornb, executive game. In practice, after •52
C IMO Un.ted Feature Synclit.als Inc
•6 3
(kir
( Nov.22 to Dec. 21 )
secretary of the commission, declarer lost the first •9 8 4 2
•K 5
Stick to one important task
•10 6 4 2
ZERO,
and finish it. Resist tendency said Kroger may not have finesse, there were good •Q 7 5
BUT
HE
SAID
IF
violated a state law which pro- reasons to go for something
SOUTH
NAVE
to become involved in too
SAW YOU NOT TO SAY
•5 2
YOU
many projects at once. hibits a retailer from selling different on the second.
I
SAW
HIM
BUT
SAY
111AKQ97
SEEN
milk below cost - the
Discriminate.
East won the first trick
•QJ 10
IF I SAW /-41Nt 1-0
BEETLE
wholesale cost plus a portion with the spade jack
CAPRICORN
4KJ8
SAY 2 SAW YOU
of the store's overhead.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
quickly played the ace
A direct approach is best in
But he recommended that king. Declarer ruffed the
dealing with children or the committee consider the third round and drew the
Vulnerable North-South.
romantic Interests. Beating case because of questions trumps in two rounds.
Dealer. North. The bidding
around the bush only com- generated by the price cuts.
Next came a losing diaplicates matters. .
In other action Tuesday, mond finesse to East's king
South West
North East
AQUARIUS
Claycomb read the commis- and East exited with a
Pass
1•
Pass
Pass
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 I
no
Declarer
diamond.
saw
4•
All pass '
Pass
sion a letter from an employee
3V
Catch up with unfinished
another
try
but
to
hope
of a Stop 'N' Go store in Fort
tasks around the house. Interfour
Spade
lead
Opening
when
clubs
and,
in
finesse
Thomas which alleged the
ruptions from friends likely.
queen
THE ROAST BURNED,
THE WASHING MACHINE
OH,BOOHOO- AND NOW You'll function best in private. store mailed coupons to a his jack lost to West's
the game went one down.
West's queen with dummy's
THE 51141< FLOODED,
number
of
customers
offering
BROKE DOWN,COOKIE
YOU'RE HOME
PISCES
Declarer was unlucky in ace. Then finesse against
free
half
gallons
of
milk.
LOST HER
ALEXANDER
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
that the cards were badly East's 10 to bring in the
The employee, while
WAS IN A FIGHT
BRACELET
Business agreements are
placed for his plan of play. ticklish game.
acknowledging
he
may
be
likely to be tricky. Hold off on
However, luck is a relative
fired
for
writing
the
letter,
signing papers. Be skeptical
term, a better player would
be
he
would
said
willing to have made the game
about half-baked ideas.
Bid with Coro
testify in court about the mat- because the "cards were
Friends are helpful.
YOU BORN TODAY are ter.
well placed." Does this South holds 12-17-B
Claycomb said the commis- make sense? It depends
community minded and are
often found in an ad- sion had received an earlier upon which card we're talkministrative position. A born complaint on the coupon offer ing about.
•Q 9 3
public servant, you may be at- and that the store had stopped
•J 10 8 4
Declarer could not avoid
•A 6 3
tracted to law, government distributing the milk by the losing the diamond finesse.
•5 9 3
and politics. Often, you choose time an investigator arrived.
However, after this lost,
DID sr.01-1 MAKE
an artistic medium through
On the advice of their at- East was known to have the North ..4111th
THE I4lT,JACAL
which to express your torney, the commission A-K-J of spades and the 1•
THE STOLEN
idealism.
Writing, music, ac- members voted to have
TRUCK! THEY
store king of diamonds
ting, publishing and public
PS TO4ED,
Coupled with his doublerepresentatives appear and
IT HERE.
ANSWER: Two clubs A
relations are %Fie of the fields
ton heart, the club .queen
temporizing two level takeout
in which you'd - find fulfill- explain the action.
hefhim
a
have
given
would
On another complaint,
to show more than 10 points
ment. You are philanthropic
ty opening bid Since he
and are sometimes found on Claycomb said the commis- didn't open. it was logical to At the next turn. support
the business side of some sion staff is investigating an play West for the club spades and partner will know
endeavor. allegation by Cloverleaf Ice queen. and to hope that East where to play
humanitarian
You're at your best in a Cream ('o. of Fort Thomas had the club 10.
Send bridge questions to The AreA,
leadership capacity. Bir- that Fazio Supermarket sold
With that combination. P0 Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75221
soli
sell addressed stamped envelope
thdate of: Betty Grable, ac- ice cream below cost.
the play of the club suit is
torreph
The investigatorsare trying
tress; Willy Brandt,Ger. govt
completely backwards
leader; and Saki, writer.
to dttermine whether the • First play the jack to bag

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Officials Disappointed

Accidental Spill Of
Red Substance Causes
No Serious Damage

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

1111111P

er44

Milk Commission 0
Study Firms' Documents
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BASIC JEANS
(VV, rangier Levi and Lee)

4
4

$12.95

%
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LEVI BELTS
$2.95

t

1. Legal Notice

An Ordinance Ador g the City of Hazel, Kentucky
Annual Budget for the Fiscal Year January 1, 1981
through December 31, 1981 by estimating revenues and
resources and appropriating funds for the operation of
City goverjunent.
WHEREAS.an annual budget proposa: and message
has been prepared and delivered to the City Council of
Hazel: and
WHEREAS. the City Council has reviewed such
budget proposal and made necessary modifications.
NoW. -FtIEREFORE. be it ordained by the City of
Hazel.

20-.1portiTquipment

efriuszie0

, t'N For sale Ramp' RIO with
chi ,,t
sions. 20 piece sets, all pat- lull wheels and accessories
terns. while they last. $39 99 One year old Call /536194 or
753 8298 after 6 pm. ask for
Wallin Hardware. Paris
French Provincial living loom Phillip
One Rack Of
suite In new condition Couch:
2 chairs, 3 end tables. and one Three inch pump shotgun, like
coffee table. $425 1530318 new, recoil pad 28 inch mod
585 153,0318
% For sale Westinghouse 36Each
or
$100
white
electric stove
22. Musical
best offer Call 753-3020
large Selection of
Good, old. used. G E 1978 Baldwin Spinet 'piano
refrigerator. $50 Call 489 Spruce sound board excellent
condition $1100 Peavey 200
2839.after 5 pm
Watt amp head and cabinet
uplo
with
down
marked
many items have been
1-7:-Vacuum Cleaners with two 14 inch speakers
to
Electrolux Sales and Serv ce $500 Call 753 5889
* Tony Montgomery. 753,6760
Savings
gb

4it

1. Legal Notice

16. Home Turniihings

t

male
AKC
registered
Chesapeake Retriever for sale
Call 759-4663

4
4

WESTERN CLOTHES
HATS

4
1)
4
ilb

60%

ALL INSULATED BOOTS HAVE
BEEN MARKED DOWN

114'

%

4

t Vernon's 1!1
'Western Store%
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.-(502)753-9885
ipjt 1 11 1 ill I In
, 1/ ii,, 1 11 1 ill, III P
tA 1

t

Be Prepared
For
Christmas 1981

19. Farm Equipment

For sale Factory built 16 foul
trailer. Tandem axle. low ui:
the ground with ramps and
surge brakes 51100 1977
Chevy 1 ton truck, 4-speed.
350 engine, $3300 Ferguson
30 tractor with frosted loader.
plow, disc, bushhog. auger.
$3500. Call 753-9920.

20. Sports Equipment

oPt"
100

38. Pets-Supplies

Christmas Club

•
Christmas
Special

Bank of
Murray

Your Choice Of
A New

Member F.D.I.C.

Boxer puppies, AKC registered,
13 weeks old, all puppy shots.
Call 247-0033
si Dog obedience classes. AKC
German Shepherds and AKC
'
Austrailian cattle dogs. Call
436-2858.
For Christmas, Yorkshire Terriers, ready to go Christmas
Eve. Call now for your pick!
753-8046

41. Public Sale
JAMES'
ANTIQUES
Custom Stripping and
Repairing
and
Refinishing. Custom
Cabinets and Wood•
working. No dipping.
Hwy. 641 South
492-8850
We Buy and Sell

Kimball Piano
or Organ

Garage sale, Tuesday through
The Pistol People Invest in a
Friday. 810 5. South Kirkwood
- feeling of security. largest
5995.00
ow
Extended. Tape deck, sapphire
25:Suiness Serés 34. Housesror Went
variety, lowest priced, no
SECTION 1
tiotice
Wanted
Situation
9.
Thurman's
registration or red tape in KenThat the annual budget of the fiscal year beginning 1Partially furnished 2 bedroom ring, lamps, furniture. clothes
Santa suit rentals 759-4073
do babysitting in my home tucky. Country Boy Store, 9
1-31 and ending 12-31-81 is hereby adopted as follows;
house, North 1$th. No pets. for all. 759-1081.
Furniture
ft 15'14 Worillyours.
,
4
TV-Radio
26.
759-1931.
•
Estimated Revenue
miles west of Hopkinsville iuncDeposit and lease required. 431iiT Uslate
jo • ffS A
208 E Main
Ky5.
24,322.00
ition, Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
One coin,
General Fund
tion KY 164-117. Hours 8*Murray.
42071
II 14.14. Want To Buy
FACT
Low cost home loan money
55,940.00
ide t v ,
Utility-Fund
$125.
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914
rui
Spacious 3 bedroom house in won't last long. For applicaNeed comfortable large, swivel
3 975.00
Fire Department Fund
k
p:lel ly A
aw0weiwo•••0•1•Qirou•01.- $75. C
,
quiet subdivision. Central air. tions, incomes can vary up to
chair with anr-. etc. Also Iii•ro.----"••••..ole`olrolvolP00•00
84,237.00
Total Est. Rev
, Responsible person wanted to wall heaters. 2 car garage. 522.500 for a five member
would like to rake leaves. p
• STARKS
. takropsroall monthly payment $350 monthly plus deposit. family. Give us a call now at
PaulLrocket_
"Appropriations.........
•HARDWARE 1) Phone-753-3315.
' on like new 25" color t.v. War- Call 753-9436. Monday 753-1492 for information on
, 28,589.00
Gneral Fund
rs
Standing
timber
buy.
ranted. Clayton's 1 & B Music, through Friday call after 5 pm
k
12th & Poplar 111) Want to
this 10 7i8% interest. Yes, you
51,737.00.
Utility Fund
Will look at all tracts approx753-7575.
753-122T
read right • under 11% on a 25
2 752.00
Fire Department Fund
imately 20 acres and up. 753- $
year term. Dial 753-1492. We'll
.-MiEffe Home Sales Practically new 3
2783,078.00 ePft 6
r ler136 5592.
Total Appropriations
help you. Century 21 Loretta
bedroom,
with
den
and
_trail _ x 0, with
13Jrticles For Sale
lobs, Realtors.
83237.00 "What If I hays bon
-Total Estimated Revenue
living
room.
No
wning. porch,
pets.
e aluminum
Christmas sale' Club aluminum t
Total Appropriations
83,078.00 baptized
Mr. Executive...If you were ever
; underpinni • strap, and an- $300 per month. Call
elm.
10 piece
$27.99:
1159.00
set.
piece
7
to believe an advertisement,
Excess Revenue. 1981
,chors. $2000. Phone 753$ p.m., 753- 759scripturally?"
set, $49 99. 11 piece set.
believe this one! This handEstimated Fund Balances
6614. To settle estate of Willie 2587.
Wallin Hardware.
17,434.00 4444; "I am Joseph." $59.99
some tri-level is brick and wood
December 31. 1980
Glover.
I
_
.
7594445.
Paris.
with wrought iron fenced court
Estimated Fund Balances
5 12x70 Mobile home. Hiree bed-ri -O-Tfn house with yard. Now picture this home
18,593.00
December :11, 1981
and
11
washer
bedroom,
2
refrigerator,
stove,
Townhouse.
I
setting amongst dozens of tall
IC-arid Thanks
For Sale
bath. new .carpet. $4750. Call dryer, $275 per month plus beautiful trees with a gorgeous
SECTION 2 UKC Registered Walker
everyone
wish
to
like
I
would
deposit.
437-4955.
753-3582
That this ordinance shall be of effect on January 1.
lawn underneath. This spacious
a Merry Christmas and a pro- Pups. Good Blood lines.
1981.
1974 Trailer. 12x65. 2 Two bedroom house, gas heat, home has everything...game
From Ca 753-3928 oter 4
Year.
New
ws
William Pratt, Mayor City of Hazel
bedroom, central heat and air. married couple only, no pets or room with free standing _
Gerald's Workshop. owner, pm.
C Make down payment, take over childrin. References. '759- fireplge, family room with
Waldrop.
Gerald
ATTEST -,Elizabeth J. Hudson
cedar paneling, brick fireplace.
paymylakCall 753-7127.
4401.
Give the
The family of Mrs. Laura Wills Toy model trucks, several
clerk. City of Hazel
built in bookcases (very warm
Mol.
2
C
HomeTeTCts
Livestock-Supplies
37.
wish to express their thanks models to choose from. great
and inviting). U-shaped kitchen
and appreciation to their for Christmas. Call 753-1372.
12x50 All electric furnished 48 Feeder pigs. average 50 lbs. has quality cabinets and loads
2. Notice
2. Notice
neighbors and friends for the
home. 1.5 miles east of Murray 753-5463 or 753-0144. of ceramic. 3 bedrooms, 3 full
SIC-31 Personal stereo by Pioneer. Stereo FM/AM
Phwhogrophy: Whew
Bible Facts Free Store for the beautiful flowers and words of Truck load of merchandise, for
on private lot. $140 per month For sale. Grain feed beef by the baths...Call 753-1492. We can't
we part yiwor photos, we also
;cassette recorder featuring Pioneer loaded deck.
Fireplace
resell.
to
or
bargain
needy 759-4600
consolation during the death or
rent. Deposit required. Call half orwholr-Call 753-3336.
begin to tell it all! Oh yes,,.
Progranunable repeat, Song-finder, Edit switch,
bleed sciensumd err to give
insert, blower, screen, electric
our sister and aunt.
753-85h..
owner will consider partial
pow quality prints at comect. Much more' ;Memory switch, LED-record, power and repent
appliances
we
What
care
is
best
do
rent
for
Horse'stalls
759Call
Charles & Bertha Rose
petitive prices.
financing and. owner wants ofindicators, Cr02 capability, One touch recording.
For rent 2 bedroom trailer.
First $75 takes iti 753-0318.
Needline 753-6333.
Fred & Eula Mae ,
fer now! CENTURY 21 Loretta
$ 434"two-way speakers and 3-way power capability. near _Murray. No pets. 489- 4588 or 753-7637
CARTER STUDIO
Furnishings
1-6.--1ilne
Wilkerson
Ree Mar Arabians, visitors Jobs Rdltors.
2611.
753.8294
304 '
Lasting
welcome! Give an Arabian
The family of the late Cora Antique day bed. Best offer
Furnished 12x65, 2 full baths, horse for Christmas! AM
Tidwell, wish to express their Call 753-6232.
Gift
753-0113
Murray
St.
Chestnut
Purdom & Thurman s
(Rear)
759and
washer
$150.
dryer.
Center
Dixieland
deliver. 753-6126.
heartfelt thanks to each and Antique mahogany drop leaf
1987.
Insurance
everyone one who made her table, 6 chairs. Hotpoint 30' gp
38. Pets-Supigres
Real Estate
pain easier to bear while she electric range. Call 759-1322 -cilyminom•mormormil•mwo •••o Ivo o•CI aoo•Poswo swowew owl": For rent: 12)(65' Trailer. 2
Seuthilde Ceurt Sq.
bedroom. 2 bath, ac. washer-- AKC Shih Tzu male and female
was in the hospital. and our
dryer. Mobile Home Village. small shaggy oriental beauties. S Murray, Kentucky
burden lighter since her pass
22.Musical
mobile
Has
-- $140 per month. Deposit re- champion sired, pet and show
mg.
Gibson 12 string acoustic quired. Phone 753-3895 after quality. $250 and up. Call 522- Lt..coac:=1-51
i homes for rent.
We would like especially to
6052.
46 guitar. $150. Call 753-2698.
5 pm.
thank the doctors. Raymond d,
!Students welcoWant to buy a home but inNew and used Baldwin piano See Brandon Dill at Dill's AKC registered Boston Terrier terest rates too high? If your in-'
Chorette. and Clark, and all of"
Special
me!
the nurses on third floor who
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co.. Trailer Court. located at South puppies, wormed. Make nice come qualifies, apply for an
made her as comfortable as
across from the Post Office, 4th Street.
Christmas gifts. 753-7438.
rates!! We also
loan toParis,
was humanly possible. We will
Love glistens...
Boarding and grooming for the day! The money won't last long
special
have
never forget them. To Brother
30.
Business Rental holidays! Daily or monthly at this rate so don't delay.
Responsible party to take rip
in a Keepsake
Connie -and Sister Wyatt and
.flontfily payment - on r:
i deals for lot renites. Heated kennel with out- Call Spann Realty Associates at
Brother John Dale for their
Mini
perfect diamond.
.-ino. less than a year .
'de runs. Hidden Valley Ken- 753-7724 today for further inters! Come live
many prayers and- visits. Ti:
(1
Warehouse
layton's. 753-7575.
formation.
els. 435-4481, Lynn Grove,
NEW
Brother Dale an Brother
a with us! 753Spaco
Storage
U.K. Basketball
acco,
Silvestri
white
and
c1
,
,'
Beasley for their comfortini
Like a quiet snow fall. a
!3280.
: on. Call after 4 pm. 753
For Rent
Keepsake perfect
words, to the singers from the
:ikem7/
(
diamond engagement
/166.
7th & Poplar Church of Christ
753-4758
of
silently
ring speaks
for 11_ the beautiful songs. A
Takamine classical guitar.
love. All Keepsake
special thanks to our very dear
perfect diamonds are
$200: combo banjo. $90. Call 32. Apts. For Rent
openings for 2 year ok:
Merry
sc
being
fo
Hendon
Nell
friend.
regispermanently
153-3436.
Children A limited number of
tered. with a lifetime
faithful taking twins with thP
Saturday and Sunday,
openings are also available fu,
FOR NEW':
guarantee for perfect
Christmas
before
staying
family,
her
with
3-5 year old children
Exterminating
23.
clarity. fine white color
Beautiful furnished
20th
and 21st of December
and
hospital.
the
to
welt
she
Transportation provided to ac
and precise modern
FREE GIFT
apartment, fully carafter also.
Old
cut. Choose from our
Tire Building
Advance
public
from
-1111,WFW111111..
peted, half block of
CATALOG
We appreciated so much the
collection of 14 Karat
kindergarten programs 1808 Coldwater Rd.
All BUGS CALL
gold Keepsake ring
campus.
4
For
college
food,
ne
o
phflowers.
beautiful
formation about quality
Murray, Ky.
styies today.
......_ "k.....
Phone: 753-7222
girls. Available noel
calls, cards, and visits, and tr.
care. phone 753-9356 day
m-any-way
FLEA
helped
wbe
-anyone
MARKET
Phone
753-5865 days,
l
.el
t
OH
court square,
753-156-6 nights, or visit thp
We will forever be grateful.
or 753-5108 after 6
facility at 1503 Stadium View
Murray, Ky.
Friday,
Dec. 19th
The Children
Registered Diamond Rings
Kelley's Termite
( p.m.
DEALER'S
AUCTION
SaiSt and Found
&phPest
ni 75C3e3n9t1r4oI
Apartments (on rent, near
6:00 p.m.
Night,
Friday
on 280 East, Pottertow
downtown. Call 753-4109.
Ad. a Hawk. Wearing a bei
Call
Information
For
1, /14
-..././..W\
Duplex for rent. All kitchen ap99.5°. pure-$24.95 pint
around the neck and 2 leathe•
365-3467
or
502-365-7149
air.
and
heat
central
pliances,
Square
153-2835
Side
Ky.
East
Murray,
bands around it's feet If seen
24.Miscellaneous
901-642-7807
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437.
For atoll Ord." leen Great P 0 Mi. 1022
or found call 753-0736
An ique bisque piano baby, For rent: 2 bedroom apartment.
Isillione4=Met=MBWerif
Pork Tn 33242
6. Help Wanted
Quality Photography
100 years old, original, written Stove, referigerator, washer.
NAME
appraisal. 615-232-6505 or dryer, dishwasher furnished.
Immediate opening for R.N. or
?32-5197.
" N. for private doctor off&
ADDRESS
753-9240.
..nd resume to P 0 Box 10411
Firewood, seasoned oak and For rent: Furnished apartment,
State
CITY
hickory, 18", 24". Chainsaws $90 per month. 753-5292.
100N, 6th St.
•PRESGRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
repaired. sharpened. Tree
zip
SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
HOSPITAL
Murray, KY
CHIEF
duplex.
bedroom
2
rent:
For
VIII* C.I.rt...Ws
For noollooliors
removal. 489-2327, 489-2853. '
Price
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Reasonable
1214 Peggy Ann. Murray. 492PHARMACIST
Firewood, 18-24" seasoned. 8225.
-*HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
for 218 bed Hospital
mixed hardwoods. $25 per
-On Prescriptions in City Limits
Free Deli
rick. delivered. Call 753-8536. Two bedroom apartment,
locatel in a beautiful
redecorated, adults, no pets.
university community in
Hours- 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Doily
Good used 2 horse air- Lease and deposit. Call 753twin lake area of
compressor. Can be seen at 9208 after 4 pm.
Except Thurs., Sunday L Holidays
western Kentucky. Ex213 Irvan Call 753-3563. 753
753-0972
Two bedroom Townhouse apart2
2569
benefit
cellent
range,
carpet,
all
ments,
INTRODUCTORY
program.
Salary
One hp Sta-rite water pump, refrigerator,dishwasher,
negotiable. Contact AdPORTRAIT SPECIAL
tank, and pipe. Call 759-4799 disposal, washer-dryer hookup,
ministrator, Murray
central heat and air. 753-7559
1-8x10's
pm.
5
after
Calloway
County
days or 7517550 nights.
4.557's
accorwhite
and
Red
Silvestri
Bookkeeper/Accountant
Hospital,
kmMurray,
For qualified
20-Wallet
apartments.
bedroom
Two
2
womens
and
mens
65
dion;
tacky 42071,502-753for local automobile related business.
rings, turquoise birthstones, Close to campus. 753-9714.
5131.
and
bracelets, necklaces, western Three room furnished duplex
resume
Send
negotiable.
Salary
9'd babysitter in my ome
vests, leather belts, floor lamp, apartment, close to town. 503
references to P. 0. Box 1040 D, Main Street. 7
western leather saddle purse Olive Street. 753-1246.
$5.00 Deposit Required
and knives. Call after 4 pm,
Murray, KY 42071. All information Call 753-5211
Unfurnished 2 bedroom apart753-7166
Now Through December, 3 to 6 p.m.
/. Storage Bldgs.
only.
couples
married
ment,
confidential.
FAR LANDS TR AVEi4 AGENCY Seasoned firewood. Call
During Business Hours
References and deposit. Call
portable
Built
Custom
711 Main
10411•1100.4.4Mill.
2758
4948594.
buildings Call 753-0984
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iF

LOW INTEREST RATE

TN.

Arts and Craft
Show & Sale

KeePsake

Furches Jewelry

DMS0

STUDIO WEST

WALLI

•

OPEN

kISIT N
opEN

Available January 1st

45 AM to 4 PM

oxo $1000

Peace all over the
world in the New Year.
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1
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44. Lots For Sale

its-Supplies

INF1N WI Erni MINIM =Ns
Good kw your system

Lot for sale, west of city limits
water, sewer paved streo
wooded financing available
Call /53 4060
.

male
registered
rake Retriever for sale
14663
uppies AKC registered,
; old, all puppy shots
-0033
edience classes AKC
Shepherds and AKC
Ian cattle dogs Call
)8
istmas. Yorkshire Ter
eady to go Christmas
II now for your pick'
16

w•

46. Homes For Sale

ublic Sale

om Stripping and
airing
and
nishing. Custom
nets and Wood
ing. No dipping.
iwy. 641 South
492-8850
Ne Buy and Sell

sale. Tuesday through
8 to 5. South Kirkwood
ed. Tape deck, sapphire
imps, furniture. clothes
759-1087.

ear Estate

cast home loan money
last long For applicancomes can vary up to
0 for a five member
Give us a call now at
92 for information on
7:8% interest. Yes, you
ght - under 11 00 on a 25
rm Dial 753-1492. We'll
ou. Century 21 Loretta
'ealtors,
ecutive..lf you were ever
retie an advertisement
: this one' This hand
ri-level is brick and wood
rought iron fenced court
Now picture this home
amongst dozens of tall
lul trees with a gorgeous
nderneath This spacious
has everything game
with free standing
Ee. family room with
paneling, brick fireplace.
n bookcases tvery warm
Yltingf U-shaped kitchen
iality cabinets and loads
imic. 3 bedrooms. 3 full
Call 753-1492. We can't
to tell it all' Oh yes.
will consider partial
ing and owner wants of.
w' CENTURY 21 Loretta
teltors

urdom & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
outhsIde Court Sq.
lurray, Kentucky
753-4451

to buy a home but inrates too high" If your inqualities, apply for an
INTEREST RATE loan to•
he money won't last long
s rate - so don't delay
pann Realty Associates at
724 today for further inlion

PEOPLES/BANK

"Rom

BUSINESSES

(ET
19th
CTION
)0 p.m.
n Call
365-3467

Professional Services
With The Friend')Touch"

iVITTIVITITTITZTT VTIlpilnilr11132)
ti

I

Quarter Million
:I
Dollars in Diamonds 2

ki•11•041.1•1•1416

DESIGNED FOR
THE 80's
Gatesboro - Almost
new Spanish-Style 3
BR., 2 Bath. B.V.
spacious great room,
cozy fireplace, beamed ceiling. Formal dining room. Luxurious
carpeting. Custom
cabinets, island kitchen. Economical heat
pump. 2-Car garage,
courtyard entrance.
First time offered at a
low,low $63,900.00.

Large selection with savings up to 75 % new and used 44

TV Sets $49.93
Stereos AM FM 8 truck casettes $99.93,
Large Assortment of Cameras
i
Including 35MM $39.93 up
Polaroid or Kodak Instamatic
4
4
. . . $9.93
4
4
Bell & Howell Movie Projector
4
4
$99.93
14
4
14Golf Clubs, Luggage, Radios, Taped
1ei • NEED MORE
6tDecks, Field Glasses.
ROOM?
Large selection shotguns and rifles,2
4 Then this is it, lovely 4
BR., and study,
knives, old and new, some collector
situated on treeitems. Straight Razors, Silver Coins,i studded
lot. This charSterling Pieces.
4 ming home has large
We do all types of engraving
15 living-dining area,
ft country kitchen, large
rec. room, 2 baths,
4
elec. heat. Less than

4

4

Gold and Silver
Pawn Shop
OLYMPIC PLAZA

ye
0
t

•••==
50 1000 TWO-SPEED FRONT LOAD
CASSETTE DECK
Two Speed Operation • Do4by• Noise Reduction System
Extended Range Illuminated VU 'Utters
Perm
•Super
alloy Head • Tape Count
Counter • Bias Ina E0 Seings
for
tt
Nooriai CrO, arid FeCr
Vertical
Load
Cas
sette Door •
Panel Mic Input and Headphone Jacks•
Total Mechantsm
cm Size Rack Adaptable

•Daped
m
FrontShur OnTape•COMpon

4371eal Estate

43. Real Estate

IL-771.INNW
zuktillie
753-1222
::
1 311&. AIM

1

1

ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Quality 4 bedroom
home near Murray
High School, fresh on
the market. Home has
recently
been
redecorated
throughout, insulated
to TVA standards, and
chain-link fencing added around backyard.
Excellent location and
excellent price - upper
50's. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty, and
let the "Home Team"
go to work for you.
CLOSE TO
UNIVERSITY
Another new listing
near the university.
Proud older brick
home on wooded lot.
Fireplace in living
room, formal dining
room,3 bedrooms,and '
attached garage. Selling to settle estate. Offereck in the mid 40's
through
Kopperud
Realty. 711 Main
Street

753-1222
ARIL
1....1111

I
i
i

1

LARGE RUSTIC
HOME AND
13 ACRES
Just listed this choice
property which includes a modern home
in peaceful wooded
setting. Several barns
out-buildings,
and
fenced area for horses,
and located only 7
miles east of Murray.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222, for all the
details.
NEW LISTING
Completely remodeled
brick home one block
from the university.
Home is just like new
from the carpets to the
ceiling, plus new kitchen and bath.
Fireplace in living
room adds just the
right touch. Offered in
the mid 30's, and
owner will consider
financing. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty, for full-time real
estate service.

Wooded lot provides serene setting for newly decorated three
bedroom crick located lust
west of SouthsicM shopping
Fenced backyard provides
security for small children and
pets. Glassed in back porch
lust off U-shaped kitchen provides seclusion and privacy
Transferrable loan available
with lower than current interest rate. Dial 1531492 _Century -21 Loretta lobs
Realtors

100

DEALER'S
AUCTION
Friday Night, 6:00 p.m.
Old Advance Tire Building
808 Coldwater Road at S Points

iquired
3 to 6 p.m.
Hours

Truck loads of new merchandise. Toys - Tools
Novelities, Automotive and household items.

44. Lots For Sale
Tract of rand approximately 17
acres, level. cleared. 372 ft.
frontage lust past Kingswood
Subdivision, State Highway
1550. $35.000 firm! Call 703: 921-1403 after 6 pm.

House for sale 2-3 bedroom
brick on 1.9 'acres, many shade
trees, garden, all new plumb•
ing. Storm windows, shed and
garage. Woodstove with all new
triple wall flu. Call 435-4193

I

I

411.14111114.

RD

RECORDS-TAPES-STEREOS ts

1

47. Motorcycles

50. Used Trucks
1973 3. ton Camper trailer
Special. 68.000 miles Call
759-1816 after 4 pm.
1978 ford Custom F-150. 4wheel drive. 28.000 miles, includes a Pioneer super tuner
stereo $5000. 753•01c15 after
4 pm.
1978 Ford pickup truck. 391
motor. air-conditioned. power
steer.ng. power brakes. / sets
tar
1 of f' .s mug giros and
j
'tool too red arid white Approximately 27.000 miles
Located at Dexter 437-4959

LOOK!!!

75)4144

Sellars NWIlwyms al

1
3

4•111 Coins

1974 Ford Ranger XLT $1700 Call 753-7458 after 5 pm
1973 International 1600 truck
air-conditioned power steer
mg. radio 14 ed $3500
753-8061
1978 Jeep pickup automatic
power steering br,r',es bucket
seats. AM IV 30 000 miles
$3950 437 4967

53. Services Offered

51.S1' 45410-510

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)753-S146

12th St
Marray My47071
)04N

ile**-410-404.16
•
41) rir

%Ow 0:05.9

eo

3
•
•
-CASE Ea Ss& SILVER -(MN FM SOLD & SILVER •

•
Concrete and block work Block
garages basements driveways
walks patios steps tree
estimates Charles Barnett
753-5476

T.V. TOWERS
T.V. ANTENNAS
INSTALLED
Rey's Antenna Service
Phone 435.4165
Heating refrigeration, en,
repair. Bob Refrigeration 3,
vice. Hazel Kentucky 498-83:t
or 753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
c0171ing bills Call Sears 7532310 for tree estimate
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared
stumps' We can remr,
stumps up to 24- below In.
ground, leaving only sawde •
and chip' Call for trtP7- 3- Kw- 2 iS 2•:

Big selection depression
glass all colors all patterns
butter molds Aron bottles
Coca Colo items China old
iron pots dog irons milk
cons Select now for Christ
mos.
Laverne Freeland
901-642-4565
210 Memorial Drive
Paris, TN 38242
Across front teal Mort and
Joe Mithall Ford
L& B Residential Carpel
.ing 759 1147

Yamaha
Champ.
e•
`ow,$549"
Lay- A way Now!

so"

Town & Country
Yamaha
East Ilwy.14
'Auk 753411711
-OPEN MONDA I'S-

VISA

1711n 1.1:
i4444
SHARP'

M=111
if
- •. )
•Autai

tape selector switch
•Bias and equalization switch for
•Dolby Noise Reduction Cr02/ tapes
RT-10 Stereo

Cassette Deck
Metal Tape!!! DOLBY !!!
LED peak level display precision

$ 3995
Price Break
1
(COMPARE AT $179.95 UP)

This Is Not A
Discontinued Model!
"Merry Christmas To All

World of Sound
222 So. 12th

7534865

Diet Center
Franchise
For Sale
Minimai Investment
Low Inventory
Ideal Woman's Business
More Information Call:
314-471-9476 or
After 5:00 314-471-9320

For

,

AVAILABLE

•

5,

53. Services Meld

Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison
753-5429.
For
your home-care, personal1975 Buick leSabre. 4-door.
power steering, brakes, and air care, housewares, and multi9$918501. Call 753.8124 or 753- vitamin and mineral supplement needs, call your local Amway distributor at 753-0806
1976 Chevelle Malibu Cla c. after 4 pm
4-door sedan, 305 V8, po r
steering. power brakes, and air Fence sales at Sears now. Call
18 plus mpg Good southern Sears. 753-2310 for free
car $1950 753-9181 or 753- estimate for your needs
3124
Guttering by Sears. Sears con1971 Chevette. 33.000 miles. tinous gutters installed per
orange Good condition. Call your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for tree est linen
after 5. 759-4526.

Brief Cases

se
If you have been selling your
p.
gold rings and silver without e
getting OW offer you or
probably lost some money sr.
•
Please get our offer before •
you FINI It mollies Dollars and
Sense. Free Approisols Secur
rav provided
;

raternity needs house, fur
rushed if possible, 4 or more
bedrooms. Call 767-2342

)1

1967 Buick Grand 'Sport
Coupe, collectible good condition. minor repairs needed. Call
753-8860

For sale. 1974 Monte Carlo.
$950 Phone 753-8963.

CASN FOE $OLO& SIL1Eit CASS FOR SOLD a SILVER •

57. Wantid-

49. Used Cars

Attache Cases

Marray Ilentuchy

(rye part Bloodhound poop6 weeks old 489-2711

ow%

1980 Honda ATC 185 3- Custom made cabinets. music
wheeler, like new. 753-4504
centers, book cases. hutches
Honda 110 3-wheeler, ex- Reasonable 436 2566
cellent condition. $700. Call
after 8 pm. 753-5141. Also
COURTNEY SMALL
have 51 7 hp go-cart.
ENGINE REPAIR &
1976 Model Suzuki 370 dirt
SAW SHOP Coldbike. $400. Call 759-4712 after
water, 489-2853.
5-30.

--soiVoIrp...-01410-44"."7
1V
-,4044

311 Mein Street
47071
753 OW

56. Free Co itirin

Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom Trim
References,
Work,
753-0489 Day or
Night.

TTIZTIVITTIITITIZTralrall111211)

1972 Ford Maverick. $200. Call
1
759-1068.
1970 Ford Torino GT 351 four
barren all new tires, good body
&Vat and interior Firm $400 Call
492-8846
- s
.
.
1972 Monte Carlo i3'25
Weds some body work. 753
9181 or 753-8124
Thunderbird. excellent
i
_
1
shap
new motor. new
transmission 4 new tires, all
new brake system. 753-1217
1 978 "Bird Landau, black with
red interior. loaded. Call 489
2797 after 5 pm.
Also Many Other Gift Items
. -179 Toyota Celica GI Coupe
black wrth black interior, sun
roof. AM-FM stereo radio. 4
peakers. 4ow cassette deck
sport wheels. AC. ps low
mileage. extra sharp' $6200
After 5 pm. 753-7982.

Twin Lakes Office
Products, Inc.

11;

Dixieland Center(Rear)
Chestnut St Murray 753-0113 ‘
11

For sale: 1970 4-door Impala
Chevrolet, 48.000 miles, good
condition. $600. Phone 7536614. To settle estate of Willie
Glover.

PURDOM
',coshedOlds.Parrtmc.CMISIR
Marn(ustonsen
Concern'Are Our

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.

Sunset Boulevard
Musk

1406 West Main 733-5315

41.1400
I••••
0...
741 7777
"17409
lowit•0411••

7110174

$1 7500

1955 Ford 2-door sedan. V8
straight shift. runs good. good
restorable car. $250. 753-9181
or 753-8124

1980 Pontiac Sunbird 13 000 milet,local one owner 4 speed air conditioner..
$4995.00

Super constructed 2
story home with all the
luxuries including central heat and air and
Fisher wood burning
stove. Located on Kentucky Lake with its
own canal and boat
dock with year round
deep water. You must
see this one!
13 Acres of good farm
land, well constructed
3 bedroom home with
full basement located
only 2'2 miles from
town. Owner must
sell!

Reg.
$235.00

1968 Delmont Oldsmobile. 4door, body and motor in good
condition $400. Call 7535463

4•••••
197& Holly Park - 3
bedroom, 2 bath with
living room addition.
Central heat and air.
Fully furnished. This
is the Cadillac of all
homes.
mobile
Located on a large lot
with city water, good
garden spot, fruit
trees, and grape arbor. Close to town.

Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30

CIAL

111,11-•

•REAL ESTATEs.1
& PROPERTY MAN/14E1.41NT

Open Hours
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
Closed Wednesday

753-3685

753-0186

Look at this beautiful 3
acre mini farm. Located 3
miles west of Murray.
Beautiful building spot.

225 L. P. Miller St.

1.m. Daily
& Holidays

Money, K,

a41(2

Across From Community Center

Price

lot I nnnnnn Broke,
1212 Cold..., Id

replacement cost at
only $52,900.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

VEST
t.

PROPERTY
Listings needed, Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Everywhere.
"Free" Catalog.
STROUT REALTY

Of

Hard

-Limited Supply-

I

AZWITV13131711171711171rintirrn

1
i

Rd

FARMS HOMES

LAKE AND RECREATIONAL

:raft
;ale

mday,
)ecember
Building

MURRAY KY

-7he
timing

1ST 5291 in

s
r

FOR SALE
New, 3 bedroom,
2 bath house
finished
with
garage. 10
minutes from
r
Murray
Mayfield. The
right party could
move into this
house for Christmas, with no
money down and
over
take
on
payments
contract. For information call.
489-2715

JAMES'
ANTIQUES

101•

_53. Services-Mired

Stop, For all your repair needs
Restoration and Copy • roofing, carpentry, plumbing
Work. West Kentucky's " and electrical work look no
Finest.
morel Call 753 9226 or 753CARTER STUDIO • 9623 We'll do your lob large of
small All work done to your
304 Main
satisfaction
..eed work on your trees' lopp Wet basement? We make wet
rig pruning. shaping. COM- basements dry. work complete
..iete removal and more Call It guaienteed Call or write
808E1'S TREE SERVICE for Morgan Construction Co
..35
:io316
essional tree care. 753 Route 2 Boo 409A. Paducah
KY 42001. call day or night
Plumbing and electric work 1 442-1026
done. Ronald Red Gertin Will haul driveway white rock
4354234.
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
of essiona I
painting,
haperhanging. paneling Corn- Also do backhoe work Cali
, lercial or residential. 20 years Roger Hudson 753 4545 vi
• ,penence Free estimates, 746163
Will Tay carpet. vinyl or tile
59-1987
Call 759-1823 after 6 pm

4.1.111=M111
._

45. Farms Tor Sale
"Ten years ago I could have bought a housePi8
rIe ntaicalr
farm
Primwith
e frontage
locatwn
for $35,000. obtained a loan at nine
percent,on 3 roads. 2 bedroom house
loaf of bread was 30 cents . . "
with good well With down pay
ment owner will consider
financing to qualified buyer
Don't delay call today for ap
pointment. 759 1322 or 489
i65

53 Services Offered
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TOTAL HARDWARE

FINE GIFTS
of Quality
By

Chicago
Cutlery

Off All

B-4.2(
Reg. $32.95

GMB-o(lot 11161 Mint Blo3,
For that special occasion give the very
Sale
best in American hand-crafted knives .
Chicago Cutlery.

Christmas
Wrap And
Ornaments

Panasonic AM/FM
Portable Radio
Panaaonk AM/FM portable radio
Includes slide rule tuning, •xt
speaker lack. telescopic antenna
2 AA battery operation 207.1496

The finest in professional cutlery . quality
construction, sharp blades and versatile
storage blocks. Knives and blocks sold
separately. Sec the entire line at •

Sour Choice a

REGISTER TO WIN AT COAST TO COAST

Pocket Cars
trucks end vehicles vl illr
die Cast owl,
High
:
struction and authentic
,,11/114 r1,51.1,, value for yearsii
1103 1643 803 1650

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Mirro 4-qt.
corn
popper.

PHONE

You Must be 18 years or older to be eligible to win Coast to
Coast employees and their families not eligible Drawing will
be held December 20, 1980 Need not be present to win
Void where prohibited by lase

Made of even
heating aluminum
Heatproof handle
and legs
163-3049(Z)

Hasbro

AMMON KM

Skil
Circular Saw
Skit
circular sew t'i-HP
heavy duty motor Must popular model In the SkIlsew line
of saes 314-3906

2.Speed
100• Watt

Hair Care

yer Hand held I,ght
A
Aohght with 2 speeds 3 heai.sorting% and
collapsihie harulle 160 1855
A Your Choler

188
Sale
7-Speed
Blender

2

,I.,• ,,• I.
7 speed push
bullon blend, Almond, 159
2179 or gold. 159-2187

Perennial Favorites ...
Checkers and Chess

Gillette

."mamilw • -wow
GIFTS FOR
THE CHILDREN

GIFTS FOR HER

Sale$777
Peterson Vise Grip Set
Gift set includes a 5 straight jaw ylsegrip junior
wrench
and.10 rise grip wrench with wire cutter.
084

Net Cost
24"
Mfg. Rebatei0e°
Sale Price

GIFTS FOR HIM

14"

Gillette Products

iv-

Features glare foe lighting 160 1012
Gillette Supermax Style, 1200 with brush
pact dryer that is great for travel 160 1624

85

Pocket Games
. .• .••••.
.•

ornb 1 ?ow 240 yultcni,

Sale
IC
)

liackages Whether you're ,ro.
,hnos ,00y,
ro
las
,
onedPild,h, llil,Ie .5 .1 pot ket
game to 0,1 your skill Alit, 510
iilihl 807 4569 807 4577
•

GIFTS FOR
THE FAMILY

G.E. AM/F/4 Clock Radio
Wakes you to music or alarm Features large 3', dynamic speaker. automatic volume control and large legible clock lace 203-2563

Sharp
Solar
Calculator
Sharp 8 digit solar calculator
with_built in solar cells Re
chargeable by the sun or any
type of light 228 0824.

2
vee

I-

r

Sale31
8
8
Regina electrikbroom.2

Take a Lickin'
from a Chicken

if nheam

speed, rug pile dial
nozzle w/edge suction
221-2066(Z)

Sale Price
16.85
Mfg. Rebate —5.00
Net Cost

31.88

This game challenges you to
beat the chicken Sounds and
motion add to this games
tun and excitement 4
games, 2 skill levels
For ages 5 yrs. and
older. Ball not incl
808-7439

Sunbeam
Fry Pan
,16i1,6 0'

I

REGINA.

34"

Sale

Harvest gold
67 2968

161 .'

Norelco Razors
A Larlybno
shaver with dual action shaving head
160 5138
_
13 Men's II.p top iota,, electric shaver 160 6458

3 pre.. modular stereo phonograph with built in 45 adattler lightweight
lone arm ,n. ,ph.re stylus and ?Ault range, inch spe4keis 208 1214

A
Your Choice

e 2188
Sale
A/Mk°

8988
Sale
G.E.CB Radio"Help"

Katsura stereo
headphones.

Adj. padded headband
204-1119(Z)

Emergency Information 40 chonnel lull power 2 coy C8 rodlo Use for
travel information or emergencies. Complete system includes
magnetic ontenno cigarette lighter adapter fransowyer ono all packed
in rugged travel case Stores eosily under some car seats or in trunk an
hl needed 206 1018

Rival Products
A

110 Sit!, W111 at.)
,I1

thickness knob and
steel blade that
sharp 163 1480
Svf rated

i.
w Horse Legs
brs A egs steel folding !saw horse legs 2 •
grip jawS. 19 " ley span 30 high Green Ye'l
firm finish 306 0050

1088
•Salez-i

A massage with eyerv shower This showsrhead
delivers up to 9000 oulsaring bursts of water •ye,
maluto Spray or massage cotton 406 0414

oiler Touch A Malic bag sealer for conve
client food storage White 113 1515

CoasttoCoast
Store Hours
Mon-Sat.9-9
Sun.1-6

Shower Massage

Bag Sealer USW'!"

TOTAL HARDWARE
Center

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Across
From
MSU

